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Message

I am extremely happy and delighted to note that Geological Survey of India (GSI) with
the support of Ministry of Mines has recently made a unique endeavour of introspecting
and churning within GSI.100x100 Visibility enhancement, Activity increase and Quality
enrichment (VAQ) model Programme was carried out by 125 middle level officers of GSI. I
know this team of VAQ officers have worked in tandem for the last five months in 14 diverse
themes and produced comprehensive base documents which can be a true guide for GSI to
introspect, follow and find plausible ways to tackle the evolutionary challenges, faced by
the Indian Geoscientists.
GSI being the forerunner in the field of Geoscience in the country, has always been
put into diverse challenges since its inception. This evolutionary journey of GSI kept this
organisation as a truly vibrant and rich geoscientific advisor to the Nation. We as countrymen
owe a lot to GSI for its yeomen contributions and it is our prime responsibility that GSI
continues to be as active, as innovative and as relevant contributor as before. And for this,
endeavour like VAQ is not only appropriate but an opportune exercise that Ministry of Mines
carried out jointly with GSI to give our core geoscience organisation a fillip to evolve and
serve the country at its pinnacle of scientific excellence. This will surely enable harnessing
of natural resources and its sustainability in accelerated manner in the near future.
I am confident that as the outcome of this VAQ exercise in the form of innovative
recommendations to follow within a defined timeline will have significant impact on the
activities of GSI as well as the pace of the development of our mineral sector in particular
and the country in general.

Date: 14th August, 2018
Place: New Delhi

(Anil Mukim)
Secretary, Mines

Message

GSI is one of the premier geoscientific organizations in the world and in the last 168
glorious years of its existence, it has time and again proven its worth in the nation building
through relentless geoscientific endeavors. In this glorious journey of GSI, the Ministry of
Mines has always played a pivotal role and I believe it would continue to do so in future.
However, we need to innovate, strategies, transform and accelerate ourselves to remain
relevant and thriving in the fast changing world. Keeping this in mind, a holistic idea on
“Program 100X100 VAQ (Visibility, Activity, Quality) Enhancement Model” was conceived
by the Ministry of Mines to enhance the Visibility, increase the Activity and enrich the Quality
of all the activities of GSI. After four months of hectic preparations and deliberations at
different levels, subsequently, a two days’ workshop was organized by GSI on 19th and 20th
July 2018 at Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Hall, CHQ, Kolkata. I strongly believe that the workshop
on VAQ program was a grand success. I must convey my heartfelt thanks to the Ministry
of Mines for conceiving such a noble thought and actively involved in its deliberations
before and during the workshop. I congratulate all the 111 member officers, led by the 14
able theme coordinators, of GSI for their sincere involvement in preparing and finalizing
the Theme Documents in time and its excellent presentations and threadbare discussions
during the workshop. I strongly anticipate that the desired objective of the VAQ Model will
definitely be achieved in the right earnest by the officers of GSI under the able guidance of
Ministry of Mines.
I appeal to all my fellow colleagues to join hands in making this path breaking endeavour
a grand success.
Jai Hind!

Date: 14th August, 2018
Place: Kolkata

Dr. Dinesh Gupta
Director General, GSI

Foreword

1. Geological Survey of India is a prestigious 167-year-old geoscience organization with illustrious contributions
to geoscience in general and Indian economy in particular. It is one of the eminent and the second oldest
geoscientific survey organizations of the world with its imprint on diverse activities encompassing the whole
span of geoscientific survey, investigation and research.
2. GSI has on its roll experienced and highly qualified geoscientists, chemists and engineers. It is capable of
delivering output in almost all geoscience domains with the quality at par with global standards. Of late, however
due to diverse reasons GSI has been receiving adverse criticism from various quarters of the government and
the public. The reason possibly is that as the country has embarked on a high growth trajectory it is expected
that geoscientific activities, especially mineral exploration, also commensurately take an upward leap. Mineral
exploration need to accelerate immensely as it is the foundation of the mineral sector which is the core sector
of any national economy. GSI did not appear to be rising up to the challenge by many. This situation warranted
a comprehensive program with immediate and urgent impact on increasing visibility, enriching activities and
enhancing quality of work of GSI.
3. GSI has state-of-the-art laboratories, has a Pan-India presence, and a pool of outstanding geoscientists. It
was discerned that there is lot of energy and drive at the middle level for reaching the global standards and
also to address the challenge faced by GSI as a scientific organization and also developing program as per
the requirement of the govt. They are willing to convert the challenge which GSI facing into an opportunity
to showcase its high quality work and make itself more visible. Though from 2008 onwards, the government
has taken significant steps to restructure and invigorate the organization with a fresh vision and charter in
tune with the developments in the world of geosciences in the country and the world, it was clear that a fresh
churning process is required for extracting the best out of GSI.
4. At such challenging times organisations like GSI needs to take stock of the contributions made, the activities
being carried out, its impact on society as well as perceptions of the stakeholders, both public and private.
Organisation needs rejuvenate and reinvent itself. This 100x100 VAQ [V stands for Visibility, A stands for
Activity improvement and Q stands for Quality enhancement] program has emerged in this context.
5. The VAQ program was initiated through a meeting at the ministry on 23.02.2018 chaired by me with a selected
initial group of 14 theme coordinators of GSI wherein diverse issues of GSI were discussed. Many critical
issues and themes were identified which require to be addressed for significant improvement of the VAQ
parameters of GSI. Subsequently, 111 officers of GSI were selected, representing different domain expertise
as well as all the Regions and State Units of GSI. These were divided into teams of 14 Thematic Domains.

6. The theme coordinators had detailed discussions with the selected 125 selected officers of GSI and all other
officers working in related domains to arrive at considered recommendations. The base documents have been
submitted by the coordinators. These cover almost all the activities of GSI. Critical issues have identified and
recommendations made for VAQ enhancement.
7. A workshop on finalisation of VAQ programme was held on 19-20 July 2018 at GSI, Kolkata wherein the
officers selected for the VAQ programme participated along with the DG, GSI; ADGs of GSI; and some DDGs.
The workshop was presided over by me. Shri Bipul Pathak, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Mines and concerned
Directors also participated from the Ministry.
8. Each of the 14 Coordinators made crisp presentations on the main recommendations in the activities of their
respective domains. These recommendations were enthusiastically discussed and deliberated by all the participants.
Implementable programs within a short period of 100 days or upto a year for significant enhancement in the
VAQ parameters has been developed for each domain by these groups of domain experts. After each stage of
100 days the status of implementation will be comprehensibly reviewed for course correction, if any.
9. The final recommendations cover all the critical issues which need to be addressed to ensure GSI makes its
rightful contribution to the growth and well-being of the country’s economy. The recommendations inter alias
include manifold increase in the number of exploration projects to be taken up by GSI; accelerated development
through outsourced vessels of offshore blocks for allocation; modernization of its laboratory, instrumental
and drilling facilities aimed towards accelerated and high quality geoscience investigations including mineral
exploration; development of Public Good Geoscience which has direct impact on citizens; creation of a
structure for public and media communications; mandatory skill upgradations; and many other technical and
administrative issues. The recommendations outline the path GSI is poised to tread in the coming days to meet
the new challenges and achieve new milestones.
10. I am sure the zeal and excitement displayed during the VAQ program will generate the required enthusiasm
for implementation of the recommendations leading to a renewed and reinvigorated GSI.

Date: 14th August, 2018
Place: New Delhi

(Dr. K Rajeswara Rao)
Addl. Secretary
Ministry of Mines

Fore Note

It gave me immense pleasure to be a participant in the VAQ Program with its four month
long process of identifying the critical issues and the corresponding implementable action
points for enhancing visibility, activity and quality of work of GSI.
It was encouraging to witness the enthusiasm, drive and energy at the middle-level
scientific and administrative personnel in GSI who are remarkably imbued with a ready
willingness to accept the challenge thrown in by the accelerated growth of the country’s
economy. Recommendations finalized under this program cover whole range of activities of
GSI in both Technical and Non-technical Streams. The implementation of the recommendations
as per the timelines will surely have a significant positive impact on the activities of GSI
and the mineral sector as a whole.
The receptivity and the proactive initiatives shown by the Director General, GSI and
the senior officers of GSI was a revelation and a great source of encouragement for the
successful completion of this novel VAQ venture.
The Ministry has pledged support to GSI in this venture and I would be looking forward
to the implementation of the plans emerging out of this program. It would be a pleasure to
see this great organization reinvigorating itself.

Date: 14th August, 2018
Place: New Delhi

Bipul Pathak
Joint Secretary, Mines

Preface

Geological Survey of India (GSI) – the premiere Geoscientific Department of India was established in 1851
and is the second oldest Geological Survey in the world. Since its inception, it serves India in a crucial capacity
as the prime geoscientific advisor of the Nation. GSI’s 167-year-old journey in this sub-continent had facilitated
collation of a huge legacy geoscientific information base, that led to discovery of almost all the country’s existing
metallic and non-metallic mineral reserves, a substantially-high resource repository for coal, lignite and many
initial discoveries in oil and gas etc. India is one of the few countries in world, who has completed systematic
geological mapping on 1: 50,000 scale for almost the entire landmass of India (98.63%), including offering critical
geoscientific advice in the fields of Engineering Geology, Landslides, Earthquakes and Geodynamic studies, Geoenvironmental investigation, for harnessing and building the sustainable resources and safe infrastructure for the
country.
Despite the yeomen services to the Nation, GSI has been facing many challenges in the past for its operation
and activities because of fast changing scenarios in socio-economic milieu of India. Such rapid changes compelled
GSI to adjust, change, modify and restructure its roles and responsibilities. Being an old Government Department,
accepting such changed scenarios are always have been slower than what has been expected from GSI. This slow
response causes low visibility, and thereby pose questions about its efficacy, performance and apparently even
relevance in today’s India, which is on a faster trajectory of development to become one of economic giants in
the world in near future. This brings GSI at the cross-roads of the evolutionary track, compels it to accelerate its
activities to a higher level and sharpen up its performance so that tangible outcomes in terms of substantial jump
in quantifiable resources are made available to the Nation. In this regard, one of the biggest challenges faced by
the Mineral Industry, as well as GSI is to find out new mineral resources, which are continuously getting depleted
from the near-surface sources. Now the focus has shifted to deep and concealed mineral deposits, which can only
be discovered if state-of-the-art innovation is adopted in mineral exploration by GSI along with overhauling of its
exploration strategies, geological investigation, through optimum deployment of technical resources. This warrants
accelerated activities in GSI’s core functioning at all levels and in all Mission activities.
To foster the above, Ministry of Mines (MoM) initiated an endeavour called 100X100 Model on VAQ parameters
with an aim to increase Visibility, to improve Activity and to enhance Quality of GSI, so that the issue of low-visibility
of GSI can be addressed. To implement this initiative, MoM, in association with DG, GSI identified 14 middle-level
officers as primary think tanks and later with their help identified 111 additional middle-level officers of GSI to work
for VAQ. This team of 125 officers were divided into 14 thematic groups with one Coordinator each and they worked
together for four months and prepared 14 base documents with implementable recommendations. The VAQ Group
deliberated each of the themes, in presence of top management of Ministry of Mines and Geological Survey of India
on 19-20 July 2018 at GSI Headquarters, Kolkata for finalising actionable points on implementable programmes
for next 300 days to usher an innovative turnaround for GSI’s visibility, activity, and quality of performance.
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Executive Summary
Visibility, Activity and Quality are three basic parameters that are required to be maintained by every vibrant
organisation to remain relevant in this world. Due to the fast changing socio-economic demand, and to address
the stiff competition in achieving innovation in technological and scientific fields, VAQ quotients are always to be
maintained at higher levels in today’s world by any individual and/ or organisation and GSI is no exception. It has
always been the fight for the “survival of the fittest” for relevance on the basic existence of any organisation in a
country, so that, its deliverables are assured as planned and the same are truly useful, sustainable and beneficial for
the country and its citizens. With this spirit in mind, Ministry of Mines took an exceptional endeavour in roping
in 125 middle level carefully selected professionals of GSI for carrying out a 4-month long exercise of deep
introspection in the form of an innovative 100 × 100 VAQ Model Program to identify the reigning issues, gaps,
constraints, and bottlenecks in GSI and also to carve out actionable items, on diverse domains of activities of GSI,
that can be taken up for pragmatic implementation in three phases of 100 days each. The main aim of this VAQ
model program is to streamline GSI’s activities at par with global standards taking care of continued improvement
in quality, and thereby, increasing GSI’s visibility and relevance to the desired levels it deserves.
• At the first instant, MoM selected a small group of 14 middle level high performing officers from all possible
domain areas of GSI and conducted a one-day brain storming session at MoM Headquarters at New Delhi under
the chairmanship of Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Additional Secretary, Mines and Shri Bipul Pathak, Joint Secretary,
Mines. This exercise gave the initial ideas about major weak areas, issues that are deterrent in GSI for optimum
growth and performance, issues of monitoring, compliance, and grey areas in technical arena which needs
immediate improvement.
• The initial brainstorming also deliberated on the VAQ plan and methodologies to identify 100 change agents, who
can think independently and can collectively work together in identifying all possible weak areas and suggest
plausible as well as viable corrective solutions. Towards this direction, each of the 14 initially selected officers
were asked to suggest 10 names of equivalent middle level officers to join in this innovative exercise.
• Simultaneously discussion with the initial group of 14, from an initial 22 activity areas, finally 14 distinct themes
were identified, each with one Coordinator to lead and coordinate discussions on the themes. The 14 themes are i)
HRD issues in GSI, ii) Planning, Monitoring and mentoring, iii) Geoscience Research and Analytical Facility, iv)
Public Good Geosciences, v) Mineral Explorations, vi) Optimisation of Mission-Region Matrix, vii) Enhancing
GSI’s visibility, viii) Fortification of Baseline Data, ix) Digital Transformation of GSI, x) Marine Explorations,
xi) Administrative and Scientific Support Systems, xii) Synergy of Geoscience Data, xiii) Collaboration and
Cooperation, xiv) Project Mode and Financial Management.
• Finally, 111 officers of GSI, with expertise in diverse domains and representing all Regional and State Unit offices,
were selected and distributed into the 14 thematic groups to be involved in discussions by the 14 Coordinators.
Each thematic group worked internally, prepared and submitted 14 base documents, which contained issues and
way forward for 14 identified diverse domains pertaining to core activity areas of GSI. The same was deliberated
in detail at a workshop at GSI, Kolkata in presence of MoM and GSI administrators and finally 72 workable
recommendations were accepted for implementation in planned manner as per defined timeline.
• The major issues that are affecting GSI, as emerged in this VAQ exercise are as follows:
o Ineffective Human Resource Development and Management
o Deployment and transfer policy in vogue must honour development of domain knowledge and expertise and
thus needs revision.
o Skewed and inadequate deployment of technical manpower in Missions.
o Need to structure the training module and need to introduce mandatory training programmes at all levels up
to the HAG level.
o More importance on fieldwork, field supervision with clear outlining of roles and responsibilities of all cadres.
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There is a general lack of development and nurturing of expertise and domain knowledge.
More collaborative research.
Mission Heads needs optimum administrative and financial powers.
Very lengthy and cumbersome administrative system deterring modernization of analytical laboratories.
Acute manpower shortage at the level of Supervisory Officers, in the streams of AP&M, Administration,
Finance and Drilling cadres.
Due to continuous non-practice in recent years, excessive erosion in some major faculty where GSI was a
leader in the Nation.
There is extreme need for fortification of our fundamental knowledge base and maps.
More nurturing and fostering basic and fundamental research including suomotu engagements in all Public
Good Geoscience fields.
Urgent need for fast modernisation and augmentation of GSI’s drilling capabilities with induction of adequate
man and machines.
Adequate funding for day-to-day maintenance of high-end laboratories.
Establishing full-fledged Mission status for Marine Geoscience Activities.
More pilot projects and capacity building for projects synergizing geology, geophysics and chemical data.
Taking up more number of mineral prospecting projects.
Augmenting marine mineral resources through outsourcing drilling activities using NMET funding.
More efficient project monitoring and review based on Mission/ Sub-Mission instead of Regional Term Review.
Linking APAR with merit/ demerit points obtained in technical reviews.
Fostering culture of publications, more number of collaborations with academia and research institutes.
More efficient fund management and quick response in fund disbursement.
More media and Public, Academia interactions for greater visibility.
Complete use and implementation of OCBIS.
Use of Mobile Apps, Web interactions, online reviews using OCBIS.
… … etc.

• Deliberating in detail on all the above issues, pragmatic way forward was framed up in the form of 72 discrete
implementable recommendations with defined timeline and roles and responsibilities of implementations. The
followings are some of the most critical such recommendations:
o Merging HR Division with Training Institute and making a Mission HRD
o Revisiting Deployment and Transfer Policy for nurturing domain expertise
o Immediate upgradation of HRMIS data in OCBIS
o Arrangement of engaging a HR Consultant in GSI for Competency Mapping
o Formation of National and Regional Level Expert and Peer Group for each Mission activity
o Outlining roles and responsibilities of JTS, STS and JAG cadres
o Introducing mandatory provision of training and minimum field years for getting promotion to the level of
Director
o Revisiting Training modules and customization as per need
o Introduction of online courses by training institutes
o Sending five officers per year for long-term sabbatical for higher qualification
o Introducing Mission/ Sub-Mission-wise Reviews instead of Regional Review taken up once in a year
o Implementing and using OCBIS/ Video Conferencing for online reviews
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o Taking up projects on Urban Geochemistry, Geochronology backups to fortify existing baseline Geoinformation
o Taking up regional pilot projects in search of mineral resources in greenfield and brownfield areas
o Launching more number of integration projects in each Regions along with suitable enhancement and capacity
building including purchase of software, training etc.
o Provisioning more administrative and financial power to Mission Heads
o Involving Missions directly for Deployment and Training needs
o Upgradation of Geotechnical Laboratories, and introducing provision of non-lapsable fund for day-to-day
laboratory maintenance
o Immediate procurement of some analytical instruments for Geochronology, Isotope Geology, including field
instruments like Scintilometer, Portable XRD etc.
o Framing up of USP document of State Units and upgradation of its laboratory facility.
o Purchasing of 10 hydrostatic drilling rigs in place of old inefficient rigs.
o Launching of about 400 mineral prospecting projects instead of the existing about 200 projects
o Addressing manpower shortage problems in AP&M, Administration, Finance and Drilling cadre.
o Immediate launching of projects of reassessing marine resources such as Heavy Metals, Beach Sand etc.
through outsourced drilling using NMET funding.
o Launching benchmarking collaborating projects with institutes of repute to address gap in knowledge and
expertise.
o Assuring micro management of finance at project level with fast fund disbursement and intelligent budgeting
which includes delegation of some financial powers down to DDO/ HOO levels.
o Effective implementation of Public Relation and Marketing (PRM) Cell in each Region/ SU with exclusive
staff, proper training of media management for one-stop-shop for GSI’s marketing and publicity.
• With the above broad solutions, individual actionable implementation plans were finalised for formal launch w.e.f.
August 15, 2018 for stage-wise compliance and implementation for 300 days. MoM and DG GSI will strictly
monitor its progress periodically so that the dreams envisioned in this unique VAQ model programme by a group
of 125 young and active officers of GSI are fulfilled as envisaged and planned. On successful implementation
of the plans will definitely give GSI a complete turnaround towards higher level of performance, improved
quality, better deliverability and a much wider publicity and visibility. However, this change management and
attitude need to be a continuous effort and will have to be ingrained with the evolutionary tract of GSI, so that
GSI emerges as useful and as relevant to the Nation always as before.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Geological Survey of India (GSI), the Premiere Geoscientific Organisation of the country has had to pass
through challenging pathways since its inception in 1851. During its 167 long years of journey in this sub-continent,
and being the second oldest geoscientific department in the world, it has seen many changes, absorbed many
evolutionary whirlwinds but stood always more resilient and strong by transforming its actions and understanding
at par with global geoscientific endeavours and priorities of the Nation.
New technologies, globalization of geoscientific activities, cost and productivity pressures, new competitors,
changing gender demographic profile in the organization, the knowledge explosion, fragmentation and specialization
in the geosciences - all are challenging the Geological Survey of India’s ‘historical paradigms’. Geological Survey
of India thus is at the crossroads of getting continuously evolved to remain ever responsive to manage the changes
and to meet the growing and diversified needs.
Geological Survey of India has traditionally been shy, a low-key and silent entity, whose outward expression is
not always commensurate with the inner changes it adopts, absorbs and adjusts. As a result, therefore, its visibility
to the outside world frequently gets hampered or misunderstood. In today’s world of rapid communication, such
lack of visibility is always considered as detrimental to the growth of the organisation. It sometimes leads to the
misgivings that perhaps the relevance of this great Organisation is in jeopardy today, which not only is unfortunate
for the growing Nation like India but also could be a great loss to our countrymen and the entire geoscientific
fraternity of this country.
To address certain key performance indices and bottlenecks coming in the way of delivery parameters of GSI,
especially in terms of VAQ model (Visibility increase; Activity improvement; Quality enhancement), a two-day
VAQ Model 100 × 100 workshop was organized on 19-20 July 2018 at Kolkata with 125 ‘good performers’ from
GSI. These group of 125 persons of GSI, have worked collectively for four months prior to this workshop, in 14
different thematic groups, for preparation and submission of 14 base documents (kept as separate volume) for
deliberation in the above two days’ workshop at Kolkata where an implementable VAQ Model Programme for
GSI within three phases of 100 days each have been cpnceptualised, deliberated and finalised, which on successful
implementation as planned will have quantitative jump in VAQ quotient of GSI.
As an initial exercise, a list of 14 persons with varied skill sets and expertise spanning across the five Mission
activities have been selected by the Cadre Controlling Ministry – Ministry of Mines, in consultation with Director
General, GSI for an in house discussion at the Ministry for finalising the requirements of launching this program,
so that the planned workshop can be scheduled in due course of time after necessary preparation.
The initially selected group of 14 Geoscientists was divided into seven groups covering all possible major
activities of GSI. Each group, in the 1st meeting of VAQ on 23.02.2018 outlined the weak areas, bottlenecks and
possible solutions to overcome in their areas of specializations for enhancement of key indices of performance. The
meeting was chaired by Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Ministry of Mines who actually propounded the
idea of VAQ for GSI. Each group made presentations on the modus operandi selecting the 100+ best performing
officers, issues which needs to be addressed, programs that needs to be considered for VAQ and other requirements
for moving ahead in the 100 × 100 program.

2. INITIAL BRAINSTORMING OF VAQ
Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Mines invited the 14 middle level officers for a round
table discussion meeting at the Ministry of Mines, Shastri Bhavan, New Delhi on 23.02.2018 to discuss on VAQ
Model programme of GSI. The initial purpose of this interaction meeting was to bring together 100 best performing
officers of GSI to suggest implementable 100 × 100 VAQ model programme with an aim to enhance the Visibility,
increase Activity and to enrich the Quality of work in GSI. The 14 selected GSI officers were divided into seven
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groups (Table 1) covering all possible major activities of GSI. Each group were tasked to outline the weak areas,
bottlenecks and possible solutions to overcome in their areas of specializations for enhancement of key indices of
performance.
Table 1: List of Participants and Groups for initial interaction meeting on VAQ on 23.02.2018
Resource Persons in GSI
Sl.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Name & Designation

Place

Specialisation

Dr. M.S. Bodas*
Siladitya Sen Gupta

Pune
Mapping, Petrology
Faridabad
Mapping,Geochronology
Presentation on Base line Geosciences and its applications
Dr. L. P. Singh*
Hyderabad/Kolkata
Quaternery, PGRS, Landslide
Dr. Saibal Ghosh
Delhi
Engineering Geology, Landslide
Presentation on Applied Geosciences
Dr. A. C. Dinesh*
Mangalore
Marine Geology
Presentation on Marine Geoscience and Resources
V. Ramamurthy*
Hyderabad
Baseline Ground Geophysics, Exploration Geophysics
Presentation on Baseline and Exploration Geophysics
Dr. Joy Gopal Ghosh*
Faridabad
Petrology
M. L. Dora
Nagpur
Mapping, Petrology
Presentation on possible contributions of fundamental and laboratory inputs in applied geoscience
Biswajit Gangopadhyay
Nagpur
Mineral Exploration (Coal)
S. Ravi*
Hyderabad
Mineral Exploration, Petrology
Vijay Kumar
Nagpur
Mineral Exploration (PGE)
D.S.Jeere
Nagpur
Mineral Exploration
Presentation on Innovative methods in Mineral Exploration to be adopted in GSI for improved results
R. Balaji*
Hyderabad
Data integration
Sanjay Dash
Kolkata
NGCM, Data integration
Presentation on Spatial geoscience data integration and its applications

The round table discussion meeting on 23rd February 2018 was chaired by Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl.
Secretary, Ministry of Mines and co-chaired by Shri Bipul Pathak, Joint Secretary, Mines. The Addl. Secretary,
Mines, Joint Secretary, Mines and Dr. Joyesh Bagchi, Director (Technical) interacted with the 14 participants on
various issues of GSI. At the very outset, Addl. Secretary, Mines stated that in recent times, it is revealed from
many of their interactions with highest level in the government and important Ministries that GSI’s visibility and
relevance are dwindling rapidly amongst the planners and decision makers. This is not a healthy sign of a country
which has been depending on the large pool of highly-qualified and trained technocrats and geoscientists of this
premiere geoscientific organisation for the sustainability in nation’s resource generation and growth as well advise
on the vast geoscientific issues which need to be addressed.
It was reiterated that MoM sincerely desires that GSI’s relevance and utility in nation building should prevail
as before and should remain a vital and relevant geoscientific organisation for the future too. To sustain this, if
any introspection and corrections are needed to improve GSI’s visibility, activity and quality, MoM is ready to do
that at once for GSI to make it an invigorated and vibrant geoscientific arm of the country. It was communicated
to all participants that this VAQ model has been discussed with the Director General, GSI, who duly approved
the idea of selecting 100 game-changers in GSI who can work together and in about 300 days would be able to
showcase best practices, best performance models, so that overall GSI’s visibility improves with enhanced activity
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and quality. It was duly clarified that this endeavour not only are concerned with the activity and performance of
GSI related to the technical fields alone but also in improvement in performance pertaining to all related fields of
GSI’s administration, policy making, procurement, general management, financial management etc. too. It was
deliberated that a VAQ workshop will be held in GSI, where about 100 game-changers will brain storm all possible
domains of GSI in technical, administration and financial fields to increase VAQ quotient of GSI.
In the day-long meeting (Figs. 1), seven groups made individual presentations and one common presentation
was also made showing weak areas and solutions in GSI which are generic to all domains/ missions. The following
issues emerged during the day-long interactions and presentations of this initial interactive meeting of VAQ.
• Re-visiting the existing transfer policy,
• Re-visiting HRD policy as a whole to render maximum stress to domain knowledge and expertise, skill set/
competency monitoring,
• Searching the scope for strengthening Mission both administratively as well financially to place this instrument
as the real Expert Group in each domain as opined in HPC,
• Modernization in GSI’s instrument, software and analytical facilities to modernize and enrich geoscience
investigations including mineral exploration,
• Improving our basic product that is systematic geological maps from 2-D to 4-D by including additional
instrument-aided information like geochemistry, isotope signature etc.,
• Review system of technical work, giving more importance/ reliance on the completion of objectives as well
as upgradation of scientific content and quality etc. not merely on the NQT alone like numbers such as field
days, line or sq. km. covered etc.,
• Giving stress and importance to all missions/ domains so that the expertise developed with ages is not eroded
away due to diluted focus and non-involvement, especially in public-good applied geoscience practices.
The Addl. Secretary in his concluding remarks expressed his happiness that all the initial group members have
done good preparations, discussed with many of their colleagues in GSI to prepare their points incorporating all
others’ views as far as possible. At the end, each one of the 14 selected participants were asked by Addl. Secretary
to give names of 10 game-changers from GSI by each and also discuss with larger community of GSI with a sole
aim of improvement of functioning of this national department of importance.

Photo. 1: 1st Interactive Meeting on 100 × 100 VAQ Model at Ministry of Mines, New Delhi along with
14-selected GSI officers.
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3. BUILDING UP OF VAQ THEMES & TEAMS
Taking cue from the 1st initial brainstorming session on VAQ Model Programme at Ministry of Mines on
23.02.2018, and through a series of offline and deliberations through e-mails, 21 different major activity areas of
GSI were initially identified (Table 2), where increase of VAQ quotient are essential.
Table 2: Initially identified 21 core activity areas where improvement of VAQ quotient are essential
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Title
Defining leadership beyond designation
Making GSI visible to common man as well as various stake holders
Revisiting Transfer Policy and defining effective deployment of scientific cadre and support staff
Human Resource Development: reviving the non-functional arm of GSI
Defining roles, responsibilities and reporting mechanism of Scientific cadre and JAG level officers
Digital GSI: Overcoming teething troubles of OCBIS and making it a robust and user friendly arm of GSI’s daytoday functioning, data display and data management
Crafting of holistic and effective review systems for various missions and support systems
Formulation of Mentor groups and defining their roles and responsibilities
Revamping of business groups for collaboration, co-operation and coordination with stake holders within and
beyond territorial boundaries of India
Identification of SUPs for state units and development of State Unit office infrastructures in accordance with SUPs
Identification of training needs and revisiting existing training modules
Upgradation and transformation of 2 dimensional spatial information into 4 dimensional models
Formulation of long term, national programmes for data integration and mineral system modelling
Encouraging fundamental research as an important component of development of high yield field season programmes
Bringing sustainability and innovation in Public Good Geoscience
Development of museums and understanding their role as starting points for higher learning and improved output
delivery
Looking beyond mineral exploration and natural hazard management
Revisiting Data dissemination policy of GSI
Exploring Project mode functioning in key areas as a solution to improved financial management
Revisiting Region-Mission Matrix
Revisiting Communication Protocol between GSI and MoM.

Further through intensive offline and online discussions with 14 initially selected officers in groups, through
WhatsApp, mail, finally 14 core areas or themes were shortlisted along with a lead coordinator for each, who was
to spearhead the individual theme (Table 3). It was decided that for the following 14 core themes, base document
for each needs to be prepared by the respective coordinators, along with their chosen 6-8 high performing middle
level GSI officers identified by them. Accordingly, 125 GSI officers (including the 14 coordinators) were chosen
from various domains (Table 4), from technical as well as from administrative and support systems of GSI for
giving a near-equitable distribution of human resources of varying skills and domain expertise for the 14 diverse
themes. Care was made to ensure that besides the main activity domains all the Regions and State Units of GSI
were represented in the 125 selected personnel. This was aimed to render a holistic deliberation in the VAQ Model
Program. The proposal of the following 14 core themes, their coordinators and 111 team members was duly approved
by the Ministry and accordingly, necessary advises was given to DG, GSI to engage all the 125 GSI officers for this
special, focused and time-bound task for a) preparation and submission of base document on each theme through
intensive discussion amongst the respective team members and also across a larger community of domain experts
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in the concerned field of GSI, b) preparation for presenting their views and suggestions in the planned 100 × 100
VAQ Model Workshop in GSI.
Table 3: Finally selected 14 Core Themes for VAQ Model and their respective Coordinators
Sl. No. Theme
Human Resource
1.
Development

2.

Project planning,
Technical auditing and
Monitoring

3.

Public Good
Geosciences

4.

Applied and
fundamental research
and modernization of
analytical facility

5.

Modernizing mineral
prospecting and
exploration programs

Broad parameters to be covered
i. HRD management
ii. Reliance on competency mapping and
domain expertise
iii. Integration with Training and dynamic skill
development
iv. GSITI - transforming it into a state-of-the-art
international research facility
v. Deployment based absolutely on Domainspecific expertise and operational need
vi. Preservation of critical geoscience expertise
from untimely erosion
i. Process and parameters of technical review/
audit system (NQT vs. objective)
ii. Importance of domain experts in project
planning, reviewing and mentoring
iii. Linking technical review with APAR
i. Engineering Geology
ii. Landslide warning system
iii. Earthquake and geodynamic research
iv. Urban geochemistry, urban Geohazards and
pollution tracking
v. River basin and coastal zone management
vi. Land use and change detection
vii. Environmental Geology
viii. Medical Geology
i. Linking applied and fundamental research
with mineral exploration and public good
geosciences
ii. Upgradation of analytical facilities to
international level.
iii. Improved lab management and lab
accredition.
iv. Collaboration with international labs to
improve lab protocols, acceptability and
expertise.
v. Research for making 2D-maps to 4D maps
(X-Y-Z-t)
vi. Lab to lab collaboration activities to
international level
i. Mineral system modelling and introduction
of best exploration techniques
ii. Data integration targeted for mineral
exploration
iii. Geochemical remote sensing (alteration
mineralogy, index mineral trace element
tracking)
iv. Fast-track and seamless upgradation of
exploration activities.

Coordinator
Dr. M. S. Bodas,
Director, SU: Maharashtra, CR, Pune

Dr. Chandrashekhar Joshi,
Director, PSS, CHQ, Kolkata

Dr. L. P. Singh,
Director, 36th IGC, DGCO, New
Delhi

Dr. Joy Gopal Ghosh,
Director, NCEGR, Faridabad

Dr. S. Ravi,
Director, GSI Training Institute,
Hyderabad
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Sl. No. Theme
Broad parameters to be covered
Optimization of
6.
i. Roadmap for responsibility and authority
functioning of Missionsharing
Region Matrix
ii. Mechanism to induct domain experts in all
levels of Mission activities (JAG/SAG).
iii. Rationalizing the reporting mechanism in
Missions and Regions
iv. Provision of financial autonomy at different
levels in Missions
v. Integration of Core Experts’ Group in
Mission for planning, mentoring and quality
improvement
Enhancing GSI’s
7.
i. Visibility in academic forum
visibility
ii. Visibility amongst stakeholders and general
public
iii. Marketing and publicity of GSI products
and services for maximizing usage through
wide dissemination.
iv. Visibility
enhancement
through
collaboration, cooperation and coordination
v. Connectivity with general public and
students.
vi. Geoparks and Museums
Fortification of
8.
i. Value addition of existing maps through
baseline data, maps
addition of new and relevant information
ii. Conversion of 2D maps to 4D (X-Y-Z-t)
maps
iii. Identifying data gaps for taking up future
programs
Review and
9.
i. Introduction of e-filing system and tracking
accountability system
administrative processes
for STSS, AdSS
ii. Defining roles and responsibilities
iii. Monitoring of Support Systems
iv. Administrative reviews by users and
stakeholders
v. Linking of review and performance reports
with APAR
Digital transformation
10.
i. Analyses of problems and portability of IT
of GSI
infrastructure
ii. Maintenance and upgradation of hardware
and technology: challenges ahead
iii. Penetration of IT enabled practice
Marine Survey and
11.
i. Roadmap to progress in survey and
Exploration
exploration
Geophysical Survey
i. Synergy between geology, geophysics and
12.
and data interpretation
chemistry
13.

Collaboration and
Co-operation with
stakeholders

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Coordinator
Dr. Saibal Ghosh,
EPE Division, DGCO, New Delhi

Shri Asit Saha,
Director, Geodata, CHQ, Kolkata

Shri M. N. Mishra,
Dy. Director General, WR, Jaipur

Shri Tanay Dutta Gupta,
Director, PSS, SR, Hyderabad

Shri Debkumar Bhattacharyya,
Director, Geodata, CHQ, Kolkata

Shri A. C. Dinesh,
Director, MCS & D, Mangaluru
Dr. Bijay K Sahoo,
Dy. Director General, RSAS,
Bengaluru
Challenges of collaboration and mitigation Dr. Santanu Bhattacharyya,
mechanism
Director, GSI Training Institute,
Skill upgradation through collaboration
Hyderabad
International collaboration
Freedom of interaction for collaboration
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Sl. No. Theme
Financial management
14.
and project mode
functioning

Broad parameters to be covered
i. Introduction of project mode of functioning
ii. Budget, allocation of funds for mission
activities,
iii. Delegation of financial power to project level
iv. Smooth reimbursement of project
expenditure

Coordinator
Shri N. Maran,
Dy. Director General, MCS & D,
Mangaluru

Table 4: 100 × 100 VAQ Model 14 Team Coordinators and 111 selected officers of GSI distributed in 14 diverse themes
(Total VAQ Team 125)
Sl. No. Theme
Human Resource
1.
Development

2.

Project planning,
Technical auditing and
Monitoring

3.

Public Good
Geosciences

Coordinators (14)
Dr. M. S. Bodas,
Director, SU: Maharashtra,
CR, Pune

VAQ theme members (111)
1. Dr. Bibhas Sen, Director,
		 bibhas.sen@gmail.com
2. Dr. Mathew Joseph, Director,
		 mathew.joseph.gsi@gmail.com
(makarandbodas@gmail.com)
3. Prakash Kumar Shrivastava, Director,
		 pks.shri@gmail.com
4. Dr. Mehdi Hasan
		 mehdi.hasan@gsi.gov.in
5. Parmita Dasarwar, Sr. Geologist,
		 parmi11@gmail.com
6. Dr. Paramita Paul, Sr. Geologist,
		 paramita.geo@gmail.com
Dr. Chandrashekhar Joshi,
7. Dr. Tapan Pal, Director,
Director, PSS, CHQ,
		 paltapan62@gmail.com
Kolkata
8. Jayprakash Mohakul, Director,
		 jpmohakul@gmail.com
(chandrasekhar.joshi@gsi.
9. Anshuman Acharyya, Director,
		 anshumanacharyya@gmail.com
gov.in)
10. Dr. Ghanshyam Tiwari, Director,
		 gstiwarigsi@gmail.com
11. Vijay Sharma, Director,
		 vps2448@gmail.com
12. Pankaj Kumar, Director,
		 pankajkumargsi@gmail.com
13. Niroj Kumar Sarkar
		 niroj4@gmail.com
Dr. L. P. Singh,
14. Dr. Sanjay Das, Director
Director, 36th IGC, DGCO, 		 sanjaydasgsi@gmail.com
New Delhi
15. Dr. Pankaj Jaiswal, Director,
		 pankaj.jaiswal2@gmail.com
(lpsingh8@gmail.com)
16. Akhouri Bishwapriya, Director,
		 akhouri123@gmail.com
17. Mriganka Ghatak, Director,
		 mghatak.sdmc@gmail.com
18. Debojit Chanam, Director,
		 cdsingh.gsi@gmail.com
19. Avijit Das,
		 gsichem@rediffmail.com
20. Ms. Nupur Bawa, Sr. Geologist,
		 nupur.geology@gmail.com
21. Nandita Singh, Sr. Geologist,
		 nsingh05@gmail.com
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Sl. No. Theme
Applied and
4.
fundamental research
and modernization of
analytical facility

Coordinators (14)
Dr. Joy Gopal Ghosh,
Director, NCEGR,
Faridabad

Modernizing mineral
prospecting and
exploration programs

Dr. S. Ravi,
Director, GSI Training
Institute, Hyderabad

5.

(jgghosh@outlook.com;
jgghosh@gmail.com)

(sraviiyers@gmail.com)

VAQ theme members (111)
22. Dr. Kasturi Chakraborty, Director,
		 kasturi.8c@gmail.com
23. Dr. Debahuti Mukherjee, Suptdg. Geologist,
		 debahuti.mukherjeegsi@gmail.com
24. Danish Anwar, Sr. Geologist,
		 danishglm@gmail.com
25. Abhishek Chandra, Geologist,
		 Geologist, geoabhishek@gmail.com
26. Dr. Vikas Bhardwaj, Senior Chemist,
		 vikasbhdj@gmail.com
27. Shri B Ajaya Kumar, Director,
		 ajayakumarb234@yahoo.com
28. Hiruj Saikia, Geologist,
		 hirujs@gmail.com
29. Dr. Manish Bannerjee, Chemist,
		 manishbanerjee29@gmail.com
30. J. K. Arvind, Senior Geologist,
		 aravindkumaravelu@gmail.com
31. A. Elow, Senior Geologist,
		 pauleshena@gmail.com
32. Dr. Vivek Prakash Malviya, Mineralogist (Sr.),
		 vivek.geology@gmail.com
33. Biswajit Gangopadhyay, Director
		 biswajit.ganguli@gmail.com
34. R. Vijay Kumar, Director
		 gsivijay75@gmail.com
35. D. S. Jeere, Superintending Geologist,
		 dsjeere@gmail.com
36. Sanjay Singh, Superintending Geologist,
		 nyu19@yahoo.com
37. Harish Mistry, Senior Geologist,
		 mistry6758@gmail.com
38. Suhel Ahmed, Senior Geologist,
		 geology123@gmail.com
39. Israil Khan, Senior Geologist,
		 israilkhangsi786@gmail.com,
		 israilkhan@rediffmail.com
40. Vincent D Whourie, Senior Geologist,
		 dvwhuorie@gmail.com
41. Ravi Kumar Umrao, Senior Geologist,
		 ravi.umrao@gsi.gov.in, georavigsi@gmail.com
42. B. Ravi Kumar, Senior Geophysicist,
		 geobandi@yahoo.co.in,
43. H.C. Gauda, Senior Geophysicist,
		 hcgouda@hotmail.com
44. Girish Ranjan, Executive Engineer,
		 grish.ranjan@gsi.gov.in
45. Rupesh Verma, Executive Engineer,
		 rupesh.verma@gsi.gov.in
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Sl. No. Theme
Optimization of
6.
functioning of MissionRegion Matrix

Coordinators (14)
Dr. Saibal Ghosh,
EPE Division, DGCO, New
Delhi
(saibal.ghosh.gsi@gov.in;
saibal.springdale@gmail.
com)

7.

Enhancing GSI’s
visibility

Shri Asit Saha,
Director, Geodata, CHQ,
Kolkata
(asit.saha@gsi.gov.in)

8.

Fortification of baseline
data, maps

Shri M. N. Mishra,
Dy. Director General, WR,
Jaipur
(mnmishra4@yahoo.co.in)

VAQ theme members (111)
46. Dr. S. P. Shukla, Director
		 satyashukla63@gmail.com,
		 satyashukla63@gmail.com
47. Dr. Shelander Kumar Kulshrestha, Director
		 sk1kulshrestha@gmail.com
48. Dr. Subrata Chakraborti, Director
		 subratachakraborti@yahoo.co
49. Bhupender Singh, Director
		 bhupi.negi7@gmail.com
50. Debasish Bhattacharya, Director
		 67bhatta@gmail.com
51. K. Aravind, Director
		 gsiaravind@gmail.com
52. Savio Vales Peter, Geologists
		 vales88@live.in
53. Ramdeep Shivlia, Suptdg Engineer,
		 ramdeep.shivliha@gsi.gov.in
54. Prem Babu, Director
		 prembabu_singh@yahoo.com
55. Dr. M.L. Dora, Director
		 muduru.dora@gsi.gov.in
56. Amit A. Dharwadkar, Director
		 amit.dharwadkar@gsi.gov.in
57. Dr. S.K. Rezaul Basir, Director
		 sk.basir@gsi.gov.in
58. Ashish Nath, Director
		 ashish.nath@gsi.gov.in
59. Dr. Bashab N. Mahanta, Suptdg. Geologist,
		 bn.mahanta@gsi.gov.in
60. Dhananjai Verma
		 dhnanjai.verma@gsi.gov.in
61. Ritam Konar
		 ritam.konar@gsi.gov.in
62. Ravi Shankar Chaubey, Geologist
		 ravi.chaubey@gsi.gov.in
63. Ms. Maitry Roy Moulik
		 m.moulik@gsi.gov.in
64. Dr. Shailendra Singh, Director,
		 singhgaur4@gmail.com
65. SiladityaSengupta, Director
		 senguptasiladitya@gmail.com
66. Avik Manna, Sr. Geologist
		 avik.manna@gmail.com
67. Dr. Anjan Rai Choudhuri, Director
		 raichoudhurianjan@gmail.com
68. J V Rama Rao, Director (Geophy)
		 rarajammi@gmail.com
69. Dr. S N Mahapatro, Director
		 snmahagsi@gmail.com
70. Dr. N B Singha, Sr. Geologist
		 thnb.singha@gsi.gov.in
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Sl. No. Theme
Coordinators (14)
VAQ theme members (111)
Review and accountability Shri Tanay Dutta Gupta,
9.
71. Dr. Tarak Pal, Director
system for STSS, AdSS
Director, PSS, SR, Hyderabad 		 tarak.pal@gsi.gov.intarakpal22@gmail.com
72. Dr. Sanjay Kumar Dash, Director
(tanay.duttagupta@gsi.gov.in, 		 skdash1969@gmail.com
tanaydg01@gmail.com)
73. A.K. Singh, Director
		 arvind.singh@gsi.gov.in, arvinds64@hayoo.com
74. Naga Mohan Rao, Dy. Cos.
		 rnagamohanrao64@gmail.com
75. P. Subramanian
		 rajapervela@gmail.com
76. Pushpinder Yadav, Admn Officer
		 pushpinder.yadav@gmail.com
77. J. S. Bhargav
		 jagannathbhargav@gmail.com
78. Manoj Mondal, Executive Engineer
		 manoj.mondal@gsi.gov.in
Digital transformation
Shri
Debkumar 79. Ms. Nidhi Misra
10.
of GSI
Bhattacharyya,
		 nidhi.misra@gsi.gov.in
Director, Geodata, CHQ, 80. R Balaji
Kolkata
		 r.balaji@gsi.gov.in
81. Vakalapudi Srinivasa Chowdhary
(debkumar@gsi.gov.in)
		 vs.chowdary@gsi.gov.in
82. Rameshwar Lal Regar
		 r.raigar@gsi.gov.in
83. Shiva Chandra Shukla
		 s.shukla1@gsi.gov.in
84. Soumya Ghosh
		 soumya.ghosh@gsi.gov.in
Marine Survey and
85. Sanjeev Raghav, Director
11.
Shri A. C. Dinesh,
Exploration
Director, MCS & D, 		 raghavsanjeev@hotmail.com
86. Dr. Shareef N.M., Director
Mangaluru
		 shareef_n123@rediffmail.com
87. Dr. Ambili. V. Director
(acdinesh@rediffmail.com)
		 ambiligsi@gmail.com
88. Sateesh Kumar, Director
		 satishbinduradhika@rediffmail.com
89. Dr. Ranjith M.L., Director
		 renjithml@rediffmail.com
Geophysical Survey and Dr. Bijay K Sahoo,
12.
90. Dr. Sandip Som, Director
data interpretation
Dy. Director General, RSAS, 		 sndip.som@gsi.gov.in
Bengaluru
91. Dr. R K Mishra,
		 rama.mishra@gsi.gov.in
(b.sahu@gsi.gov.in)
92. Dr. D Bhattacharya,
		 d.bhattacharya@gsi.gov.in
93. Sri V Ramamurthy,
		 v.ramamurthy@gsi.gov.in
94. Dr. Dinesh Mohan Bhardwaj,
		 dinesh.bhardwaj@gsi.gov.in
95. Dr. Pradeep Trivedi,
		 pradeep.trivedi@gsi.gov.in
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Sl. No. Theme
Collaboration and
13.
Co-operation with
stakeholders

14.

Financial management
and project mode
functioning

Coordinators (14)
VAQ theme members (111)
Dr. Santanu Bhattacharyya, 96. Dr. V. V. Sesha Sai
Director,
GSI
Training 		 seshu1967@gmail.com
Institute, Hyderabad
97. Dr. Snigdha Ghatak
		 snigdha_b@yahoo.com
(santanu.bhattacharjee@gsi. 98. Ashutosh Tripathy
gov.in)
		 asutoshtripathy6@gmail.com
99. Bhrigu Shankar
		 bhrigu@outlook.in
100. Ms. Sreemati Gupta
		 guptasreemati@gmail.com
101. Dr. Sandip Roy,
		 sroy845@gmail.com
Shri N. Maran,
102. Sh. Hemraj Suryabanshi, Dy. Director General,
Dy.
Director
General, 		 hemrajgsi@gmail.com
MCS & D, Mangaluru
103. M. R. Ashok Kumar, Director,
		 asoka.radhamma@gsi.gov.in
(maran.namasivayam@gsi. 104. Dr. V. Mugal, Director,
gov.in)
		 vijay.mugal@gsi.gov.in
105. Rajesh Joshi, Director,
		 rajesh.joshi@gsi.gov.in
106. Dr. Prasun Jana, Director,
		 prasun.jana@gsi.gov.in
107. Niraj Jaiswal, Director,
		 niraj.jaiswal@gsi.gov.in
108. Nilesh Katiyar, Director (Finance),
		 neeleshkatiyar@rediffmail.com
109. Shri Ravi Dutt, ACAO, SR, Hyderabad:
		 ravi.dutt@gsi.gov.in
110. S. K. Gupta, Director,
		 sanjay_gsi@yahoo.com
111. Shasikant, ACAO, DGCO, New Delhi,
		 palkantshashi@gmail.com

4. SYNOPSIS OF THEME SPECIFIC VAQ BASE DOCUMENTS
Each thematic group undertook about three months’ time to prepare 14 base documents on diverse themes
after thorough discussion amongst their respective team members and also additionally across a wider section of
GSI’s technocrats, administrators spread over six Regions and various State Units. The primary draft prepared
by the respective Coordinators were commented upon by concerned team members and finally a comprehensive
document was prepared after incorporating all the comments and were finally submitted to the Ministry of Mines
through DG, GSI. In a few documents, DG, GSI’s office also made some comments, which were attended by the
concerned Coordinators and the final revised versions were duly submitted. A brief synopsis of all the 14 base
theme documents is presented below:

4.1. Human Resource Development:
Human Resource Development (HRD) is considered to be the key to higher productivity, better relations and
greater profitability for any organization. It makes the integrated use of training, organization and career development
efforts to improve individual, group and organizational effectiveness.
Poor Human Resource Development and Management in Geological Survey of India had ALWAYS been
topic of discussion in all the cadres. In fact, it is one single topic where the opinions of all divergent groups
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converge. For past five decades, various committees constituted to look into functioning of GSI and its operating
environment had IDENTIFIED IT as A MATTER OF CONCERN and given many recommendations to improve
the same.
Human Resource (HR) in GSI is managed by two divisions viz. HRD Division and Personnel Division, both
being part of Administrative Support System (ADSS) located at GSI, Kolkata. The training activities, which
should form an integral part of any Human Resource Development, are however managed by a separate mission
(Mission-V) in GSI with its headquarters at Hyderabad. The HR Division mainly looks after the deployment of
Group A & B officers, including posting, transfer and assignment of work etc.
Some critical observations on HR Policy of GSI:
• GSI’s HR Division indulges almost exclusively in the transfer and postings of Group A & B officers and
does not address the core issues of Human Resource Development
• The documents on which the deployment policy is based have not been cited.
• The word “transparency” has been very often used but publishing the list of transfers in GSI Portal/Internet
appears to be the only way of achieving the same.
• There is an overemphasis on the residency at a place rather than residency in a domain/field of specialization.
• The broad time schedule of transfers wherein the transfers are expected to be completed by 20th April is
mentioned but never followed and lists keep coming throughout the year.
• The document speaks of initial posting in Mission-I & II as a mandatory posting and consideration of officers
to specialised Missions (III to IV) only after completion of certain number of years of service period. This
approach, in fact, relegates Mission-I as mission for the beginners, overlooking the fact that Mission- I is
said to be most important activity (baseline Geodata generation) of GSI.
• The document says nothing about plans for increasing efficiency of the employees through training and
competency assessments.
In essence, both the HRD and deployment/transfer policy documents reduce geoscientists to the level where
“one size fits all” in any given cadre. Thus going diametrically opposite of the view expressed in the HPC document
(GSI should recognize that different geoscientific disciplines will develop in different ways. There is no ‘one size
fits all’).
The biggest challenges that the GSI, with its vision to be a world class organization, faces today are 1) Creation
of commendable leadership that inspires and not manipulates and 2) Creation of motivated work force sharing the
same dream as that of the organization. This has happened mainly because; neither the human resource development
has been given adequate importance nor the human resource management has been transparent and in tune with
GSI’s vision. As a result, majority of the workforce is unaware of the answers to fundamental questions like why
am in GSI? And who am I in GSI?
Two distinct goals and milestones were suggested by this thematic Group, which will bring qualitative changes
in the Human Resource Development of GSI.
GOAL 1: Big bang innovations (Drastic changes) such as,
1. Creation of Mission HRD with GSI (TI) as one of its components
2. Drafting of HRD policy document by including all the components of effective HRD
3. Defining roles and responsibilities of all cadres (not just SAG, HAG levels)
4. Creation of evaluation system for career progression that looks beyond APAR
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5. Create an environment where career progression and management is independent of personal manipulations
and abrasive interventions
6. Competency mapping
7. Outlining posting and career graphs of geoscientists till they attain JAG levels
8. Formulation of Reward policy
GOAL 2: Kaizen (Continuous and incremental changes)
1. Updation of HRMIS data
2. Drafting of USP documents for state units
3. Preparation of base documents on various mineral commodities, litho-tectonic provinces, work disciplines
etc.
4. Improvement in skill sets and expertise
5. Creation of reserve pool of officers to overcome crisis situations and emergencies
6. Identification of critical geo-science disciplines and their preservation
7. Identification of domain experts and scripting their roles as mentors, reviewers etc.
To achieve the above goals, specific achievable milestones have also been set by the authors.
1. Changing GSI (TI) activities from FSP mode to 24X7 operations
2. Reorienting the Orientation Courses
3. Dropping the fixed financial benefits to the core faculty and instead, providing engagement based benefits
to core and guest faculty alike
4. Adopting performance based appointment policy instead of tenure based approach for appointments in
training institute
5. Creation of GSI (TI) website for use of GSI officers and other stake holders
6. Creation of collaborative programmes between GSI and other institutions leading to higher academic
achievements.

4.2. Project Planning, Technical Auditing and Monitoring:
4.2.1. Project Planning
Current practice of project planning in GSI: The Annual program of GSI is called a Field Season Programme
(FSP). The process of formulation begins with a notification from the PSS, CHQ giving the broad policy guidelines
and setting targets under various activities for the Regions. Individual field program proposals are then prepared by
the Supervisory Officers of Divisions. The proposals are then scrutinized by State Unit Heads, Regional Mission
Heads (RMH’s), HOD of Region and in National Missions. All items are peer reviewed internally and 20% of
items undergo external peer review. The proposals are then placed before the CGPB for discussions and any
recommendations that emerge are incorporated by GSI in the annual program.
Weakness: This system of planning appears to be robust on paper and reviews individual programs at multiple
levels. However, the planning process is reactive to the setting of target from CHQ. To meet this target, some
items appear to be prepared in a hurry with less consideration to its merit. Sometimes, the ground conditions are
not ascertained beforehand, resulting in delays, or modification in targets, or even shelving of the program. Some
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programs appear to have been proposed to simply deploy personnel posted at that particular place. The focus
remains on individual proposals of one or two-year duration and the process begins afresh every year.
Recommendations:
• Modern techniques of Project Planning and Management should be introduced for formulation of proposals.
• GSI should switch from planning activities for a one-year cycle, to developing plans for each individual
activity, for either the complete life cycle of for the activity or at least for a period of 5-10 years.
• GSI should adopt a Flexible Field Season of 15 months’ duration with three months’ overlap to enable officers
to complete or carry out additional fieldwork or implement suggestions given for improvement, during the
overlap period. This will avoid most spill over items.
• April to September period of each year can be used for extensive training activity to equip all officers with
skills to take up next assignments.
Schedule of activities for Planning: First 90 days: Identification of thrust area and specific themes and
commodities for which planning is required, identification of persons who will be tasked with specific planning tasks,
training the identified persons in project planning, risk management and change management and work distribution
amongst identified and trained persons. (90-180 days): Consultation of all GSI reports under a particular sphere
of work to identify potential areas, by the selected persons, Consultation with experts to identify potential areas,
preliminary short duration fieldwork to ascertain ground conditions, holding brain storming sessions to refine the
thought process, formulation of broad methodology, defining the deliverables and timeline for execution of the
project and preparation of tentative plans with medium to long term perspective. (180-270 days): Brainstorming
to improve the tentative plans, review and finalization of plans, broadcasting plans for seeking comments from
stake holders and approval of plans.
4.2.2. Project Review
Current practice of project review in GSI: The current Review system in GSI Progress is through the mechanism
of RAC or OAC on a quarterly basis in the Regions. GSI also has a review system known as the Mid Term Review.
The Term Review Committee comprises HOD of the concerned Region, Mission Heads, representatives from
PSS and one or two domain experts. Projects are technically evaluated and an assessment made about the quality
of the work and supervision. GSI also has a system of vetting and scrutiny of Reports. After the draft report is
prepared by the authors, it is scrutinised in turn by supervisory officer, RMH and an internal peer reviewer, before
it is accepted and approved by HOD of the Region.
Weakness: Term review: As the Term Review Meetings are conducted region-wise the meetings are held
sequentially over a month. External experts called for review are domain experts in only in a part of whole range
of GSI’s activities. Large number of standard items are reviewed in a short period of time and service items are
generally not reviewed.
Recommendation: Term review
• To replace the Region-wise system of Term Review with a Mission – Sub-Mission/ Theme wise Term review.
These reviews can be held simultaneously at different locations so that the whole exercise can be completed
expeditiously. Items of GCM and GPM can be reviewed over video conferencing. Service Items can be
reviewed every quarter, at regional level.
• To introduce of a Year-end Review where all officers would make a presentation before a peer review
committee to assess if the objective of the program was fulfilled.
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Recommendations - Reports:
• It is recommended that all authors should submit a short communication after getting analysis so that important
information is available to the stakeholders. The authors should be given sufficient time to prepare a full
report, post receipt of analysis/ input.
• For service providing laboratories or divisions, their tasks should be considered completed only when their
input is used or utilised in the next step. Report formats should be modernized.
• Services to G2 mineral exploration should be ensured on top priority so that these reports can be published
in the given timeline.
• Using software to check plagiarism.
Schedule of activities for Review -First 90 days: Identifying various activities to be grouped under each
theme, identification of theme based expert group, who will guide work, preparing a mechanism for review, working
out the scope for field work and analysis, formalise the new report formats and finalize the modalities for digital
publication on short communications.
4.2.3. Monitoring of FS items in GSI
Current Practice: Progress of FS items is monitored through monthly diary, secretary summary, compiled at
State Unit and Regional level and also at CHQ.
Weakness: It is only a monthly record of the achievement/ work done during the month. There is only a little
scope of red flagging shortfalls during execution as the active field period is very short.
Recommendation:
• With the operationalization of FSPMIS module of OCBIS, monitoring of target and achievement, item wise
or activity wise to be moved online.
• Monitoring and guidance of field work where tough-pads have been given should be made more frequently
by supervisory officers leveraging the facilities in OCBIS.
• To introduce Technical monitoring of selected items in field by RMH supported by domain experts.
• To simultaneously monitor RCA recoupment as this is one of the major causes of delay in fieldwork.
APAR and linking of Technical Review
Current Practice: At present there is no practice of linking technical review with APAR.
Recommendation:
• Introduction of a system of Awarding Merit and Demerit Points in GSI. The accumulation of such points
should have a cycle based on the residency in a particular grade. The points may be for technical, financial
and behavioural aspects. This may be included in the APAR. The merit and demerit points may be used as
a parameter for promotion.
• Introduction of a system of grading in the suggested Year-end Review that can be recorded in the APAR.
4.2.4. Mentoring
Mentoring is an old tradition in India. The ‘guru-shishya’ tradition was part of our culture till recently, wherein
through a spiritual relationship and mentoring teachings were transmitted from a guru (teacher) to a shishya
(disciple). Mentoring can bring immense benefits to organizations too. It can aid in helping younger employees
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acclimatize to the working environment, provide support and self-development opportunities and help them to reach
their potential. However, it is being increasingly realized that senior level employees can also benefit from
mentoring.
Recommendation for Mentoring in GSI: The role of the DDG/ Directors may therefore be similar to that of
a coach and DDG /Directors should coach their officers as a required part of their job and focus on developing
individuals so that they do current assignments well. The DDG/ Director- Officer relationship should focus on
achieving the objectives of the department. The Director will assign tasks, evaluate the outcome and conduct
performance reviews (APAR).
Schedule of activities for Mentoring First 90 days: Creation of a task force will be necessary for determining
the goals of the program, choose the proper mentoring model, select criteria for mentors and mentoree, selection
of potential candidates and matching participants.
Change management: Change management has been described as a systematic approach to dealing with
the transition or transformation of an organization’s goals, processes or technologies. The purpose of change
management is to implement strategies for effecting change, controlling change and helping people to adapt to
change. An important change is happening in GSI currently in the form of implementation of OCBIS, and important
lessons can be learned by observing and identifying the factors that prevents it from being a complete success.

4.3. Public Good Geosciences:
The effect of anthropogenic activities on our planet has always been there ever since the human race came into
existence. However, these effects have become so alarming in the post-industrialization era that many geologically
significant conditions and natural processes are getting altered at such a faster pace which has never been evidenced
throughout the 4500million years of history of earth’s existence. The consequences of such undesirable changes
to natural earth processes are manifested in the form of increased frequency and severity of natural disasters in
modern times.Just as we are beginning to understand more fully the impact we are having on our planet and its
environ, it is becoming increasingly important to use this understanding to help guide the use of the earth towards
positive outcomes, which is embodied in the term “sustainability”. It is precisely in this context, that the domain
of “Public Good Geoscience” is gaining prominence wherein a geoscientist activates this delicate link between
man and nature.
Despite its immense relevance in people’s everyday lives most citizens in any part of the world, including
India, are not aware that they access and use geoscience information when they attend to news about the weather
and natural hazards or use computer-based visualization tools that display Earth data sets. There can be multiple
reasons for this lack of ‘geological literacy” but dominantly, it is the lack of a well-defined strategy for Public
Good Geoscience in tune with the contemporary geoscientific concepts, which is the most fundamental issue to
be addressed in order to improve “visibility”, which can pay dividends with planned “activity” and an enhanced
“quality”.
In Indian Context, Geological Survey of India (GSI) has been playing this role by offering its services in the
field of Public good geosciences such as Engineering Geology, Natural hazard studies, Environmental Geology,
etc., ever since its inception. However, in recent times, with creation of new geoscientific organizations, and natural
priorities of the Ministry of Mines, the strategy for Public Good Geosciences has not been evolving at required pace.
Though GSI is part of the Ministry of Mines, no other organization in the country has the breadth of multidisciplinary
geoscientific expertise, the extensive national on-the-ground presence, and the wealth of geoscientific monitoring
capabilities and legacy data at all scales, from microscopic to national, which are the essential requirements for
any organization to address societal issues which have geospatial underpinning.
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4.3.1. Issues to be addressed & way forward for Public Good Geosciences
• The current system of need-based or request-based activities in the context of infrastructural project is a
myopic vision of GSI. A National Geoscientific Organisation like GSI should be able to envisage and take
up investigations and programmes suo motu with the same spirit and importance as we do for searching the
mineral resources. If we look into economics alone, investing more in Public-good Geosciences is no way
less important than any other activities because that in turn can generate/ save substantial resources and has
a holistic application of geoscience towards achieving safe and sustainable planet earth.
• Geohazard management/mitigation for public good occurs as a very small and non-descript part in the
organization’s charter/mission. It needs more mainstreaming. Public Good Geoscience should have a Mission
status in GSI.
• No policy for synergetic growth of different branches of public good geoscience. For example, when active
fault studies were initiated in early 2000s that was the prime focus area in what constitutes the present
Mission-IV. Similarly, after launching NLSM, other fields of Mission-IV have been relegated to backstage.
• Rather than emphasizing in favour of mineral exploration, creating an atmosphere for symbiotic growth of
other geoscience activities of enormous societal benefit is a vital requirement.
• Except landslide, earthquake and geotechnical risk evaluations, there is little expertise in urban geohazard
management in GSI as well as in the country.
• Lack of strategic and effective communication with other scientific organizations, allied organizations in other
ministries and stakeholders. The complacency and passive style of working coupled with lack of interaction
with other organizations has led to slow erosion of expertise in the work traditionally being carried out by
GSI.
• Programmes are being hastily conceived or not being properly researched before being implemented. This is
happening because the field geologists are getting little time to spend for literature consultation. This aspect
requires a serious overhauling.
• Very few publications. Although enormous amount of data is generated every year, a negligible fraction is
converted to meaningful publications. The publication process within the department needs simplification.
• Lack of adaptability to new scientific developments, especially in the context of unplanned urbanization and
associated geoscience challenges for sustainable growth. It has to be understood that there is a big threat to
human lives because of urban Geohazards including environmental pollution and geoscience is the most
critical component in sustainable development of urbanized human settlements.
• “FSP Mode” of functioning based largely on physical targets is not conducive for “Public Good geosciences”
projects. “Project mode” of functioning with financial independence is a viable alternative for effective
implementation of Public Good Geoscience in GSI. A new window needs to be created within GSI where
those interested can submit projects, defend them, the way it happens in DST/CSIR funded projects and
upon found fit, allowed to work in research mode.
• The current system of “Hierarchy based’ rather than “expertise based” planning, programming, implementation
and review system is detrimental to the growth of public good geoscience in GSI.
• Lack of inter-divisional communication. This is the time for geologists, chemists and geophysicists to work
together. Scope for geo-biology and Nano geoscience needs to be explored for a comprehensive growth of
Public Good Geoscience in GSI.
• Last but the most important: Geoscience is a complex natural science which requires intensive exposure
to a particular terrain for decades in order to develop expertise in a particular field. All the doyens of GSI
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developed their expertise because they were not subjected to unnecessary transfers which is prevalent during
the recent times. If a geologist is transferred for example from Himalayan Geology to Peninsular Geology of
South India, he/she has to start from scratch and the expertise developed in Himalayan Geology is completely
lost forever. This is what makes a scientist-dominated organization like GSI different from an administrative
organization and this fundamental truth should form the basis for any Transfer Policy in GSI.
4.3.2. Summary Recommendations for Public Good Geosciences
• Preparation and submission of Proposal for creation of a separate Mission on Public Good Geoscience to
MoM. The proposal to include the following aspects: a. The selection of Mission Head to be based on domain
expertise rather than Seniority b. The Mission should have functional as well as financial autonomy with
proper budgetary provisions c. Provision for working in ‘Project Mode’ rather than ‘FSP Mode’.
• Immediate waiving of charges for Engineering geological consultancy services provided by GSI. MoM to
discuss at appropriate inter-ministerial forum about the necessity of posting of Resident Geologists from
GSI without any charge in large projects such as construction of dams, tunnels, alignment of roads in hilly
areas, power plants, etc.
• Secretary level synergy meeting between MoM and MoES for collaborative work on Earthquake studies.
• Quaternary Geology Divisions in all the Regions should be reopened and named as ‘Quaternary and
Environmental Geology Division’. This will be a seeding Division to take up pilot projects on Critical Zone
studies, Geo-environmental appraisal, Urban Geochemistry and River Basin Management.
• Secretary level Sensitization of allied ministries, such as Ministry of Urban Development, Ministry of
Environment and Forest, Ministry of Biodiversity, etc. about the important role GSI can play in the field of
Urban Geochemistry (which deals with contamination and pollution tracking in urban areas), Geo-environmental
studies, development of Smart Cities, etc.
• Sensitization of institutions through a Workshop for inter-institutional convergence on Public Good Geosciences
and role of GSI (with specific questionnaire about GSI’s competence and its role)
• Getting into strategic partnership with other reputed organizations/ laboratories (e.g. IMD, National
Environmental Engineering Research Institute (NEERI); The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) etc.)
in providing site specific details for geo-environmental appraisals.
• Creation of Core Group on all the domains of Public Good Geosciences discussed in this document. The Core
group will be tasked to evolve action plan, invite proposals, evaluate it and be involved in implementation
and review system.
• Formulate domain-specific Training and capacity building programmes.

4.4. Applied and Fundamental Research &Modernization of Analytical Facility:
4.4.1. Introspection and Way Forward
• In GSI, sadly, prospecting and exploration are not taken as research challenges. So much so that there is
hardly any synergy and feedback mechanism between M-II and M-IV activities. Ideally, research needs
to be ingrained in prospecting and exploration. VAQ (Visibility, Activity and Quality) of any organization
dealing with science, whether applied science (like in GSI) or in fundamental science (like say in IISc) is
directly related with its adoption of modern technology and concepts. Developments in technology allow us to
visualize different dimensions of Earth’s processes leading to new concepts and strategies to exploit or adjust
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to natural processes to suite human needs. The theme ‘Applied and fundamental research & modernization
of analytical facility’ is thus at the core of GSI’s VAQ initiatives. All other VAQ themes are to nurture this
theme to see GSI attaining its objectives of becoming a modern geological survey.

Fig. 1. Changing focus of geological research and GSI’s VAQ quotient. VAQ quotient is depicted by thick read
line. Sharp fall of GSI’s VAQ since mid-1980s is attributed to very late induction of sophisticated analytical
facilities (like ICPMS) making GSI’s geochemistry unattractive to users. And further sharp fall in VAQ
quotient since 2000 is attributed to apathy to adopt isotope geology (considered DNA of rocks) in geological
research coupled with low priority for basic research.

• Since mid-1980s, GSI dithered in adopting to modern technologies (like for example, ICPMS in chemical
analyses), making its data unattractive to its users. And since 1990s globally there has been a major shift
in geological science moving from a qualitative science to a more quantitative science using principally
isotope-based techniques resulting in growth of many new concepts to deal with geological processes.
GSI did not match this advancement in geological science and failed to utilize modern techniques and
concepts. The result is ominous to GSI. Its science output, its exploration output and overall VAQ fell sharply
(Fig. 1).
• Since the beginning of 21st Century, in response to the national priorities, GSI rambled over increased
exploration activity, using rather old 1980s concepts of ‘chance find and hit’ as it has been technologically
impaired to adopt new concepts for exploration. An obsessional thrust in exploration without adopting
modern concepts has been very damaging for its exploration output too. GSI heavily neglected research input
in its exploration activities that guide modern exploration globally and GSI’s exploration largely remained
exercises on reserve estimation divorced from systematic understanding of geology to locate new deposits.
• Wrong priorities and strategy adopted by GSI in neglecting research in all its activities for last two decades
resulted not only in low exploration output, GSI lost its traditional core scientific research strengths. Enviable
faculties of GSI of yesteryears like paleontology, geochemistry, petrology, structural geology, Precambrian
geology are all now nearly lost or limping in GSI. These faculties form the science backbone of any modern
geological survey globally. GSI also failed to initiate new geological disciplines that has come along in the
meantime globally, like urban geochemistry, medical geology, climate reconstruction and forward modelling,
nanogeology etc. In short, presently GSI is perhaps on a downslide as a scientific organization.
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• There is only one recovery path for GSI. And the path is to resort to quick modernization of its geological lab
facilities, to ensure immunity of such labs from bureaucratic ramblings, train its scientific personnel to adopt
and apply modern concepts and to use cutting-edge research in all its scientific activities, be it exploration,
public good geoscience or understanding basic geological framework of the country. A schema of critical
instrumentation needed by GSI for modernization of its lab facilities is given in Table 5.
• Adopting such a path would give GSI very rich dividend within a short time in terms of much needed
exploration output and to meet people’s expectation from GSI in terms of the assessment and mitigation of
problems related to the environment they live in. There would be no way to pull down GSI’s VAQ quotient.
Table 5: Critical Instruments needed for modernizing analytical facility in GSI. Purchase Order for HR-SIMS is placed. Other
instruments would cost approximately ` 90 crores. Such induction would make GSI a modern analytical facility to
boost its scientific research and exploration output.
Instrument
HR-SIMS

LA-MC-ICPMS

LA-HR-ICPMS

IRMS

Intended output
High precision zircon
dating
Silicate oxygen isotope
In-situ
Hf-isotope
Transition element isotope
U-series dating

Intended Outcome
Fortification of geological
maps to help exploration
decisions
Paleo-geophysics…., great
prospecting tool
Tracer of geological processes
High-precision Quaternary
dating
High throughput zircon High throughput Pb-isotope +
dating
PGE analyses.
High throughput Pb-isotope
Elemental (PGE) analyses
O-, C-, H-, S-isotopes
Track fluids in mineral system

State in GSI
Procurement
stage
Induction likely in 2021

Approx. cost

Have one, need one
more

` 10 Crore

Nil. Need 3 nos.

` 15 Crore

Have one, need one
more;
LA-IRMS
High-resolution O-,C-, H-, High resolution Stable isotope Nil; Need one
S-isotopes
CRDS
High-throughput O-,C-, Tracking geofluids; high None; Need five (four
H-, S-isotopes (less precise throughput
for O- and one for
than IRMS)
C-isotope)
(LA)-Q-ICPMS
Trace elements of minerals/ Ore
body
vector, Have one, need four
fluids
geothermometry
more
Mineralogy SEM
High throughput Index Ore body vector
Nil; Need four;
mineral tracking
Lab-at-rig (portable In
field
mineralogy, Mineralization modelling in 50 units to start with
XRF, XRD, LIBS, geochemistry
field
spectrometer)
Micro-XRD, TEM High-resolution mineral Alteration mineralogy and need three XRD + one
identification
pollution research
TEM
Single Stage AMS High resolution 14C dating Paleo-climate
research None in GSI; need one
(mainly marine cores)
Micro-CT
3D-Imaging, alteration etc. Paleontology, rock/mineral None in GSI, need two
characterization
Glaciology,
Groundwater One in GSI used for
Liquid Scintillation Pb-210, Tritium dating
Counter
dating ….
14C dating; Need one
Laser Raman
Mineral identification, fluid Exploration, STM, RP
Have one; need six
Spectrometer
inclusion
more
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` 50 Crore

` 3 Crore
` 5 Crore
` 5 Crore

` 9 Crore
` 8 Crore
` 25 Crore

` 5 Crore
` 12 Crore
` 2 Crore
` 2 Crore
` 7 Crore

Instrument
TL-OSL lab

Intended output
Quaternary dating

Intended Outcome
Quaternary dating

For Geotechnical Labs
soil Cohesive properties of soil Geotechnical parameters

Computerized
testing
Direct soil shear testing/ Cohesive properties of soil Geotechnical
Uniaxial/Triaxial stress
testing

State in GSI
One available,
needed

Approx. cost
one

` 2 Crore

One in each Region,
four needed
Three sets required

` 2 Crore
` 2 Crore

4.5. Modernizing Mineral Prospecting and Exploration Programmes:
Geological Survey of India (GSI) remains the principal agency for geological mapping and regional mineral
resources assessment of the country. Exploration activities of GSI have been prioritized as per the thrust areas
identified by the Government of India; the directive given by the Planning Commission; recommendations of Central
Geological Programming Board (CGPB) Sub-groups and State Geological Programming Board (SGPB); requests
received from various State governments, and minerals and metals for which thrust for intensive search has been
focused in the National Mineral Policy (NMP), 2008 including draft NMP-2018 and National Mineral Exploration
Policy(NMEP2016). GSI is the principal agency for geological mapping and regional mineral resources assessment
of the country. Detailed exploration on land is done by GSI, Mineral Exploration Corporation Limited, Directorates
of Mining and Geology of the State Governments and various Central and State Public Sector Organisations.
India’s exclusive economic zone (EEZ) is surveyed and explored by GSI in coordination with M/o Earth Sciences.
The Earth is a complex and dynamic system that over 4.5 billion years has evolved to form the environment
we live in and the resources we depend on. Minerals and rocks are an exceptionally diverse and vital group of raw
materials that underpin almost all aspects of human activity, infrastructure, and standard of living. To use a popular
slogan, “If it’s not grown, it’s mined.” Add to this that most crops could not be grown, harvested, or transported to
market without industrial minerals-based fertilizers, equipment, and infrastructure, and the all-pervading presence
of minerals and rocks comes into sharper focus. Discovery and recovery of mineral resources are fundamental
to sustaining human society. Yet the discovery of world-class to giant mineral deposits has declined alarmingly
over the last few decades. It is only through a comprehensive understanding of current systems that we can hope
to find future deposits.
4.5.1. Indian Mineral Scenario
• Mining sector, being one of the core sectors of economy, provides basic raw materials to many important
industries like power generation (thermal), iron and steel, cement, petroleum and natural gas, petro-chemicals,
fertilizers, precious & semi-precious metals/stones, electrical & electronics equipment, glass and ceramics
etc. There will be huge demand for minerals in view of the rapid urbanization and projected growth in the
manufacturing sector in India.
• India occupies a dominant position in the production of many minerals across the globe. India has a total
geographical area of about 328 million sq km. Of this, the mining lease (except than fuel, atomic and minor
minerals) area constitutes around 0.11 percent.
• India has substantial resources/reserves both onshore and offshore minerals viz. crude oil and gas, coal, iron
ore, copper, bauxite, etc. Of all variety of land use categories, the common lands consisting of arable lands,
forest lands, pasture lands, and current fallow and cultural waste lands dominate.
• India, being the seventh largest country in the world, is well endowed with various mineral resources.
Government of India has recently enacted amendments to Mines and Minerals (Development & Regulation)
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Act, 1957 (MMDR) and notified rules that would help in overcoming many challenges associated with
the minerals and mining sector such as accelerated mineral exploration and exploitation, low technology
deployment, fragmented and small concession areas etc. India is poised to witness great leaps of growth in
minerals and mining sector with the adoption of transparent and non-discretionary grant of mineral concessions
through an auction process.
• Exploration is the foundation of all mining. The public expenditure on exploration in India needs to be
enhanced significantly. Exploration expenditure determines the rate of discovery of future mineral deposits
and mines. Exploration in India is mostly restricted to a depth of 50 to 120 meter vs. as deep as 500 meter
and beyond in countries such as Australia, Canada and Latin American Countries.
• The Ministry of Mines in its National Mineral Exploration Policy-2016 included inter alia the following:
i. In keeping with the international best practices of providing pre-competitive baseline geoscience data
to the stake holders, GSI will make available precompetitive baseline geoscientific data of the highest
standards in time bound manner. This data will be continuously updated and benchmarked with those
of other jurisdictions.
ii. Government will create baseline geoscientific data as a public good for open dissemination free of charge.
GSI will undertake national airborne geophysical survey in a mission mode.
iii. Government will coordinate and collaborate with scientific and research bodies, universities and industry
for the scientific and technological research to address the mineral exploration challenges in the country.
For this, the Government established a ‘Centre for Excellence’ within GSI Training Institute that is
known as the National Centre for Mineral Targeting (NCMT) with a steering committee drawn from
Industry-Academia- Central /State agencies with Secretary, Mines, GoI as Chairman.
iv. Private sector participation in exploration will be encouraged within the existing legal framework.
v. A National Geoscientific Data Repository (NGDR) is proposed to be set up by GSI. GSI will collate
all baseline and mineral exploration information generated by various central and state government
agencies and also mineral concession holders and maintain these on a geospatial database. GSI will
build up capacity for collation, processing and interpretation of geosciences information and knowledge
creation.
• In India, an area of about 5.71 lakh sq. km has been identified as Obvious Geological potential (OGP)
area. These OGP areas have litho assemblages which are potential for precious, base metal, ferrous group,
diamond, bauxite, coal and lignite. Well known prospects are located within the OGP. Immediate target for
GSI and other Public/Private Exploration agencies is to identify exploration targets within the OGP in locales
suitable for ore formation and localisation. As chances of rich ore body with surface exposures in the area
are feeble, low grade, large tonnage prospects are given priority along with deep seated target.
• With the near exhaustion of surface proximal resources, it is necessary to apply multi-disciplinary approach
for locating concealed and deep seated mineral deposits. As a first step GSI has planned to complete its
baseline data generation expeditiously. Advanced Geophysical Survey like: Magnetotellurics (MT) survey;
3-D seismic surveying; Borehole Resistivity Tomography; Spectral IP Survey are key steps towards identifying
potential target areas. Data integration from Multidisciplinary Mapping inputs, 3-D visualization modelling,
area-specific drilling has to be closely followed.
• Although exploration represents usually less than 10% of the total budget in the full mining cycle, it marks
the entry point into the mineral resource domain. In order to produce metals or raw materials, we need to
discover more resources in the Earth’s crust, which essentially represents the fundamental process initiating
the industry. Over the last 15 years, the rate of deposit discovery has apparently declined worldwide and
concerns have been raised about the need to sustain the process.
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4.5.2. Issues to Ponder
• There is a need to ensure increase in mineral resources and reserves, and prepare policies to meet raw material
requirement.
• Country lagged behind in development of modern exploration, exploitation and beneficiation technology
with the result country is unable to explore/ exploit high value deep seated concealed deposits and low grade
surface deposits. There is very little investment in R&D on mining, exploration and mining technologies,
beneficiation, development of new materials including alloys and high purity materials. Links between
mining activities and downstream activities (including recycling) are practically non-existent.
• To step-up the exploration efforts on the high priority minerals (like gold, diamond, PGE, REE and RMG)
by enhancing the capabilities of GSI. Leveraging the existing data with GSI for enhancing the private sector
participation in exploration activities.
• Most of the exploration activities in the country are of conventional type (based mostly on geological data)
with restricted input from geochemistry, geophysics and remote sensing.
• Areas of weakness is in application of sophisticated modern techniques, wider application of latest techniques
of remote sensing, regional geophysical and geochemical surveys, multi sensor aerial surveys and proper
interpretation of data by computer using latest software’s.
• Requires infusion of high end technologies in the field of exploration particularly for deep seated and
concealed deposits. Exploration has been carried out mostly to assess the resources up to depth of 120m
even though exploration and exploitation techniques for deep seated bodies exists up to a depth of 2,500m
requires quality geological, geophysical and geochemical data.
• Synergy between key stakeholders (States, Industry, concerned Ministries and Departments, Local communities)
is to be ensured.
4.5.3. Strategy for India’s Future Priorities
• To aim for more visibility of Departmental activities by adopting proactive measures like more interaction
and engagements with mining sector, downstream industries and R&D institutes.
• Necessary to induct improved drilling techniques and equipment’s related mineral exploration activities.
• Measures to encourage and facilitate offshore mining geo scientific activities. India is a pioneer investor and
has been allocated a mine site of 150,000 square kilometers in Central Indian Ocean Basin for exclusive survey
and exploration. Deep ocean resources represent an exceptionally large and potentially important mineral
resource. With the induction of RV ‘Samudra Ratnakar’ equipped with integrated systems for exploration
of marine resources shall be expedited.
• GSI shall be identifying mineral rich zones along with the seabed mapping in the shallow water sector for
placer minerals/ lime mud/ phosphatic sediments etc., and in deep water sector for Polymetallic nodules and
hydrothermal deposits/ gas hydrates/ Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) along search for sulphide
mineralization in the Andaman Sea within EEZ and beyond in the Mid Oceanic Ridge System in the Indian
Ocean.
4.5.4. Need for Modernisation of Exploration Philosophy and Technology
• The country needs to adopt innovations in Ore deposit modelling and Mineral Exploration for successful
augmentation of mineral resources. This includes framing - Success Strategies for Mineral Exploration: The
mineral exploration strategy that will be most successful for any country/geological terrain is that which
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best matches the distinctive characteristic of that geological terrain. The Mineral Exploration paradigm is
driven by two approaches - a ‘high technology’ & ‘field intensive’ approach.
• The ‘field intensive’ approach stresses on-the-ground investigation of mineral prospects.
• The ‘high technology’ depends on modern technology infusion aiding multidisciplinary geo-scientific data
integration, instrumentation advances (including deep drilling technology) and their application. Indian
exploration efforts need to maintain a critical balance between the two ends of this spectrum and strike a
balance to progress on mineral sector.
• There is urgent need to modernize Exploration Philosophy & Technology as it assumes significance in the
backdrop of MMDR Amendment Act-2015 and the NMEP-2016.
• Probing for deep-seated mineral resources in India and on ways of bridging the technological gaps in
exploring for such mineralized zones. Discovery in the highly prospective Precambrian terrain is challenged
by cover sediments of variable thickness. To detect buried ores an understanding of the mechanisms of metal
mobility and the role of chemical and biological agents in concentrating and limiting dispersion are required.
The challenge is to find tools that will identify reliable vectors to mineralizing systems. To recognize and
interpret the systems the application and integration of geophysical, geochemical, isotopic, mineralogical
and spectral techniques are required.The proposed global conference will discuss all the possible scenarios
in terms of mineralization styles of Indian Metallogenic province in terms of global paradigms and ways
and means to explore and exploit them.
• The Indian mineral & mining industry requires practitioners who have the skill sets necessary to keep up with
the latest advances. Virtually all technical jobs within mining and mineral exploration, including geology,
engineering, mineral processing, environmental assessment and surveying, require practical field exposure
coupled with the information of all latest developments in the international arena.
4.5.5. Geophysics as a key to unlock hidden/ deep-seated Deposits
• In view of the fact that India has exploited most of its outcropping and near surface mineral deposits, it
becomes imperative to focus on identification of deep-seated and concealed mineral targets. Such an exercise
requires thorough understanding of geological and geochemical framework, knowledge of occurrence of
ore-forming mineral systems and the extent of thickness of non-mineralized cover rocks over the concealed
mineral producing belts. Geophysical studies always play a vital role in exploration of buried ore deposits
• Currently exploration companies focusing increasing attention on access to raw and processed digital data
and their proper management. Airborne gravity gradiometers have been of considerable value in both direct
detection and in geological mapping for a large variety of mineral commodities and deposit styles.
• Inversions of geophysical data are becoming routine components of mineral exploration programs and can
provide acceptable subsurface physical property models that can be interpreted in terms of the geometry
and relative sizes and intensities of physical property anomalies.
• Integration of multiple exploration data sets is widely acknowledged to add value to the targeting process,
yet is still seldom done rigorously. Geological and geophysical data can be quantitatively reconciled only
through their common representation as physical property models. 3D geological models attributed with
physical properties may be constructed from primary geological data. Geophysical data are transformed
to physical property models through inversion. The result is a quantitatively integrated exploration model
supported by multiple data sets, more certainty in interpretation of exploration data and, consequently, higher
quality drill targets. Application of these principles has proven to add value and has been credited with ore
discovery.
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• Understanding of interplay between advances in magnetics and those in the understanding of mineral deposit
formation and localisation are essential. Future developments in this field require more sophisticated integration
of magnetic data with other geoscientific data, particularly hard geological data, leading to more robust
geological interpretations and more frequent economic discoveries.
• 2D seismic images clearly demonstrated that reflection seismic data is of great value to the mining industry.
Seismic methods have become a method of choice for precise targeting of extensions to existing deposits
and mapping new mining targets. The application of 3D seismic reflection methods has become a choice
for many advanced exploration countries.
• Making a discovery is difficult and is arguably more difficult as undiscovered deposits today are more likely
found at greater depths. In addition, the financial risk with deep drilling is hindering deep exploration.
• Recent advances in digital signal processing, and faster computers, coupled with the ability to collect very
high resolution and deep geophysical data, have resulted in physical property contrasts that can now be
discriminated from the surface with accuracy and depth penetration that has not been seen before. This
provides new opportunity to further geoscientific investigation at greater depths prior to drilling.
4.5.6. Some Immediate Steps to Way Forward
• Creation of First Hand Geological Potential Domains for Strategic and Critical Commodities viz., Fertilizer
Minerals, Nickel, Cobalt, Antimony, Limestone, REE & RM, Lithium, Bismuth, Vanadium etc.
• Creation of Mineral Prospects and Occurrences Atlas of Various Commodities for the Entire Country.
• Revision and Creation of Updated Database and Publishing Map Series On Geological Potential Areas of
Commodities Like, Gold, Diamond & Precious Stones, Basemetal, PGE, Iron Ore, Manganese, Chromite,
Molybdenum, Coal & Lignite, Tin & Tungsten, Bauxite for The Use of Mineral Industry.
• Procurement of professional 3D & statistical modelling software for Mineral Resource Estimation and
3D Modelling of the Deposits for Enhancing the Quality of Geological Reports of the Mineral Blocks for
Auctioning.
• More Emphasis on 12 Mineral Rich States for Mineral Exploration Activity with Magnification of Quality
by Procuring Field and Lab Equipments for Mineral Exploration.
• Modernisation of Drilling Operations and enhancement of in- house capacity and capability.
• Selection of two G2 stage mineral exploration blocks for enhancing the quality by rising geoscientific activity
which will boost the visibility in the Mineral Industry.
4.5.7. A Few Long Term Goals
• Training & capacity Building initiatives in M-II domain particularly focusing on alteration mineralogy
associated with various major types of mineralisation, ore-body modelling, known ore deposit characterisation
in terms of genetic deposit styles.
• Launching of Mineral Exploration programs under ‘COMPLETE PROJECT MODE’ after taking into
consideration the whole mineral belt- may be of 3 years’ duration for evaluation from prospecting stage to
proving of deposit seamlessly, instead of taking piece meal areas as per current practice.
• Modernisation of drilling programs with capability for providing drill cores of small and large diameters,
both shallow and deep borehole cores fully equipped with borehole deviation and oriented core drill
equipment.
• Focused exploration needs to be taken up in potential mineral blocks with well-trained manpower with
consistent funding.
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• Trained man power: though the geologists and geophysicists of GSI, engaged in the investigations are
familiar with various aspects of mineral exploration, they are to be further trained / oriented to take-up the
whole gamut of operations from prospecting to advanced exploration stages involving economic/technical
feasibility with a systematic approach. Dedicated teams for the task are to be identified. Training is required
in modern techniques and advanced software. Laboratory staff needs to be trained in processing of field
samples.
• In India, mostly GSI and a few State Government agencies are engaged in mineral exploration, whose
personnel are subjected to periodic transfers. Experience gained by them is either lost or underutilized.
• Consistent funding: Modern mineral exploration is very expensive and time consuming, which requires
investment of large amounts. The programmes are to be supported by consistent and high funding.
• GSI exploration teams needs to be provided beforehand all necessary administrative clearances including
requisite forest permissions.

4.6. Optimisation of the Functioning of Mission-Region Matrix:
4.6.1. Restructuring of GSI by HPC: Mission-Region Matrix
A High Powered Committee (HPC) was set up on 1st October 2007 by Government of India to thoroughly
review the functioning of Geological Survey of India (GSI) and to assess its capacity to meet the emerging challenges
taking into account the organisation’s technological and manpower resources. The Committee submitted its Report
on 31st March 2009 and the Union Cabinet approved this restructuring proposal of GSI on 25th October, 2011.
The aim of “Restructuring of GSI” was to enhance GSI’s capacity and capability by transforming its activities
into five (5) following Missions in line with its future challenges,
• Baseline Geosciences data generation (Mission I)
• Natural Resource Assessments (Mission II)
• Geoinformatics (Mission III)
• Fundamental and Multi-Disciplinary Geoscience (Mission IV)
• Training and capacity building (Mission V).
In addition, three following Support Systems were also formed to provide support and cross-cutting co-ordination.
• Policy Support System (PSS)
• Science & Technology Support System (STSS)
• Administrative Support System (AdSS)
Formally the Mission-Region matrix mode of operation in GSI was initiated in 2009-10. Its existing roles
and responsibilities were finalised in a ‘Meeting of HODs and Mission Heads’ on 23-24 August, 2013 at GSITI,
Hyderabad. However, with nine (09) years of operations of this Mission-Region Matrix in GSI, some grave issues
and constraints still persist which include Mission Structure, skewed deployment, and conflict in its Roles and
Responsibility, Authority and Financial Powers vis-à-vis State Units (SU), Region and CHQ. Because of this,
Mission-Region Matrix in GSI is yet to function properly and efficiently as conceptualized in HPC recommendations.
4.6.2. Global Best Practices: Mission Structure
Considering global scenario, one of the most advanced geological surveys in the world – United States
Geological Survey (USGS) also introduced a renewed science policy in 2007 for 10 years (2007-2017), where
USGS operations got spearheaded through six renewed Science Missions with a strong focus on Public Good
Geosciences (https://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2007/1309/pdf/C1309.pdf). In 2010, USGS, however, brought some vital
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changes in their operation by realigning its hierarchy and budgeting flows (https://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2010/3066/
support/FS2010-3066.pdf). The new system of USGS introduced in 2011 had synergized its Science Mission
goals by eliminating levels of erstwhile Regional Directors (equivalent to HoDs of GSI in RHQ). In this realigned
hierarchy of USGS, functions of the erstwhile Regional Directors were entrusted to the Associated Directors kept at
each Science Mission (equivalent to our Mission Heads). The Regional Executives, in charge of smaller geographic
regions (equivalent to GSI’s State Units) are advised to directly report to Deputy Director, a step below in rank of
USGS Director (Equivalent to GSI’s Director General) to ensure more accountability. This realignment in USGS
was implemented to bring better clarity in functioning of their Science Missions.
4.6.3. Issues in Current Mission-Region Structure of GSI
4.6.3.1. Need for Reorientation and restructuring of the existing Missions
• Mission’s nomenclature has a prefix before its domain name (e.g., Mission I, Mission II etc.) which has least
bearing with the later and adds to confusion to the outsiders: a deterrent to visibility.
• Support systems are also integral part of core activities and deserve similar status as that of Missions. Some
support system activities are closely related to some core Mission activity and require merging with respective
Missions.
• Mission 1: Baseline Geoscience Data Generation activity encompasses many important and diverse subdomain activities and is really a very big basket to deal with.
• Offshore and Marine activity in GSI needs more space to grow faster and bigger in future by adopting more
state-of-the-art techniques, advanced analytical facility as well as deeper level of care in future to harness
resources from virgin locations.
• Fundamental Geoscience practices and its associated analytical capabilities are the main pillars of GSI’s
scientific strength to achieve higher level of core geoscientific knowledge and excellence. Unfortunately, off
late, scientific research is not being encouraged much in GSI. Many fundamental geoscience branches such
as “Paleontology”, “Stratigraphy”, “Volcanology”, “Quaternary Research”, “Geomorphology”, “Himalayan
Geology” despite their relevance in geoscience research are taking backseat in GSI and are either limping
or now is devoid of any relevant experts because of our lack of nurturing, care and myopic vision towards
fundamental geoscience research in recent times.
• Multi-disciplinary/ Applied Geosciences or “Geoscience for Society” deals with societal issues that deserves
the highest level of importance in a national geoscientific organisation because of its large trained human
resources, last mile connectivity and its long-standing impartial demeanor and commitment to the countrymen
at large. The USGS, the most advanced Geological Surveys in the world, has now changed its Science Policy
Missions by giving maximum stress onto the Public Good Geosciences. Deliverables of this multidisciplinary
geoscience have a direct impact to make our society resilient and to ensure our planet safer, which in turn
can increase GSI’s visibility and relevance more easily amongst the common countrymen. On the contrary,
in Public Good Geosciences, GSI acts mostly on responses to some disasters or specific requests from
stakeholders as mere responder. This approach has resulted in erosion of our expertise and credibility in
subjects like “Engineering Geology”, “Earthquake Geology”, River Dynamics and Floods”, “Bank Erosion”,
“Coastal Geohazards”, “Medical Geology” etc.
• Human Resources Development (HRD) is the most important faculty of any organisation because its effective
operations can nurture expertise development, foster improvement in skill, closely monitor knowledge/skill gaps
and thereby make a holistic attempt in creation of an effective, knowledgeable, and expert human workforce,
which is extremely required for a positive growth of any organisation and its visibility.Unfortunately, GSI’s
HRD policy ignores its prime task of fostering excellence in the organization. It presently only deals with
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transfer issues on the basis of “number of years of stay in any place of posting”. The present HRD is the
prime cause of downfall of GSI in VAQ quotient.
• For achieving higher level of excellence and visibility, a scientific organisation like GSI seriously needs
“real experts” in all its technical domains and not mere “generalists” who can work across all mission
activities but produce only mediocre outputs. GSI therefore, has to think for a proper and professional HRD
management, training and capacity building together under one roof, where deployment, skillset monitoring,
capacity improvement can go hand-in-hand in a synergic manner.
4.6.3.2. Skewed Deployment and Infrastructure in Missions
• Deployment in Mission (National Mission – NM and Regional Mission – RM) is skewed both in quality
and quantity and is seriously affected by acute shortage of real domain experts. Right people with relevant
domain expertise are usually not deployed at the right places.This is one of the main reasons of why Missions
are still not able to function properly in GSI.
• Mission (both RM & NM) has “least” or “no” say in “Transfers” and “Deployment” of any technical
officer although they are the technical think tanks.
• NM and RM lack adequate infrastructure and support of relevant resources to execute the task entrusted on
them. Lack of financial autonomy and relevant authority in existing Missions impede creation of their own
required infrastructure, freedom of hiring services of consultants and outside experts/ peers, even supporting
staff etc. for achieving the needed technical excellence and proper mentoring of projects.
4.6.3.3. Conflicting Roles and Responsibilities
• RMs are think tanks, planners, executors, evaluators of HoDs for all scientific and technical matters. In practice,
because of lack of proper domain experts in RMs, many a times, the above tasks are not executed properly
by Missions. Role conflict frequently occurs when HoDs, PSS of HoD office, SU DDG also act as technical
monitor/ mentors simultaneously. Because HoDs/SU DDGs have exclusive financial and administrative role,
their interference on technical matters prevails, rendering RM Heads infructuous.
• Due to prevalent career progression policies in GSI, despite sincere attempts, situation arises when RM and
NM heads may not have adequate number of real domain experts. To overcome this situation, involvement
of an Expert and Peer Group in each sub-domain and Mission activity is required. Despite recommendations
of many earlier Committees, this step of formalizing such Expert and Peer Group in GSI has not been
implemented yet.
• Successful implementation of the activities of NM Heads need both vertical as well as horizontal transgression
of mutual cooperation, ideas, coordination from NM Heads to DG’s office via ADG-PSS. This is not happening.
HoDs still take centre-stage in project formulation and execution.
• Further at CHQ, roles of PSS-CHQ needs to synergized in such a manner so that Missions are allowed to
grow and are brought on-board to all vital policy decisions of DG, GSI.
• Missions should not only be considered as a data-provider, instead they should be made the inevitable part
and parcel of policy decisions at National Level and should be made the sole technical advisers to DG, GSI
in respective domains.
4.6.3.4. Appraisal and Authority
Responsibility comes always where there is ample clarity on authority. National Missions [NMs] and Regional
Missions [RMs] are given the most pivotal task of successful completion of a technical assignment starting from its
planning to the completion stage after ensuring its quality, but NMs as well as RMs are having least involvement
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and authority in appraisal process. NM Heads are not the reporting officer of the RM Heads, though the latter has
to follow all the directives of the earlier for successful implementation of a programme technically. Similarly, RM
heads are not the reporting officers for the Project Heads or JAG/ JAG-NFSG level officers of their Missions,
engaged in technical implementation of an item of investigation. In letter and spirit, the RMs and NMs are entrusted
with huge responsibilities but with a much lesser authority, even on technical terms.
4.6.3.5. Financial Autonomy
Like authority, financial autonomy is another aspect which facilitates optimum growth towards achieving higher
level of responsibility, ensuring technical completeness of investigations, but not mere working as routing agency
of project funding, as being practiced currently in Missions.To act as a real technical mentor, as well as to give the
highest level of technical importance and nurturing effective implementation, and also to ensure development of
due expertise in mission activity, NM/ RM Heads should be equipped with due financial authority and sanctioning
power. This will facilitate execution of various technical tasks.
4.6.4. Possible Way Forward
4.6.4.1. Re-oriented and Re-Structured Missions
Existing Missions and Support Systems Suggested Missions and Its Titles with major activity areas
Mission I: Baseline Data Generation
Baseline Surface Geoscience (Headed by a HAG)
• RM
• NGCM
• STM
• RSAS
• NGPM
• Any other Geoinformation Mapping Programme
New Mission suggested
Baseline Marine Geoscience (Headed by a HAG)
• Offshore geoscience activities
• Coastal Geosciences
• Offshore Minerals & Resource Surveys
• Offshore Geotechnical Projects
Mission II: Natural Resource Assessment Minerals and Resources (Headed by a HAG)
• All mineral investigations (G4, G3 and G2)
• Coal, lignite and other energy minerals
• Resource Estimation and all promotional mineral investigation programmes
• Drilling and sub-surface exploration activities
• Geothermal Energy
Mission III: Geoinformatics
Geoformation management (Headed by a HAG)
• Storing and managing including dissemination of all sorts of printable
and digital Geoinformation and important manuals/ SOPs/ documents
related to administration and financial procedures, circulars etc.
• Libraries and Journals
• Map compilation, printing and publication
• Website and OCBIS
• IT infrastructure and processes
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Existing Missions and Support Systems Suggested Missions and Its Titles with major activity areas
Mission IV: Fundamental and
Geoscience Research and Analysis (Headed by a HAG)
Multidisciplinary Geosciences
Or,
Earth System Science (Headed by a HAG)
• All fundamental geoscience researches
• Paleontology
• Stratigraphy
• Geomorphology and Quaternary Research
• All NCEGR and Chemical Laboratories
New Mission suggested
Geosciences for Society/ Applied Geosciences (Headed by a HAG)
• All Public-good Geosciences & Research
• Geotechnical Laboratories
• Landslide and Earthquake Research Centers
• Climate Change
• Glaciology
• Environmental Geology
• Medical Geology
• Curatorial, Geoparks and Museums
Mission V: Training and Capacity
HRD and Training (Headed by a HAG)
Building
• Competency/ Skill monitoring
• Training needs and implementation
• Collaborative national/ international training programmes
• Ph.D. and M.Sc. Courses
• Entire deployment/ transfer process
Support System: PSS,
Policy Supports, Quality and Integration (Headed by a HAG)
• Coordination with all Missions and acting as a logical connect between Missions
and DG
• Liaison with MoM & Other Ministries, UPSC
New Mission Suggested
• Quality monitoring and review of Mission activities using services of external
peers/ Panel of Experts like GAC etc.
• Publicity and Public Relations
• Managing International Programmes and IGCP Projects
• Managing CGPB, GAC, Geoscience Partnerships etc.
• Parliamentary Questions
• … etc.
AdSS
Personnel, Administration and Finance (Headed by a HAG)
• All Personnel Management matters & IR Issues
• Legal matters
• Finance Issues
• Vigilance
• RTI & Grievances
• Estates
• Vehicle management
• Asset Procurement & Management
• …etc.
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4.6.4.2. Relevant Deployment in Missions
• Deployment of officers in scientific and technical streams in different Missions are to be based only on i)
domain expertise, followed by ii) recommendations of the respective RM and NM heads. Intra-regional
transfers not affecting any change in place of posting can solely be decided by HoD concerned after getting
suitable recommendations of concerned RM-Head.
• To build expertise in a particular domain and terrain, officers up to the level of JAG/ JAG-NFSG should
preferably be retained at least for 12-15 years in a particular Mission or sub-mission activity in a particular
terrain to foster development of expertise and 2nd/ 3rd line of expertise.
• Office of each RM Head must be equipped with one (01) JAG-NFSG, one (01) JAG, and two (02) STS level
officers. RM-Head is to be selected amongst available SAG level officers having at least 12-15 years of field/
laboratory knowledge of that particular domain and 2-3 years of administrative experience as preferable
qualification. JAG and JAG-NFSG level officers under RM-Heads must have 8-12 years of field/ laboratory
experience in that particular domain.
• Officers posted in RM-HQs must have adequate field and technical expertise in that particular domain and
also should be technically the best officers available in the Region.
• Office of each NM Head should have at least two (02) SAG, three (03) JAG/ JAG-NFSG and three (03) STS
level officers. NM Head is a HAG level officer and must be a renowned expert and leader in that particular
domain having adequate experience and excellence in technical (> 15 years) as well as administrative (> 5
years) matters. NM heads must have his/ her two (02) SAG, two (02) JAG/ JAG-NFSG and three (03) STS
level officers as truly knowledgeable geoscientists in each sub-domain.
• For DG’s Cell, to assist DG, GSI, one (01) experienced SAG/ Dy. D.G. level officer is to be made as DG’s
Technical Secretary instead of the existing practice of keeping a JAG-NFSG level officer and the DG’s
personal Cell is further to be manned by one (01) JAG-NFSG and (02) STS level officers.
• At Regional level, below a HAG level officer as HoD of a Region, the PSS Head is proposed to be the seniormost SAG level officer of the Region, instead of a JAG-JAG-NFSG level officer presently followed, in GSI.
PSS-Head should have at least 15 long years of Field/ Laboratory and 5 years of administrative experience.
This change can improve better coordination amongst all RMs working in a Region – all being officers of
same SAG levels.
4.6.4.3. Renewed Roles and Responsibilities
• Formation of National andRegional Expert and Peer Group in each Mission by involving mainly domain
experts from GSI, a few retired experts and experts from local Universities/ IITs, duly ratified by NM-Heads
• Formulation of item of investigations by starting the activities with six months’ lead time
• Regional peer reviewing of proposals by Regional Expert and Peer Group
• Mentoring the officers at field while implementing the programme and if required arranging frequent smaller
field workshops involving Regional Expert and Peer Group
• Undertaking monthly online interactions, reviews and mentoring sessions through personal visits/ through
video conferencing by fixing a day in each month (say last working day of the first week of each month)
• Facilitating procurement of instruments, field equipment, software, hiring consultants, arranging logistics
for Expert and Peer Group Members, facilitating purchase of data, sample testing through outsourcing etc.
• Working on training needs of officers and assisting HRD for logical deployment/ transfer
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• Maintaining close liaison with SU DDG, HoD and NM-Heads regarding budgets, logistics and deployment
• Review meetings in Regions and SUs must be divided into two parts – i) Technical and Scientific, where
RM-Heads will always chair, and ii) Administrative and Finance, where PSS-Head of the Region/ SU DDG
will chair and RM-Heads will be the members. This Technical Review meeting involving PSS, RM and
SU-DDG within a Region should preferably be held in every quarter.
• To synergise relations further between RM-Heads and SU DDGs, a satellite/ camp office of RMH shall be
made in each SU, headed by a JAG/ JAG-NFSG officer, manned by one STS/ JTS and two supporting staff
for exclusively assisting all RM Heads of the Regions remotely, working as key-connect between Missions
and SU DDG. At SU level, Technical coordinators would compile data of different projects of mission(s)
and communicate that same to respective RM-Heads.
• Renewed functions of NM Heads are i) reporting to DG GSI and assisting him in all relevant technical
matters pertaining to respective Mission Activity and National Policy Decisions along with ADG-PSS,
ii) Transform national policy into actions through devising policy guidelines for taking up geoscientific
investigation programmes after due consultation with DG GSI and Addl. DG PSS, iii) facilitates formation
and updation of Regional as well as National Expert and Peer Group in consultation with RM-Heads, iv)
Bi-monthly technical reviews of RM-Heads, v) spearheading half-yearly reviews of respective Mission
Activities in different Regions, involving respective RM-Heads, HoDs/ SU DDGs and Project supervisors,
experts from CHQ-PSS and Expert & Peer Group. This if followed can replace the existing singular and
ineffective Term Review taken once in a year at the last phase of fieldwork, vi) convening national workshops
and brain storming sessions once in a year to discuss challenges of respective mission activity with an aim
to explore way forward, improvement and preparing future perspective plans, vii) recommending national
and international collaborations by active interactions with national/ international institutes of repute and
suggesting national/ regional training needs by following and continuously monitoring skillset/ competency,
viii) interaction with HRD with inputs of RM Heads for meaningful and logical deployment and transfer,
ix) projecting budgetary needs, planning and streamlining allocation of project funding to RMs and reviewing
fund flow and disbursement in bi-monthly review meetings, x) regular formal interaction and meeting for
reporting back to DG, GSI in every quarter in presence of ADG-PSS.
4.6.4.4. Delegation of Authority and Financial Power to Missions
• To ensure responsibility with authority, RM Heads be made the reporting officers of all JAG/ JAG-NFSG
officers under his/ her Mission in the Region.
• NM-Heads be made the reporting officer of his/ her RM-Heads in that particular Mission. However, HODs
of the concerned Region will continue to be the Reviewing (JAG/ JAG-NFSG) and Accepting authority (for
JTS/ STS).
• If required, to implement the above, APAR format for technical/ scientific officers may be modified to
accommodate the above suggestions. Technical/ scientific parts should only be taken care of by RM/ NM
Heads whereas the administrative and other personnel matters be dealt by the concerned SU DDGs/ HoDs
concerned
• Adequate financial powers be delegated to NM and RM Heads for enabling them to take independent financial
decision in outsourcing of any technical/ scientific activities, purchasing relevant software, instruments,
outsourcing of own supporting staff, engaging consultants, purchasing of data from outside agencies, outsourcing
of data analysis or any pertinent technical activity, paying for the logistics of Regional Expert and Peer
Group, cost towards office infrastructure of Missionsetc. so that implementation of a scientific programme
under them never hampers and is being properly taken care of.
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4.7. Enhancing GSI’s Visibility:
Despite GSI’s immense contributions towards nation building, its visibility in various fora, especially, amongst
the General Public and the recognition, which it duly deserves remains to be oddly wanting. The contribution of GSI
in every sphere of life of a common man goes largely unsung.Even for a non-profit government organization like
GSI, it is important to be visible and enhance the public profile. Enhancing visibility will help raise and strengthen
the programs, garner exposure towards GSI’s cause, and attract more interactive stakeholders. Visibility is the
presence of the ‘GSI’ brand amongst public and it is very critical for getting support in work and in making larger
impact. The goal is to become a leading / popular name in all intervention areas related to the charter of GSI. It is
time, GSI ponders on this issue and take necessary measures.
4.7.1. How to become visible?
Goal
Visibility in Academic Forum

Visibility amongst Stakeholders

Visibility amongst General Public

Visibility amongst Students

Connect with Employees

Strategy – salient points
• Increased collaborative research
• Quality Publications
• Sponsoring Workshops, Seminars….
• Funding specialized projects / awards / Chairs
• Active participation in national and international fora
• Dissemination of data
• Networking, Public Relations
• Increased collaboration and coordination
• Quality Products and Services
• Co-Sponsoring Workshops, Seminars….
• Active participation in national and international fora
• Dissemination of data
• Networking, Public Relations
• Popular Products and Services
• Robust online presence
• Improved Public and Media Relations
• Communication Plan
• Public speaking
• Popular articles
• Sponsor community events
• Awareness programmes
• Educational Products and Services
• Robust online presence
• Popular articles
• Sponsor events / competitions
• Awareness programmes
• Internship programmes
• Post-graduate projects / dissertations
• Providing Infrastructure
• boost employee pride and satisfaction
• increase sense of belonging and loyalty

4.7.2. Strategy 1: Improving Public and Media Relations
Every organization needs a public relations department, or they must at least outsource this work to a PR
consultant or agency. It is an essential part of maintaining and enhancing the organization and its image in the
public eye, and sending a message to general public, stakeholders and policy makers that the business is important.
So what are the key PR tasks that GSI need to focus on are as follows:
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4.7.2.1. Suggested Actions for Strategy 1
• Creation of dedicated “Public Relation & Media cells”: PRM Cells at CHQ level and Regional HQ and
SU levels. The PRM Cell at CHQ should have 1 JAG + 1 STS/JTS + 1 Assistant + 1 MTS. The Regional
PRM Cells can be manned by 1 STS + 1 JTS + 1 Assistant + 1 MTS.
• Regular interactions by DG, GSI and other senior management with the media regarding GSI’s policies,
achievements and flagship projects.
• Do an inventory to determine the shareable news. Write and distribute press releases to media about the
news including new findings, awards, new products or services, local angles to national stories having socioeconomic / scientific impact, special events, special involvement in the community and public interest stories
• Distribute press releases to media about joining of higher ranked officers, field visits, awards, new products
or services, local angles to national stories, special events, special involvement in the community and human
interest stories.
• Phrasing of catchy, thematic and easy to understand Slogans highlighting GSI and its work.
• Dedicated tele-helpline to give direct info on the products and services and any relevant information sought
by the public. The helpline numbers should be widely publicised.
• Maintaining the general Feedback / query section in GSI website viii. Promotion of GSI products and services
at every event
• Connecting with all target audience through social media / discussion forums / blogs; social media profile
of DG, GSI.
• Preparation of brochures, story lines, cartoons, thematic posters, newsletters, educational movies, flash
cards, thematic picture post card series, greeting card series etc. for various mediums which include, word
of mouth, social media, print media, radio, TV, promotions, website, exhibitions, etc.
• Organising Open Door Days, GSI Day, Earth science day, Eminent Geoscientist day, etc. at every office in
collaboration with Curatorial Divisions.
• Publishing articles about recent discoveries of GSI in the scientific community and local TV news channels
and newspapers (Example - article on Lead contamination in Kolkata food)
• Publishing Information obtained from seismic observatories to media during earthquakes
• Newspaper / TV / Web advertisements highlighting GSI’s contribution in a substantive way.
• Distribute professional branded mementos at events attended by people who matter.
• Ubiquitous presence of name, logo on the website, social media profiles, business card, physical business
locations and on all printed products.
• Creating promotional merchandise for the employees to use and flaunt to help reinforce the strength of GSI’s
brand and the values it stands for.
4.7.3. Strategy 2: Increasing Online Visibility
One of the most valuable benefits of an Internet-savvy approach to promote the organization online is the
increased visibility that can reach a wider audience with a few strategic and well-planned clicks. The more online
visibility GSI has, the more likely people within the community will look for GSI products or services
4.7.3.1. Suggested Actions for Strategy 2
• Place the URL on all company materials. No business card, letterhead, email signature, literature, signs,
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company vehicle, promotional gifts, etc. should go without the Web domain name. Regular audit to determine
any missed opportunities for publicizing Web address.
• Focus on products and services for the general public, students, etc. (a separate section catering to general
public).
• Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
o Appropriate keywords in meta-description and meta-tags – based on analytics
o Regularly monitor the load-speed of the home page
o Back-linking GSI website with sister organisation sites
o Mobile responsive pages
• Regular posting of quality content in Social Media accounts
o YouTube for promotional and educational video posting
o Facebook
o Twitter
o LinkedIn
o Pinterest
• Multimedia press releases in social media and website
• Content marketing
• Guest posting with sites of similar domain
• Registering with online directories, presence in Google maps
• User friendly website
4.7.4. Strategy 3: Greater Collaboration and Coordination
As a geoscientific organization collaboration is important for the growth of the organization and enhancing
visibility. Collaboration challenges one to articulate and distill what one is great at, and what one does poorly.
That honesty about strengths and weaknesses forces one to ask for help when necessary and be forthright about
how one can help others. Problem solving becomes more effective when resources in talent, experience, finances
and infrastructure are combined. GSI is part of a greater ecosystem where there are diverse and complimentary
organizations that enhance the lives of each other. Collaboration propels an organization to become a learning
organization. Each time GSI collaborates with others it optimizes the capacity of its resources, grow, and in turn,
stretch the boundaries of the organization for active collaboration with the following entities.
4.7.4.1. Suggested Actions for Strategy 3
• Collaboration with Academia through Exchange programmes, visiting lectures, cooperative skill upgradation
through joint programmes etc. GSI being primarily a target oriented professional organization, where it
dabbles with time-bound project oriented field-season programmes, it becomes necessarily difficult to enjoy
the liberties of free-flowing research and consequently, barring a few energetic souls, the organization as a
whole has not always been able to keep pace with recent developments in in science and technology. It is
utmost necessary to provide systemic opportunities to all scientific cadre to enjoy the fruits of collaborative
research.
• Intra and Inter departmental collaboration with Stakeholders/ Sister Organisations through joint
scientific programmes, organising and taking part as a collaborator, initiate joint training programmes,
disseminating and sharing knowledge with stakeholders etc.
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4.7.5. Strategy 4: Quality GSI Products and Services
GSI Products comprise the Published Paper Map Series (District Resource Maps, Geological Quadrangle Maps,
Mineral Belt Maps, Marine Maps, Coalfield Maps, Maps of entire India, Atlases, etc.), Publications (Records,
Memoirs, Special & Miscellaneous Publications, Bulletins, Indian Journal of Geosciences, etc.) and the GSI Field
Season Reports. GSI also provide data and customised products on request to stakeholders through the process
of MoU. Services on offer primarily include Laboratory Services, Exploration services, Basic earth science data
generation services, natural hazard mitigation services, heritage conservation services, etc. GSI has been publishing
and serving these products mostly in analogue form since last few decades and recently, high resolution, resized and
optimized digital versions of the products are made available through the GSI website. In this digital age, where
information spreads like fire over the Web and Social media, GSI must review its existing products and services
and redesign / modify / reinvent strategies as per stakeholder demand and market dynamics. This would help to
connect GSI with common public as well as generate revenue for government.
4.7.5.1. Suggested Actions for Strategy 4
• Formation of a dedicated marketing wing for strategizing, marketing and advertising GSI products and
services.
• Prepare socially relevant products / services catering specifically to urban planning, large scale infrastructure
projects, mine planning, Geotourism, etc.
• Complete review of all GSI Publication series and modify as per demand / relevance. For example, RecordsExtended abstract may be publicised as a compilation of ‘Shorter Communication’.
• Upgrading Indian Journal of Geoscience to the status of an online journal having full-fledged Editorial
Management System introduced in place. Discussion can be initiated to manage this journal through professional
publishing house like “Springer” and “Elsevier”. Simultaneously, attempts should be initiated for getting
accreditation by Thompson-Reuter (ISI) or by Scopus.
• Preparation of monographs on unique geological entity / phenomenon of the country like Deccan trap,
Himalayas, Closepet granite, etc. and geo-hazard potential zones.
• Creation and updating of DID/GID on both energy and non-energy minerals / mineral belts. vii. Distribute
digital versions of the existing products / dataset to geoscientific community through portable media inscribed
with GSI logo in international mega conferences like Goldsmith; PDAC, INDABA as well as other important
international seminar / symposium.
• Creation of smart maps incorporating themes such as seismotectonics, geomorphology, landuse, landcover,
etc. for development of smart cities.
• Publish popular products like coffee table book, pictorial atlas, catering to public fascinations such as origin
of life, fossils, early earth, meteorites, volcanic activities, plate tectonics, gemstones, rocks & minerals of
India, Antarctica/Arctic expeditions, etc.
• Publish crisp and informative advertisement featuring products and services on offer in all leading dailies
of the states along with the national media on GSI day including all vernacular languages.
• Install information Billboards / electronic displays / videos highlighting products and services at vital places
during major events such as CGPB, GSI Day, etc.
4.7.6. Strategy 5: Connect with the General Public
GSI’s activities does not relate directly with the day-to-day life of the General Public. GSI does not produce
anything which required on a daily basis, it does not provide any licenses / regulations which forces the public to
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visit its doors regularly, so public at large generally remains oblivious of GSI’s contributions towards nation building
and its relevance to society. However, every aspect of our daily life is indirectly and organically connected with
the work and services which GSI offers. Therefore, efforts have to be made to connect with the general public.
The best way to engage them is to identify areas which affect them directly and offer services / products which
they can easily relate to. The best example, so far is the Gem Testing Services, for which GSI need not do any
advertisement. It is word of mouth publicity which brings the public to our doorsteps. GSI has established beyond
doubt its credentials and authenticity regarding the Gem Testing process and the same model has to be followed
in connecting with the common folks.
4.7.6.1. Suggested Actions for Strategy 5
• Providing drinking water (surface and ground water) analysis services in major metros to start with, educate
the public about hazards larking in contaminated water. GSI can proactively and periodically analyze drinking
water and publish the news in leading dailies and offer ondemand services for anyone who wishes to get a
water sample analysed.
• Conduct regular awareness camps in landslide hazardous areas, Earthquake prone areas, arsenic and fluoride
affected areas to sensitize the general public
• Present popular talks in schools, local organizations, on topics which matches the general public wavelength
- for example, how earthquake occurs, and what steps should a city dweller take to mitigate risk.
• Popular articles on earthquakes, landslides, meteorite impact, medical geology, global warming, tips on how
to mitigate risks, can be written and published in newspapers and in GSI website.
• Organize contact programmes for villagers (gram sabhas), head mans, school students where awareness will
be created for geology in general and GSI in particular. Field officers may be mandated to conduct school /
college level lecture programs in their project area
• Publish Books, videos on popular scintillating subjects (how the earth formed? How dinosaurs disappeared?
Ancient Mining in India, etc.) in vernacular version.
• Effort to identify ways and means to connect GSI activities / projects directly with agriculture, irrigation,
ground water and other socio-economic issues (e.g. use of geochemical maps in deciphering areas suitable
for cultivation of certain crops)
• Encourage small miners working on limestone, dimension stone and granite quarry for taking GSI help in
understanding local geology for scientific and more productive and sustainable exploitation.
4.7.7. Strategy 6: Connect with the Students
Students are the future of the country. They are poised to play important role the sustainable development of
the nation and irrespective of the career they may pursue, they must be made aware of natural resources, hazards
and earth processes. It becomes imperative for GSI to connect and educate students about its noteworthy role in
the society and in that process assure visibility and recognition for the future generation.
4.7.7.1. Suggested Actions for Strategy 6
• Make efforts and campaign to introduce Earth science as a subject from Class VIII. GSI can take help of
eminent geoscientists to kick start this campaign – should be projected as a promising career by the career
counsels (Letters may be written to Ministry of Education/HRD along with the UGC/NCERT/CBSE/State
Boards etc., requesting them to consider the appeal)
• Brain storming sessions involving students to sensitize and make them aware of GSI’s contribution.
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• Devise a systemic scheme of involving students in regular project work in the line of Studentship programs
of AMD.
• Encouraging students to volunteer in science exhibitions and fairs participated / conducted by GSI.
• Conduct Quiz programs, Essay writings, Seminars at Colleges and schools.
• Allowing final year students of Post-Graduate geology/geophysics to work as summer interns in GSI projects
on stipend basis.
• Provide field training and infrastructure to school and university students.
• Students are web and social media savvy; engage them through social media by enticing them to post their
field photographs, small articles, etc.
• Extending laboratory facilities to the research students and in turn ensuring better utilization of equipment
and resources.
• Involve students actively in celebration of GSI day on 4th March through quiz competitions, essay competitions,
earth science model competitions
• Organize Annual workshops specifically involving Students at State level. xii. Creating and donating geologic
models in schools, universities, colleges, etc.
• Showcasing the lives of the renowned geoscientists and their achievements amongst the students – instituting
awards in their name – celebrating birthdays of locally eminent geoscientists.
4.7.8. Strategy 7: Popularising Geoparks and Museums
India is a country with diverse physical attributes, rich cultural heritage and eventful ancient history. Tourism
plays a major role in showcasing this great country to the rest of the world. Of late, there has been significant
initiative in promoting tourism even in remotest corners of the country. The subcontinent also exhibits imprints
of varied geological processes through ages and is a storehouse of interesting geological features. Geological
Survey of India has already enlisted some of those locales as National Geological Monuments. The Tourist Map
of India would be greatly enriched by the inclusion of these geological monuments and alike, so that the visitors
from the country and abroad can have an insight in the real past - the formation of the subcontinent, the orogeny,
the palaeo-environment and the exotic collection of paleo - flora and fauna. Popularising these natural wonders
and showcasing exotic natural specimens in museums would attract due attention towards GSI and its activities
and increase its visibility.
4.7.8.1. Suggested Actions for Strategy 7
Popularising Geoparks:
• Campaign to include National Geological Monuments to Global Geopark Network (GGN): (Proposal has
already been sent for including two geological sites, i.e., Lonar Lake of Buldana District, Maharashtra and
St Mary’s Island & Malepi beach, Udipi District, Karnataka into Global Geopark Network. Both the sites
were declared as Geoheritage sites in the year 1975 and 1979 respectively). Incorporation of these two
naturally beautiful and geologically resourceful sites into Global Geopark Network, will attract visitors and
researchers across the world and will carry a special significance of GSI.
• Development of Geoparks in collaboration with State Government using a three-pronged approach involving
Education, Conservation and Geotourism.
• GSI can establish parks on sites where fossil exploration is in progress. This will not only bear the cost of
paleontological exploration but also raise public awareness on how fossil exploration is done.
• Tourism departments and tour operators to be roped in for publicity and to add to the popular tourist circuits.
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• Wide publicity through electronic/press and social media.
• Prepare short fun films for each of the monument and share through GSI website and social media.
• Geotourism sites should also house aesthetic samples / models, electronic automated guides. Mineral Specimens,
replicas of various fossils / earth science models can be sold in these Geoparks as souvenirs
• Advertise Geological Monuments on office elevators, trains and buses as wraps
Developing Museums:
• Introduce / develop / upgrade public viewing areas / museums in all State Unit offices, where the general
public / students can visit and see various minerals, fossils, along with posters, audio-visual systems that
will highlight various achievements and operations of GSI
• Popularise the Virtual museum section of GSI Website
• All field parties to submit exhibit-worthy specimens/ photographs for the museums mandatorily
• Install interesting eye catchy geo-models in office premises for public attention
• Prepare promotional Videos on the individual museums and links to be given in the GSI website, social
media handles.
• Exhibit yesteryears field equipment, vehicles, tents, etc.
• Curate Museums in Regions focusing on different themes like-Marine Geology; Paleontology; minerals/
metals/dimensional stones, Ore Minerals etc., in the lines of Antarctic Museum at GSI, Faridabad.
• Setup attractive features like life-size dinosaur models in front of the GSI buildings and attractive geo-models
in front of Museums
• Introduce digital Display of posters in exhibitions participated / organized by GSI
• Collaborate with other state and national level scientific organisations who wants to establish their own
museums and can propose for gallery space where geological exhibits will be kept.
4.7.9. Strategy 8: Connect with the Employees
Last but not at all the least, an organisation must connect with its employees at every level to ensure that its
every initiative, project and vision is achieved. Nothing can be achieved without the dedicated participation of
the employees. Any effort to raise visibility of an organisation will fall flat without the proactive wholehearted
participation of the employees. Accordingly, it is very much necessary to boost employee pride and satisfaction
and take then along to make every initiative successful. Some suggested actions are –
• Grooming expertise in all missions of GSI; involve retired eminent GSI geoscientists, academia to motivate
and groom new recruits / middle level resources.
• Allow geoscientists to freely attend workshops, symposia and seminars at National and International level.
• Strengthen and reinvent the Geoclub culture and recreational facilities at every Region of GSI with proper
provisioning of appropriate budget.
• Give Due recognition to active, sincere workers in field, laboratory and also officers who are engaged in
vital headquarter based job.

4.8. Fortification of Baseline Data and Maps:
Ever since its inception in 1851, the primary function of the Geological Survey of India (GSI) has been the
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acquisition, update, analysis, management, and dissemination of national geoscientific data for the development of
the country. Historically GSI’s core competence has been geological mapping on desired scales. The GSI has been
the prime provider of basic earth science data to the government, industry, public, as well as other scientific institutes
and R&D organizations. The collection of “Baseline Geoscientific Data” comprising geological, geophysical,
geochemical, and marine geological surveys and mapping, have extensively been used in the domain of mineral
resource assessment, earth system science, fundamental research, geotechnical, geo-environmental and natural
hazard and risk studies, glaciology, seismotectonics, and other issues of concern to the society. The GSI’s product
basket consists of conventional hard copy maps, reports, and publications in analogue form.
In recent decades, the GSI has given major thrust on geophysical and geochemical mapping of the areas
having Obvious Geological Potential (OGP). The areas defined as the OGP cover an area of 5.71 lakh sq. km
and are considered to be potential areas for the occurrence of mineralization. It must also be mentioned here
that the culture and core strength of GSI in geological mapping in the form of systematic geological mapping or
STM or even large scale mapping has been in a steady state of decline, perhaps due to the shift in focus towards
geochemical mapping and mineral exploration. Added to that, a generalized manpower deployment policy also
indirectly affected the domain-wise expertise in geological mapping in specific geological milieu like in most of
the other fields of geosciences in GSI. For example, a geologist, expert in mapping cratonic domains of India,
may find it completely different ball game when he or she tries to carry out geological mapping in the Himalayas.
As a result, expertise needs to be nurtured and sustained in carrying out geological mapping in typical geological
set-up at regional level. For improved quality of baseline data generation, expertise in specific domains has to be
revived and given importance.
4.8.1. Current status of GSI’s Baseline Geoscientific Data
Generation and dissemination of baseline data is of great importance for geoscientific activities as well as for
formulating effective mineral exploration strategy. It has been the experience from mineral-rich countries like Canada
and Australia that increased exploration activity and discovery of economic resources, can be directly attributed
to the release of precompetitive baseline geoscience data in public domain. Further, high quality interpretation
that can lead to the discovery of a deposit also depends upon the nature and resolution of data. In keeping with
the international best practices of providing pre-competitive baseline geoscience data to the stakeholders, the GOI
intends to disseminate data free of cost in public domain through web-based information system. A brief account
of the activities of the GSI for generation of the baseline data is presented below.
• Systematic Geological Mapping on 1:50,000 scale of almost the entire country is the single most important
achievement of the GSI and forms the backbone of the National Geoscientific Information and Knowledge
Base. Out of the 3.146 million sq km of the mappable area, 3.0996 million sq km have so far been covered
by systematic mapping, bringing the total coverage to 98.53%. The entire data is in digital format and is
zoomable, queryable, and completely seamless.
• The GSI launched specialized theme-oriented large-scale (1:25,000 or larger) studies/mapping items
from the VIII Plan period. The studies involve application of multidisciplinary techniques, complemented by
detailed geological and structural analysis and by precision laboratory studies. The outcome of these mapping
efforts have already proven its importance in the areas of prognostication of natural resources, environmental
analysis, natural hazard recognition and risk management, land use management, and evaluation of major
civil engineering projects etc. The STM has covered nearly 2.72 lakh sq. km till January 2018.
• For nearly two decades, the National Geochemical Mapping (NGCM) program of the GSI has endeavoured
to create a regional geochemical baseline database for the entire country at a very high spatial resolution.
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The main objective of the program is to create a seamless geochemical map of 64 elements for the whole
of India for prognostication of natural resources and to identify and address environmental, agricultural,
human-health, and other issues of societal concerns. The total coverage under the NGCM up to March 2017
is 7.75 lakh sq km., mostly in the OGP area.
• Systematic ground gravity - magnetic surveys under the Geophysical Mapping Programme (GPM) was
initiated during the Xth Plan Period and was continued in the XII Plan Period. The mapping process involves
acquisition of gravity and magnetic data with an average station density of one station per 2.5 sq km. area
for compilation of standardized gravity and magnetic maps of the country on 1: 50,000 scale. A total of
4.65 lakh sq km. area has been covered under the National Geophysical Mapping Programme till March
2017, out of which 3.12 lakh sq km. falls within the OGP area.
• Airborne Geophysical Surveys are carried out by the Twin Otter Airborne Survey System (TOASS) with
Magnetic and Gamma Ray Spectrometric Sensors acquired by GSI in 1986. Till January, 2017 the total
achievement of the TOASS in multi-sensor geophysical survey is 6.98 lakh line km. GSI has also taken
initiatives for launching Airborne Geophysical Survey through outsourcing for the OGP and adjoining
areas with the focus on Mineral Exploration through part utilization of the NMET fund.
• Development of Hyperspectral sensor for mineral mapping is being stressed upon as it is very effective
and sophisticated tool for identifying mineral deposits. For this, building up of spectral library of minerals
and rocks in Indian context is a prerequisite.
• The GSI, in collaboration with the ISRO, executed a major task of carrying out geomorphological and
lineament mapping of the entire country on 1:50, 000 scale. These maps constitute an important geoscientific
database which, when integrated with geological, geophysical, and geochemical data will provide solution
to the applied geological problems.
• The GSI carries out offshore geoscientific studies both in Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and Territorial
Waters (TW) along the coasts of India. After the acquisition of the state-of-the-art research vessel R.V.
Samudra Ratnakar, the activities have increased manifold, especially for the identification of offshore mineral
potential within the EEZ. The total EEZ coverage including TW is 19,88,199 sq. km. out of a total EEZ area
of 20,14,900 sq. km.
4.8.2. Strengthening the existing Baseline Geoscientific Data and Maps
• Geological Mapping is a dynamic process and therefore needs to be revised periodically by taking up
geological mapping projects with new ideas and concepts and with improved analytical facilities. Since
geological concepts keep on evolving with time, areas mapped, say nearly 30 years ago, may be remapped
using the latest concepts, knowledge, and the latest technology available. Multi- thematic mapping projects
on the basis of new concepts and ideas with an objective of mineral exploration of minerals favourable in
a particular geological milieu are to be taken up in OGP areas. This would also necessitate acquisition of
new analytical tools and instruments, apart from the existing ones in GSI, especially in the field of isotope
geochemistry. It is generally observed that STM with mineralization themes in OGP areas are more rewarding
than geochemical mapping.
• To keep pace with the growing concepts and knowledge base in geosciences, the GSI started specialized
thematic mapping (STM) on 1: 25,000 scale since the mid-1980s. The main objective of this endeavour
was to generate a new set of high resolution data to resolve problems related to lithology; correlation between
groups and formations; Basement - Cover relationships; delineation of internal structures, petrochemical
characters and composition of large plutonic bodies; and structure, tectonics, stratigraphy, crustal evolution,
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basin analysis and ore deposit modelling. Over the years, STM has covered parts of mineralbearing belts
too and has identified areas suitable for detailed mineral prognostication. In many areas, the STM has also
contributed to the chemical characterization and geochronology of the various suites of rocks of the basement
and the overlying meta volcano-sedimentary sequences.
• In view of the availability of large STM database (covering an area of nearly 2.72 lakh sq. km.) at present, it
is suggested that all the 1: 25,000 scale STM-derived geological maps and their attributes may be compiled
on GIS platform by all the regions of the GSI. Such a robust spatial and attribute database will provide value
addition to the 1:50,000 systematic geological maps by incorporating the salient Geoinformation, (such as
geochronological age data; stratigraphic, structural, tectonic, petrographic, petrological, and petrochemical
characteristics; results obtained from tectonic discrimination diagrams, genetic aspects of the different suites
of rocks etc.) contained in the higher resolution STM maps after some generalization on account of the
difference in the scale and the resolution of the two series of maps.
• In terrains with complex tectonic and geological setup, the 1: 50,000 geological maps may contain a separate
window with 1: 25,000 scale data. On-line publication of 1: 25,000 scale STM maps may be initiated for use
in the various disciplines of earth sciences and engineering geological applications in areas where 1: 25,000
scale Survey of India (SOI) topographic sheets are available.
• While it may not be possible to incorporate the spatial data contained in the Detailed and Large Scale maps
of mineral exploration due to the constraints in resolution and scale of the 1: 50,000 / 1: 25,000 maps, a
separate table with geographic coordinates and relevant attributes may be attached to these maps.
• Layers containing all the geochronological ages and isotopic data of different rock formations / plutons
should be brought on one GIS-based platform for continuous update, spatial pattern analysis, and solving
the stratigraphic problems.
• Extensive use of already acquired drilling data both in-house and those acquired by other agencies like AMD,
MECL, NMDC, CGWB, State Groundwater Departments etc. for depth information, map updates, and 3-D
modelling should be done for the benefit of all the organizations.
• Compilation and update of geochronological data of entire India from GSI reports and the published literature,
compartmentalized into different geological milieu like cratons, mobile belts, platformal sequences, Deccan
Traps, the Himalayas, the Gondawana basins etc. is urgently required. This would not only improve the
quality of our geological maps but also provide us the 4th dimension baseline data (i.e. temporal attributes
of a geological terrain) for further geoscientific work including mineral exploration. This work can also be
published as a memoir to increase visibility of GSI’s activity. The unreliable data, if any, should be weeded
out.
• As high-precision trace element geochemical data and isotope data play a significant role in developing models
related to formation and evolution of the crust and the mantle and constitute a good Petrogenetic indicator,
these can be utilized for formulating mineral exploration strategy. Also, the quality of STM, and hence the
1:50K maps can be significantly improved if high-precision trace element data can be made available.
• Statistical, Geostatistical and Spatial pattern analysis of NGCM analytical values and other samples pertaining
to regional geochemical explorations should be carried out on GIS platforms and the anomalous zones
for different elements should be discretized for further study. Geochemical atlases of mineral belts can be
published in conformity with the global practices.
• Plans to acquire state-of-the-art Geophysical data: Acquisition of Deep Seismic Reflection Survey (DSRS)
and Magnetotelluric (MT) data should also be in pipeline in the coming years in order to strengthen the
existing baseline database especially for deciphering the deep crustal and upper mantle architecture and
generation of 3D models of the Indian subcontinent.
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• Establishing multidisciplinary geoscience teams for data integration: Integration of entire data sets of
NGPM, Airborne Geophysical, NGCM, Primary Geochemical data, Mineral Exploration, Drilling, Geology,
Structure, Metallogeny, Geochronology etc., generated by GSI is the need of the hour. Geophysical depth
profiling and interpretation should be an additional layer as an integral part of any geological map.
• As the premier geoscientific agency of India, GSI deals with large volumes of multidisciplinary data sets.
Barring a few project-level efforts so far, GSI has been storing and analysing data in a predominantly 2D
system. It has now become necessary to extend this into an integrated organization-wide effort to adopt a
3D geologic data model, a 3D digital database based on that model, and a philosophy, framework, and set
of new tools with which to construct, portray, and distribute 3-D geologic map information. In a societal
context, 3-D geological models are capable of delivering information about a range of earth science issues,
such as, explaining and portraying complex geology with numerous map views; updating the maps as new
information becomes available; and creating and customizing new derivative or interpretative maps as per
the requirements.
4.8.3. Future Programs
• Project framing: Instead of searching minerals by short-term/ 1-year program in a small area, a longerterm comprehensive, but time bound program, say of duration 3 to 5 years, may be launched for proper
investigation of minerals.
• Study of legacy data and published literature and interpretation and integration of thematic data should be
made mandatory in a mineral exploration project. Based on the datasets, a geological, genetic, and exploration
model may be developed before starting the exploration project. Integrated mineral exploration programs based
upon geological, geochemical, ground and aero-geophysical, Deep Seismic Reflection Survey (DSRS) and
Magneto Telluric (MT) methods have been found to be of immense value in locating near-surface concealed
as well as deep-seated mineral deposits. Future programs must employ these techniques in a well-orchestrated
manner along with drilling data from bore holes. Remote sensing, isotopic, and geochronological data also
must be utilized during the integrated study.
• Hyper-spectral data of important sectors should also be made available for study and quantitative analysis.
• Attempts should be made to form the 3 D lithospheric structure for the identification of key areas for subsurface
exploration.
• For a better understanding of surface-subsurface-time relationship, 4D modeling should be done for better
prediction of the origin of the ore. Mineral systems approach should be adopted in exploration programs.
• Systematic characterization of distal-proximal part of ore body by mineralogy, elemental signature, alteration
zone, geochronology, etc. must be attempted for pin pointing the ore body or the missing links of tectonically
displaced ore body.
• Acquisition of isotopic data should be done not merely for dating the rock or events but also to develop the
characteristics of the existing VHMS, porphyry, SEDEX, and IOGC type of deposits.
• Specific Training should be conducted as per the items taken up in a FSP and should be considered commoditywise which should be attended mandatorily by all the participants in the project.
4.8.4. Suggested New Ventures
• GSI has already started facing problems regarding the deployment of its vast young working force, nearly
30 percent of which comprises women. A national organization like GSI is not meant only for mineral
exploration, resource and wealth generation. It must also serve the society and the common man. For the
past twenty years, work on the environment, climate, and land use change has taken a back bench. Studies
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on Geological sequestration of CO2 have not yet been started even though such studies have been taken
up by developing and developed nations nearly 30 years ago. Some work force may be deputed in foreign
countries under MoUs with the respective governments on the line of the Govt. of China. The GSI must
make its presence felt in the African continent.
• Data integration using all geological, geophysical, and chemical data. Consultation of all reports to develop
evidence maps. There are techniques for 3D / 4D integration as well. A team of scientists may be encouraged
to look over these aspects, create a knowledge base, and undergo training if required.
• Developing expertise in statistics, Geostatistics, and multivariate methods for data integration exercises.
• Environmental geology to be revived and use of NGCM data to me made for identifying areas detrimental
to human health. Mitigating measures to be suggested based upon such studies.
• Quaternary geologic studies have been stopped since long in spite of the fact that 70% of the India’s population
lives in Quaternary terrain. Study of earthquake hazards, mapping of Quaternary faults etc. to be revived.
• Creation of Geodatabases, mapping and integration using geospatial technologies, compilation and reinterpretation of NGCM and legacy geochemical data, geological, geophysical, geotechnical, and geoenvironmental studies in cities identified to become smart cities by the Govt. of India will provide new
avenues for scientific intervention of young geologists. All these endeavors would require LSM and DM,
topographic mapping, generation and use of LIDAR technique by our geologists and would keep them
occupied for fruitful work.

4.9. Review and Accountability System for STSS and AdSS:
While restructuring GSI the High Power Committee Report (2009, Pg. 175) suggested to club other than core
geoscience activities of GSI in Support System. It is further subdivided in, a) Policy Support System (PSS), b)
Administrative Support System (AdSS) and c) S&T Support System (STSS). The restructuring of GSI took shape
through series of Resolutions notified by GSI in 2009 onward. It’s been 7-8 years GSI has started functioning in
Region-Mission-Support System matrix mode. While dissecting the performances of individual components of the
restructured GSI, a review of the functioning is called for. AdSS and STSS, though not being the core activities, are
undeniably very important parts of GSI for its smooth high quality functioning. Below is an attempt to introduce
weaker areas of functioning in these two vital parts of GSI and few suggestions to ponder/dwell upon for improving
the overall efficiency by addressing these weaker segments.
4.9.1. S&T Support Systems
This Support System concerns all S&T infrastructure segments, except IT infrastructure (which was originally
included in STSS in HPC report, later shifted to Mission-III for operational convenience), of GSI. They are, namely,
Laboratory Networks, Capital Assets Procurement and Management, Drilling, Transport and Survey and Drawing
Streams. Let us consider the issues affecting these different components of S&TSS.
4.9.1.1. Laboratory Networks: Issues and Concerns
• The largest component of this network is chemical laboratories. Biggest bottleneck in terms of lack of trained
work force has been taken care of by induction of large pool of chemists. However, there is still dearth of
the laboratory staffs for sample preparation, etc. The CHQ laboratory and all the Regional large laboratories
had acquired respective NABL accreditation. However, the laboratories are not properly networked, hence
a dynamic load balancing of analysis operation is not attained.
• The State level laboratories are also needed to be properly equipped, accredited and brought into the network.
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There is no proper monitoring system of different laboratories in place so when some laboratories are giving
high output under higher sample burden by working in extended hours, others are not. Another important
need is to maintain the accreditation of the large laboratories by constant endeavor for excellence.
• The other two laboratory networks in GSI are geological laboratories and geophysical laboratories. Manpower
problem in these laboratories has also been solved by the induction of new scientists. However, stuff strengths
are in dwindling condition. The geological laboratories have been modernized and are in continuous state of
upgradation. Geophysical laboratories are work in progress and need to be equipped with proper instruments
immediately.
• There is a lack of appropriate financial arrangement for running high-tech equipment. All laboratories require
‘on demand’ availability of contingency funds for running of the equipment including funds for consumables,
spares, maintenance management, etc. Currently, the financial system is not geared to provide funds for
meeting urgent and unanticipated needs.
• Highly complicated and time-consuming procurement processes for machines and spares are existing now.
Delays lead to breakdown of machines and stoppage of work for a considerable time. The traditional procurement
process put hindrances for procuring the best of the material sometimes, which is the most important need
of a successful laboratory. Procurement process is stumbled with inadequate personnel in AP&M Division
and complicated procedural steps in procurement.
• Lack of professional laboratory culture; lack of accountability for output and quality which is plaguing our
most of the laboratories where lot of work has to be done.
4.9.1.2. Laboratory Networks: Suggested Way Forward
• Introduction of a non-lapsable standing fund exclusively meant for running operations of the high-end
laboratories.
• Need to have machine based output code, in terms of quantity and quality.
• Need to develop laboratory/machine based expertise and tie them to the particular laboratory, so that for a
considerable period of time one should be accountable for output of a machine/laboratory.
• Proper Waste-Management (both solid and liquid) has to be upgraded to avoid societal and environmental
pollution. This in turn will help to bring positive vibes in organization. Every laboratory has to keep the
Laboratory safety manuals and all kind of safety measures are installed.
• One quality assessment indicator can be resultant publications out of the analysis done in a particular machine/
laboratory.
• Reviews of the laboratory specific activities are not presently in place, which can be initiated by constituting
domain specific expert groups. These groups should evolve a mechanism to objectively assess the functioning
of laboratory in their domain by making standard norm for functioning which shall include the feedback
from the users and stakeholders and distribute to the laboratories to follow and file quarterly returns and
finally to have a yearly review.
• All the laboratories should be mandated to get the respective NABL accreditation/or any other standard
international accreditation so that quality analysis of international standard can be assured.
• Fast tracked induction of the new personnel, creation of additional post/upgradation of existing posts in
terms of pay scale can go long in increasing the morale of existing workforce of AP&M Division, which
will definitely reflect on their efficiency and will ease out the process of procurement.
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• Procedural delays are mainly due to physical movement of files and numbers of steps involved. There is a
strong need to replace the physical movement of files by the e-procurement process. GSI OCBIS procurement
module is yet to take off in terms of implementation. The present aged work force of AP&MD are being
trained in OCBIS but they require more on-hand on-site training for not only the modules but general basic
computer training at their respective posting place. The induction of fresh and young workforce can change
the present situation dramatically.
• In light of GFR 2017 and revised delegation of financial power (November, 2016) there is a need to enhance
financial limit of Junior PAC, Senior PAC, Junior TAC, Senior TAC and Local purchase committee (LPC).
Regular skill upgradation training of stores personnel like Stores Attendant, Store Clerk, ASK & SK and
Stores Officer (S.O) & above should be made part of Training Institute programme. Performance in these
training courses coupled with separate written exams may be perused for consideration of promotion, so
that employees get motivated for self-upgradation of skillset.
4.9.1.3. Engineering and Drilling: Issues and Concerns & Solutions
• Most of the drilling machines of GSI are utilized in less than optimum level. The main reason for this is
very serious shortage in drilling operators and drilling assistants. For example, in Southern Region, there
are 11 drilling units, and as per the SoP, 55 drilling staffs are required for one shift operation, to undertake
double shift operation, 110 people will be required, against which 25 personnel is only present. Out of these,
13 persons are from erstwhile vehicle workshop who are though retrained not very effective for drilling
operation.
• Aging drilling machines need systematic replacement.
• Another issue that caused delay in drilling operation in majority cases is the consent of the field owner for
drilling operation. In most of the cases where drilling has to be undertaken in private land, consent of the
owner is required. They demand considerable amount of money for access to the drill site, as the field may
be having standing crop or covered by other material.
• A very large number of young operators need to be inducted who can be trained and be used to operate the
machines in double shifts, extending the effective drilling hours for increased drilling output. Outsourcing
of operators or drilling hands fails due to very meagre supply of experienced personnel and evenif some are
engaged they show very little interest to move beyond their native place, which put serious restriction in the
unit’s mobility.
• Some of the replacement can be truck-mounted machines which can be deployed faster in the easily accessible
terrain and reduce time loss for anchoring of rigs
• Outsourcing of drilling operation in recent times have shown mixed results as there are very few competent
drilling agencies and most of them are interested in easily accessible terrains. But GSI’s most of the operations
are in inaccessible terrains as GSI initiates the exploration in virgin areas, unconnected by any traditional
infrastructure like roads, etc. Hence, there is no other way than strengthening GSI’s drilling stream for drilling
in difficult terrains.
• In transport, for official work and field work nearby to city areas outsourcing of vehicles is ideal option.
But in field-work in difficult terrain, drilling camps, and round the year field-work areas, outsourcing is not
very effective, as the cost becomes very high and unwillingness of outsourced vehicles to negotiate off-road
tough terrains, where Department vehicles dare to go. Recently, two tranches of new field vehicles have
been deployed, making the situation better. At least 70% of the required field vehicles may be deployed from
the Department pool and rest may be outsourced.
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4.9.2. AdSS Support System
• Administrative Support System is the administrative backbone of GSI which includes personnel stream,
stenography stream, legal and grievance cells, human resource development, parks and museum, estates,
etc. The history of administration standard is not very encouraging in GSI. The factors responsible for this
may be identified as largely, slow decision making and implementation, lack of enough transparency and
meagre adoption of modern management tools in administration. A very rigid inertia to modern techniques
is omnipresent.
• GSI is not having software system like e-Office, which is being used in the GoI Ministries for putting up
of note sheets and tracking its progress. Undoubtedly systems like this is very useful for speeding up the
decision making process, bring transparency in the process and easily trackable for identification of road
block, if any, which can be readily addressed. On the other hand, GSI, being an attached office of MoM needs
to be in the same online system as MoM so that smooth file movement can take place. Front end icons/tabs
of e-office and other online GoI systems can be placed in OCBIS for easy access.
• Monitoring of Support Systems, administrative reviews by users and stakeholders and linking of review and
performance reports with APAR
• Proper acknowledgement / reward system also may be devised for above average performances at appropriate
forum. This practice will enhance the quality of assignments and will encourage employees associated with
STSS and AdSS to perform more.
• Quantitative assessment of the performance can be incorporated in the APAR with certain weightage assigned
to it.

4.10. Digital Transformation of GSI
As the national geological organization of the country, GSI traditionally is a core-scientific organization where
scientific quest is the key driver and its prime activities are data generation, data processing, knowledge creation and
dissemination - through its report, maps and publications. It acts more at the base of the ‘Value Chain’ of developing
mineral industry in India. But with the changed scenario of new mineral policy, exploration strategy and other
related policy framework, GSI needs to change to become more of a ‘forwardly integrated’ organization where
apart from scientific quest, business becomes the other key driver. Thus, GSI needs to assimilate modern business
management strategies and practices including that for IT into its functioning to bring the desired transformation
to become a new age business-centric entity.
In today’s scenario, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) plays a significant role in managing
any organization, including management of Geo-information. GSI has successfully adopted ICT in its functioning
including data collection, processing and dissemination. IT activities in GSI is performed over a state-of-art IT
infrastructure and application platform.
However, we are yet to transform into a modern business entity ingrained with digital awareness and skills
that make any organization agile, adaptive to changes and capable of delivering what is expected from the national
geological organization of the country
4.10.1. An Introspection towards Digital Transformation
Despite introduction of a novel data management process – OCBIS in GSI with training of end-users and
putting in place a 24 x 7 helpdesk system, at the end of the FSP year, it is observed that the usage was far below
the desired level. The following factors are identified as the root cause:
• Lack of proper IT manpower in various offices at RHQ and State Units
• Enforcement
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• Issues of Application development
• Issues of Application adoption
Suggested Solutions
• Successful Utilisation of OCBIS: Primary focus of IT activity, is smooth operation of OCBIS and achieving
100% utilization of all developed applications. This requires adherence of Induction-Training-ConfigurationProcurement-Handholding cycle
• Induction and Training are the two most important basic pre-requisites. If these are not done, GSI will not
be able to improve its OCBIS usage in FSP 2018-19.
• Collaboration among scientists over web: Interactive collaboration of scientists through sharing of
information  / data / presentations through web-meetings on the move, from anywhere, at any time by using
Skype for Business. Knowledge sharing and faster decision making through collaboration made in real time,
if web services are used. Everyone gets more informed, enhancing efficiency and productivity.
• Development and use of Mobile App (Employee App for Digital Penetration): Development of a workflow
based mobile app for approval of tour. This will be in synchronization with the OCBIS Claims module so
that users can use either of the mobile app or the web application as per convenience. Tours are often done
within a short notice. Also, the approver may remain on the move. Mobile app will make it very convenient
to apply / approve any tour on the move. This will be a pilot project and based on its success, many more
employee centric apps may be planned for future.
• Development and use of Mobile App (for Crowdsourcing): Development of a citizen-centric mobile app
for capture of first-hand report of disaster / event through crowd-sourcing. The app will provide facility to
upload text / photograph as first hand report of landslide / earthquake / meteorite fall. The uploaded data will
be visualized by a group of administrators. This group will moderate and publish the data in Bhukosh, the
spatial data portal of GSI. Users will be able to view data along with other geological layers as configured
by the admin group. It will be developed through collaboration with domain expert members of the VAQ
group. This will ensure obtaining first report data through crowdsourcing and making GSI more visible to
public.
4.10.2. Digital Transformation Strategy in GSI
Any attempt to transform any organization needs a well thought of strategy that fits the organization. The
Seven S model of Thomas J. Peters has been used as the framework to build the strategy. It considers 7 aspects of
an organization and the key concept is that all of these 7 aspects (Structure, Strategy, Skills, Style, Staff, Systems
and Superordinate Goals) are interwoven. In any excellent organization, each of the 7Ss are in perfect harmony
and consistently advances the goal of the organization. In poorly managed organizations, attempts are made to
change only one or two ignoring the other. This leads to failure as the others tends to resist the change and try to
maintain the status quo.Based on the above Seven S model, the digital transformation strategy is summarized in
the following table:
1

Structure

2

Strategy

3

Style

Focus on SUs. Strengthen IT activities of SUs. GSI must identify and post 2-3
hardworking and young persons to carry out IT activities
To create an IT-enabled environment in GSI with proper infrastructure, tools and
human resource that can cater to any business need and adopt to changes to achieve
the goal of the organization
Nurture the persons who carries out IT activities in GSI and involve them whenever
any new initiative is taken. Avoid repeating the mistake of taking up NGCM without
thinking of creating a database or initiating a restructuring without consulting IT.
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4

Staff

5

Skills

6

Systems

7

Superordinate Goals

Choose right people for IT. It is not anybody’s job. Transfer IT persons as many times
possible but they must be assigned the IT job. Best IT persons must be transferred
to CHQ as they should have knowledge and skill to handle enterprise IT. Also, they
must be groomed as thinkers and policy makers, with grasp of the national level IT
initiatives, technology trends and future scenarios. Also, as a strategy GSI must induct
IT persons in GSI.
Skill development through core-IT training and collaboration and knowledge sharing
amongst peers
Material procurement has to be decentralized. SU DDGs should procure IT equipment
required to run their respective offices as per provision of the Delegation of Financial
Power
For perfect congruence of workforce and management goals, the work targets must be
made a part of bigger goal known before one starts a work. There has to be mechanism
so that thoughts of the management is transmitted and shared across organization
as well as the management understands and addresses the concern of the workforce

4.10.3. Digital Transformation Strategy in GSI: Action Plan
• Introduction of e-filing, Migration of e-Gov application to NIC
• Induction of IT Cadre in GSI
• Wireless Network
• Secured failsafe 24 x 7 Internet
• Development of Enterprise Mobile App infrastructure and series of apps
• Creating an expert group of geo-scientific data analysts
• Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
• Migration to cloud

4.11. Marine Survey and Exploration
Depletion of terrestrial mineral resources, is forcing the world to turn its attention to the vastpotential of mineral
resources within the offshore areas. Marine and Coastal Survey Division (M&CSD) of Geological Survey of India
has carried out 738 cruises within the EEZ of India since 1983 (deep sea vessel)/1984 (coastal launches) using
three Research Vessels: RV Samudra Manthan, RV Samudra Shaudhikama and RV Samudra Kaustubh to generate
baseline marine geoscientific data. Seabed mapping carried out so far lead to exploration for economic heavy
minerals (HM) in the Territorial Waters (TW) of India which has resulted in delineation of deposits of economic
value. Similarly, estimation of construction grade sand in five blocks off Kerala has been completed. Further, vast
resources of high grade calcium carbonate mud (Lime Mud) occur along the outer continental shelf and continental
slope off Gujarat and Maharashtra are being evaluated in detail. The seabed mapping on reconnaissance scale had
been completed for an area of 19,84,578 km2 out of the total EEZ area of 20,14,900 km2 during the first phase of
marine geological mapping by GSI. The compilation and synthesis of this enormous wealth of geoscientific data
helped to identify areas for regional exploration which is now being attempted. The second phase of detailed marine
geological exploration has been launched as ‘National High Resolution Seabed Mapping and Mineral Exploration
within EEZ of India’ during the flagging off of the newly acquired modern research vessel RV Samudra Ratnakar
on 23rd December, 2013 from the Port of Mangalore. Operational strategies such as marine surveys through
progressively closer intervals,systematic ocean bottom probing and sampling, prognostication of natural resources
based on conventional methods, conceptual modeling etc. are finalized for a focused approach for targeting and
prioritising offshore mineral resources within EEZ of India.
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In order to meet the ever growing demand for mineral resources, the delineation of Obvious Geological
Potential Areas for offshore minerals in EEZ of India was considered imperative for strategizing future course of
detailed marine geological studies and prioritising the concerted action plans for offshore mineral exploration. On
the basis of the delineated offshore OGP, Focused Offshore Mineral Exploration (FOME) Cruises are being taken
up for Polymetallic Deposits (PMD) that include REE, Co, PGE, Gold etc., phosphorites and lime mud, heavy
mineral placers and construction sand.
The vision of the M&CSD for the next 10 years is Focused Offshore Mineral Exploration (FOME) and High
Resolution Seabed Mapping (HRSM) by deploying expert team of geologists/geophysicists/chemists and state of
art instruments to achieve both short term (FSP) and long term objectives in tune with the Govt. /departmental
policies. These programmes are being mounted based on the Offshore OGP and Vision documents. It is envisioned
that Mineral exploration programmes for lime mud, phosphorite and polymetallic deposits (PMD: both Fe-Mn
oxides and hydrothermal sulphides) in the deep sea and heavy mineral placers and construction sand in the shallow
waters are the need of the hour.
4.11.1. Scopes of Marine Explorations and Way Forward
• In India, M&CSD is the only agency who can take up Offshore Mineral Exploration Research (OMER)
systematically as other institutions are mainly concentrating on fundamental marine research. Hence, all
research activities of M&CSD may be linked to exploration which is the main objective and task of the
division. Further, paper publication from the projects may be promoted in the field linked to marine mineral
exploration for fulfilling the vision of M&CSD. The information/data emerging from HRSM/HRSMED
may be subjected to rigorous interpretation and research and may facilitate to conceive new exploration
programmes. Further, based on the demand for mineral commodities in the market, exploration programmes
may be carried out. M&CSD should also work/change/mount programmes according to the international
offshore mineral exploration research findings thereby leading to discovery of new exploration domains.
• Expertise can be imparted through preparing technical and instrument based groups and regular trainings
and workshops to nurture, develop and sustain the FOME and HRSM/HRSMED programmes. Based on
the interest/expertise of the officers, adequate training and refresher programmes to STS/JTS/Asstt. level
officers dealing with offshore exploration/seabed mapping/geotechnical investigations should be provided.
• Allotment of adequate fund and manpower to take up new challenging areas, such as FOME, HRSM, OEMR
etc.
• M&CSD has acquired the required capability and experience through years to take up Seabed Mapping
and Offshore Mineral Exploration in foreign waters. The capabilities of M&CSD and its vessels need to be
advertised / marketed to the nations who prefer to outsource marine surveys/exploration. Such projects may
be taken up through ‘Offshore Videsh’.
• Taking up commercial/challenging projects for outside agencies would implant more confidence/professionalism
to the M&CSD officers. Hence, such projects may be taken up on priority basis. While executing such projects,
HOD, M&CSD may be bestowed with the powers to take decision to alter/modify/drop FSP programmes
if necessary.
• For strengthening the offshore mineral exploration, infrastructure development of the vessel and onshore
laboratories should be given prime importance. For targeting the mineralization below hard seafloor, drilling
equipment (up to 5m from the seabed) needs to be procured and installed onboard RV Samudra Ratnakar.
Further, an Automated Under Water Vehicle (AUV) fitted with sensors and survey instruments and one
observational class ROV (working capacity up to 5000m water depth) may be procured to carry out FOME
using NMET Fund for better data/sample collections during mineral exploration. M&CSD has been doing
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conventional geotechnical studies of the marine sediments. With the advent of the Geotechnical Vessel with
its 30m drilling facility, M&CSD will be capable of taking up commercial projects. For these, an advanced
geotechnical lab needs to be set up. Offshore placer mineral exploration can be taken forward by defining
stages of exploration and classification of marine mineral deposits and its value addition. For attaining
such a stage, advanced heavy Mineral Separation (laboratory level) labs have to be developed along east
and west coast offices of M&CSD. Hence, for better quality output from FOME/HRSM/HRSMED/OMER
programmes, marine labs may be equipped with XRF, SEM and XRD.
• Separate Mission Status: HOD, M&CSD may be made as head of the Mission with all technical and
administrative powers for effective utilization of resources as well as for the better coordination of diverse
activities of M&CSD at different geographic locations
• Introduction of Extended and Flexible FSP Mode
• Rights for mapping and exploration in extended EEZ areas
• Introduction of CRIRSCO Reporting & Certification authority for M&CSD Geoscientists.
The above suggestions have to be implemented for realising the vision of M&CSD in next 10 years:

4.12. Synergy between Geology, Geophysics and Chemistry
Geological Survey of India has been acquiring geological, geophysical and geochemical data since its inception.
India has the distinction of 99.4% coverage of its land area by systematic geological mapping on 1: 50,000 scale.
Similarly, bulk of the hard-rock areas have been covered by both geophysical and geochemical mapping through
NGPM and NGCM projects respectively. Besides, many potential areas have also been covered by larger scale
mapping for different purposes. Bulk of the hard-rock areas of the peninsular India is also being covered by high
resolution multi-sensor aero-geophysical survey (magnetic and spectrometric). Hence, GSI, over the years, has
become a store house of geoscientific data in the country. The data, thus, generated is being used by GSI and other
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national and international agencies for various purposes like mineral exploration, geo-hazard management and many
other socioeconomic areas. Since, most of the surface/near surface economic mineral deposits have been discovered
by surface exploration methods, the focus now has shifted to the discovery of deep-seated deposits. In order to
achieve this objective, innovative exploration strategies using state of the art techniques need to be developed and
adopted. Thus, synergy between geology, geophysics and chemistry is needed to develop an integrated approach
for search of concealed mineral deposits.
Any geoscientific investigation, where involvement of all the three streams of geosciences is required, is
implemented with complete synergy among the scientists of different streams. Ingeneral, the investigations are
carried out in project modes where all the scientists of a single project work with absolute co-ordination among them
to achieve excellence. Each project is supervised by a senior/experienced scientist (either a geologist/ geophysicist/
geochemist) based on the nature and objective of the project.
Taking clue from these best practices, GSI needs to adopt execution of FSP items in Project mode by allotting
officers of different geoscientific streams project-wise under experienced geoscientists. In GSI, the chemists are
only involved in analysis of samples. The chemists need to be turned into geochemists through proper training.
Similarly, many geophysicists in GSI are either physicists or mathematicians without any knowledge in geology.
These officers need to be rigorously trained in geology to effectively contribute to the projects they are associated
with. The geologists also should have through knowledge of chemistry and geophysics for effective understanding
and interpretation of the chemical and geophysical data. Thus, scientists of all the three streams need to work in
complete synergy for achievingthe goal. GSI should stress on thematic data compilation, and multi-thematic
data integration work and should take up customised project of such data integration by employing relevant
manpower from amongst the Geology, Geophysics and Chemistry streams.

4.13. Collaboration and Cooperation with Stakeholders
Initiatives towards collaboration and coordination at national and international levels with the stakeholders are
pre-requisite for information exchange to keep up with cutting edge technologies and innovations, skill upgradation/
capacity building, nation building for Geological Survey of India. Active collaboration and coordination have direct
impact on visibility (including academic production), activity improvement and quality enhancement within the
geoscientific sphere as well as across inter and multidisciplinary subject fields. Considering the multi- disciplinary
nature of projects, including the priority areas of Ministry of Mines and GSI it is understood that no single institution
can meet the challenges alone. To achieve our FS objective, contribute to the nations growth in both economic
and societal aspects, updated knowledge and skills are required; and hence collaboration and cooperation is the
need of the hour.
4.13.1. Challenges of Collaboration in GSI
• Integration of policy and project: Various measures are in place to highlight the thrust areas for geoscientific
advancement in GSI. The Geoscience Advisory Council (GAC) chaired by Minister of Mines, deliberates on
the above issues. However, integration of GAC recommendations in the implementable projects are yet to take
final shape. The Geoscience Cooperation Division created as an aftermath of HPC is near discontinuation.
• International MoUs: Presently GSI’s international activity with various foreign governmental organisations/
scientific agencies is through collaborative and bilateral exchange programme in geoscientific projects,
participation in international seminars, symposia, workshops, advanced foreign training programme and in
Indian Scientific Expedition to Antarctica and Arctic region.
• The Ministry of Mines & GSI, in order to share expertise, develop national & international partnerships and
promoting geoscientific activity, has entered into MoUs with various organizations and countries. GSI has
also organised training programmes for geologists of other countries. The MoU signed many a times are
not implemented in terms of a workable project. The challenge lies in tying the MoU with implementable
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projects. The international cooperation division set up within GSI as an aftermath of HPC is non-functional
and passé.
• Specialisation/ Expertise: The Central Geological Programming board (CGPB) is an effective mechanism
that invites collaboration for GSI’s annual programme formulation. Many State DGM’s and other institutes
have been collaborating with GSI over the years by placing their request through CGPB. However, there is an
increasing trend of generalization rather than specialization in the organisation. This is to mention; effective
collaboration is a two-way process. While, through CGPB GSI provides the platform to collaborate, other
stakeholders would be interested to collaborate only when quality services are provided. Specialised man
power, speed and precision of the project implementation are key to boost collaborations.
• Promotion and outreach: GSI also needs to upkeep its visibility through effective promotion and outreach
which in turn would bring impetus to collaborate. Contact programmes, rendering Geoscience education at
school level, convening summer school, guided tours for GSI labs and museums for school children, Geoclub
activities, membership drive for the scientific journal, publications in peer reviewed journals, social media
promotions are such basic promotions which would effectively help collaboration.
• Competitive environment and appreciation: Achieving set goals within a competitive environment would
automatically boost collaboration, which is presently not addressed. Geoscience awards are the only avenue.
Early career grants to carry out Ph.D. in collaboration with national or international institutes are at nascent
stage. Smaller initiatives, like celebrating GSI foundation day as a scientific endeavor/conference through
series of public lectures, promote geoscience partnership, best paper awards etc. would boost confidence
for the geoscientists and encourage them to collaborate.
• Freedom of collaboration: The MOU process in GSI is centralized, which is usually time taking and hence
deterrent to the process of collaboration. No predefined template/form for collaboration is available in the
portal.
• Lack of effective mechanism for collaboration: Due to unavailability of a defined process for initiating
collaboration in areas of thrust, collaboration remains to be a forte of certain energetic individuals. Sporadic
exercises like “Quest for excellence” although initiated, becomes difficult to sustain. Leadership, specialization
and consistency are challenged in the changing hands (sometimes due to unnecessary transfers) and issues
that are needed to be addressed. Institutional mechanism for collaboration needs to be simplified.
• Intra organizational collaboration: Instances are evidenced wherein within the organization, due to procedural
aspects geoscientists find it difficult to collaborate. Often lab analysis is time taking. Alternative options
of getting the sample analysis done either through collaboration or through payment by outsourcing as a
midcourse correction is an exception rather than rule.
4.13.2. Way Forward for Collaboration
• The domain experts may immediately identity the weak areas that needs to be strengthened by means of
theme focused collaborations. This is essential to upgrade the technical competency of the working force
that is entrusted with the responsibility of achieving the goal of Geological Survey of India.
• The thrust area may be gold/ structurally controlled deposit as India has a vast area covered with granite/
greenstone terrain. The collaboration for this should be with the world leader viz., Barrick Gold Corporation/
Colorado School of Mines. There should be a high quality, field- and laboratory-based, collaborative research
on crustal processes and environments of mineral deposit formation.
• To initiate proposal of collaboration for assignments of National importance like Engineering Geology
projects and to execute projects taken up to cater the societal needs; landslide hazards, Earthquakes etc.
• Collaboration for multi-thematic data integration and interpretation.
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• R&D activities to enhance the existing understanding with an aim to increase activity. For example, assignments
related to Ore genesis studies, characterization of mineral alteration zones, 3D modeling and characterization
of shear zones, 4D modeling of lithological and structural domains with obvious geological potential.
• Easing out the process of MoU. Forms may be developed in OCBIS portal for MoU. It is to be seen if
decentralization of power for MoU signing can be exercised. It is proposed that, the Additional Directors
Generals of different regions of GSI may be empowered to freely collaborate with the national level laboratories
and research institutes in the region to meet immediate requirements. In this regard, instead of MoU Agreement
for Cooperation (AoC) can be opted for. The AoC may be signed for improving the quality of FSP.
• GSI Training Institute must enter into MoU with other universities apart from IIT Hyderabad for Ph.D. and
Post-Doctoral studies and getting trained its faculties and other field going officers. Ministry may simplify
the procedure for obtaining Post-doctoral degree from a foreign university (by protecting seniority and giving
leave).
• Vision document to be prepared detailing strategic research areas viz.mineral exploration, fundamental
geosciences etc., identify pool of experts for preparing second line of expertise.
• GSI Training Institute should be used as an ideal platform for collaboration.
• 36th IGC platform to be used by GSI for outreach and promotion for collaboration with Institutes of repute.
4.13.3. Some suggestion on potential Collaboration
• Collaboration with Atomic Minerals Division for exploration of REE in Laterite in parts of Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Jharkhand and Kerala (Including Research and Development / Feasibility studies).
• Collaboration with ONGC to carry out DSRS & MT surveys in east and central India (the mineralized belt
of Bastar and Singhbhum Cratons).
• Collaboration with Hutti Gold Mines Limited to carry out detailed exploration in Bhadrampalle, Ramagiri
Schist Belt, AP, India.
• Collaboration with Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology to characterize the Higher Himalayan granite/
Tertiary granite in order to locate porphyry mineral systems.
• Collaborative study with IIMT, Bhubaneshwar & NML, Jamshedpur to develop a flow chart to extract
PGE from the host rocks of Baula- Naushahi & Sitampundi prospects.
• Collaboration with Atomic Minerals Division (AMD) & Indian Rare Earths Limited (IREL) for exploration
of placer deposits.
• Collaboration with Stanford School of Earth, Energy and Environmental Sciences, USA on Geochemistry
and Environmental Chemistry
• Collaboration with Zavaritsky Institute of Geology and Geochemistry; Russian Academy of Geosciences,
Russia for Geochemistry.
• Collaboration on Marine Geoscience with Japan Agency for Marine Earth Science and Technology
(JAMSTEC), Japan
• Collaboration on Mineral Targeting with Ronacher Mckenzie Geoscience Inc., Canada
• Collaborative Research in the field of Meteorite and Planetary Geology with NASA, USA.

4.14. Financial Management and Project Mode of Functioning
GSI primarily functions in its technical domains through FSP mode but with changing requirement and demand,
geoscientific activities, if performed in a Project-mode, can give increased freedom, better review and monitoring
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and an assured output in commensurate with the specific objective of any investigation. However, to transform in
a pure project-mode of functioning from the conventional FSP mode, following modifications are needed.
• Exclusions from Scope to spelt clearly
• Assumptions considered while planning to be spelt out
• Constraints in execution and implementation need to be clearly stated
• Milestone chart to be added
• Goals are initially well defined, but the methods of achieving them are to be explicitly defined. The stake
holders are to be involved from the initiation stage of the project. Because the Initiation is started and get
approved a year before and the human resource of the Project are allotted only in the implementation stage.
Once allotted for the project the team members should not be burdened with additional work which will
have adverse effect on Time Scope and quality of the project.
• Project Governance Structure is to be well defined
• Provision to revise the objectives if during implementation stage if required due to additional input once the
project is approved is to be in place.
• Work breakdown structure of the Project upto Work Package level to be carried out.
• Milestones of the project is now decided by the owner of the Project and it need to be finalized in consulting
with all the stakeholders.
• The field expenditure of the project only is calculated. Man day cost, TA, DA, Overhead Cost, Cost of
analysis, Report generation etc., are to be included in the Project Budget. And the entire budget shall be
allotted to the Projects at the initial stage itself.
• Many a times the milestone time schedule of report submission is strictly maintained without adapting to
variance management procedure for the delay in other activities –say delay in getting analytical result –delay
in providing drilling unit etc., this invariably resulted in lowering the quality. Hence variance management
needs to be in place
• Risk Management process is not in place
• While monitoring the Project regular review of actual costs against budgeted costs and Earned Value at WBS
level is to be carried out.
• Regular review of resource loading is to be carried out
• As this was not done, this had resulted in team members spending lakhs of rupees of their personal money
to complete the project within the favourable period of field season.
• Many a time person having different skill than the project requirement is allotted. Generally, discussion
rarely happens on the project to be undertaken and the skill required. If happened, only the objectives were
discussed and not the skill required. This need to be thoroughly discussed with all the stake holders. The
person with appropriate skill to execute the project only to be allotted.
• Only overall responsibility is informed. Roles and Responsibilities of Project Team Members are to be
defined explicitly.
• As post-project review is not happened and hence lessons learned could not be applied to other projects.
This need to be included.
Budget, allocation of Mission activities
• Budget allocation of Mission activities shall be based on the budget estimates of the various projects under
different missions once project functioning is implemented.
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• The total estimate of the budgets to implement the projects shall be allocated to various missions in addition
to the overhead charges.
• Budget allocation to mission and budget management shall not be viewed as infringing the Regional authority.
Line of control
• NHM
• RHM
• Project Supervisor
• Project-In- charge
Delegation of Financial Power to Project level
Once Work Breakdown Structure of the Project is finalized, the fund required for that project can be arrived
at. For any project the project leader is the accountable person for its execution. Hence the delegation of financial
power to Project level is inevitable.
Line of control
• NHM
• RHM
• Project Supervisor
• Project-In- charge
These are only the channels, but the fund management of the Project is the responsibility of Project in charge,
under the supervisory control of the channel as above.Budget should include all the work packages of the project up
to report circulation. Wages, POL, Vehicle Repairs/Payment to outsource vehicle, Field camp rent, stores to carry
out field work, Stationery, TA and DA and other sundry expenditures. Entire Budget at one go may be allotted. Else
the amount required for two moths anticipated expenditure to run the project as per the WBS total budget arrived
at, need to be granted. Project Supervisor may be the sanctioning/monitoring authority for the project expenditure.
The bills will be processed at Regional Headquarters/ SUs. Mission directorate need to be adequately staffed to
meet this work. In addition, delegation of financial power for day to day functional needs to the supervisory officers
may be thought of.
Smooth reimbursement of Project expenditure
Budget should include all the work packages of the project up to report circulation. Wages, POL, Vehicle
Repairs/Payment to outsource vehicle, Field camp rent, Stores to carry out field work, Stationery, TA and DA
and other sundry expenditures. Total budget as per WBS at one go may be allotted. This will avoid the delays
in recoupment. Additional contingent amount shall be (10% of the overall cost) kept as reserve to cope up with
escalation in the actual cost if any. If allotting total budget as per WBS is not feasible then the amount required for
two months anticipated expenditure to run the project as per the WBS total budget arrived at, need to be granted.
The officers shall prepare recoupment bill at every 15 days and submit for recoupment. Normally recoupment
takes 30-45 days’ time. The Project in-charge shall be carefully recoup the amount so that he/she can fully adjust the
amount sanctioned at the end of the field work, except the fund reserved for headquarter activities. Fund management
of the project shall be critically monitored by the Project manager. He prepares consolidated expenditure statement
month wise and sends it to the RMH and who in turn shall compile and forward it to NHM. Project Supervisor
may be the sanctioning/monitoring authority for the project expenditure. The bills will be processed at Regional
Headquarters/ SUs
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5. 100 × 100 MODEL VAQ WORKSHOP AT KOLKATA
Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Mines and DG, GSI through separate letters, individually invited all
125 VAQ participants for one-to-one interaction at GSI Headquarters at Kolkata on 19th and 20th July 2018 as per
the following programme (Table 5).A 2- day long event was held at GSI, Central Headquarters Kolkata in the B.
R. Ambedkar Auditorium in presence Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, MoM, Dr. Dinesh Gupta, Director
General, GSI, Shri Bipul Pathak, Joint Secretary, MoM, Dr. Joyesh Bagchi, Director (Tech.), MoM, Ms. Farida
Nayak, Director, MoM, and all ADGs/ HoDs/ Mission Heads and some DDGs of GSI. At this mega event, 125
middle-level GSI Officers actively participated as VAQ participants and active Team Members.

Photo. 2: VAQ Workshop on 19-20 July 2018 at B. R. Ambedkar Auditorium, GSI, CHQ, Kolkata.

5.1.1. Programme of VAQ Workshop at Kolkata on 19th & 20th July 2018
Table 5: VAQ Workshop at Kolkata
11.30-11.40 hrs
11.40-12.00 hrs
12.00-12.10 hrs

12.10-12.30 hrs
12.30-12.50 hrs
12.50-14.00 hrs

Day 1: 19.07.2018
Welcome Address by Shri Bipul Pathak, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Mines
Address by Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Ministry of Mines
Address by Dr. Dinesh Gupta, Director General, GSI
Technical Session-1 (Group: Technical and Scientific Themes)
Chair: Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Ministry of Mines
Theme 3: Public Good Geosciences;
Coordinator: Dr. L. P. Singh
Theme 4: Applied & Fundamental Research and Modernisation of Analytical Facility;
Coordinator: Dr. Joy Gopal Ghosh
Lunch
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14.00-14.20 hrs

Theme 5: Modernising Mineral Prospecting and Exploration Programmes;
Coordinator: Dr. S. Ravi
14.20-14.40 hrs
Theme 8: Fortification of baseline data, maps;
Co-ordinator: Shri M.N.Mishra
14.40-15.00 hrs
Theme 10: Digital transformation of GSI;
Co-ordinator: Shri Debkumar Bhattacharyya
15.00-15.20 hrs
Theme 11: Marine Survey and Exploration;
Co-ordinator: Shri A. C. Dinesh
15.20-15.40 hrs
Theme 12: Synergy between Geology, Geophysics and Chemistry
Co-ordinator: Dr. B. K. Sahu
Tea Break
15.40-16.20 hrs
Technical Session-2 (Group: Planning, Collaboration and Techno-Administration)
Chair: Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Ministry of Mines
16.20-16.40 hrs
Theme 2: Project Planning, Technical Auditing and Monitoring
Co-ordinator: Dr. Chandrashekhar Joshi
16.40-17.00 hrs
Theme 13: Collaboration and Co-operation with Stakeholders
Co-ordinator: Dr. Santanu Bhattacharyya
17.00-17.20 hrs
Theme 14: Financial Management and Project Mode Functioning
Co-ordinator: Shri N. Maran
18.00 – 21.00 hrs.
Group Discussion in 4 separate groups of interrelated themes for framing final recommendations on
implementable 100 × 100 VAQ programmes
Day 2: 20.07.2018 (Technical Session-2)
(Group: Visibility, Functionality, Procedures and Review)
Chair: Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Ministry of Mines
09.00-09.10
Introductory Remarks by Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Ministry of Mines
09.10-09.30
Theme 7: Enhancing GSI’s Visibility
Co-ordinator: Shri Asit Saha
09.30-09.50
Theme 1: Human Resource Development
Co-ordinator: Dr. M. S. Bodas
09.50.-10.10
Theme 6: Optimisation of functioning of Mission-Region Matrix
Co-ordinator: Dr. Saibal Ghosh
10.10-10.30
Theme 9: Review and Accountability System for STSS and AdSS
Co-ordinator: Shri Tanay Dutta Gupta
Tea Break
10.40-11.00 hrs
11.00-12.45 hrs
12.45-13.00 hrs
13.00-13.10 hrs
13.10-13.25 hrs
13.25-13.30 hrs
13.30-14.30 hrs

Summing up of the final recommendations on implementable 100X100 VAQ programmes
Wrap-up and Concluding Session
Concluding Remarks by JS, Mines
Concluding Remarks by DG, GSI
Concluding Address by Addl. Secretary, Mines
Vote of Thanks by Director (Technical), Mines
Lunch

5.1.2. Summary of Technical Sessions and Proceedings
The proceedings of VAQ Workshop were initiated at 11.30 hrs on 19.07.2018 at B. R. Ambedkar Hall, GSI,
CHQ, Kolkata under the chairmanship of Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Mines. Besides the officials
from the Ministry of Mines, Director General, GSI, all the Addl. Director Generals and the Mission Heads along
with few Dy. Director Generals of GSI were present to deliberate on the recommendations of the VAQ teams. In
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the inaugural address, Shri Bipul Pathak, JS, Mines narrated in brief about the idea of VAQ that was originally
conceived by Addl. Secretary, Mines and the work carried out by each of the 14 VAQ teams in last four months,
which resulted into 14 excellent base documents. He clarified that VAQ has been planned for GSI with a clear
and unambiguous mission so that the issue of lessening of the visibility of GSI amongst Indian citizen at large,
administrative and planning machineries of the Government of India/ State Governments can duly be addressed
through defined and practicable action plans in almost all the major activity areas of GSI in next 300 days through
implementation of these VAQ recommendations. On successful implementation, this would facilitate GSI to make a
turnaround in its visibility, with increased activity and quality. He applauded all the VAQ teams for submission of a
base document on 14 discernible themes which would culminate into discrete recommendations for implementation
in near future. He stated that these mid-level officers of GSI in the VAQ Team must lead this Organisation with
new ideas, innovations. JS, Mines stressed that, the journey to change has already stepped in, now, GSI has to
act effectively and purposefully so that VAQ goals can be achieved as desired/ dreamt by these 125 officers, who
worked diligently in the last four months. He showed his happiness that at the end of this workshop, GSI will get
a number of new and effective directions to follow for improving its performance to a much higher level.

Photo. 3: Dignitaries on dais delivering their opening remarks and address at VAQ Workshop, Kolkata on 19 July
2018: (a) Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Mines, (b) Dr. Dinesh Gupta, DG, GSI, (c) Shri Bipul
Pathak, Joint Secretary, Mines, (d) Dr. Joyesh Bagchi, Director (Tech.), Mines, (e) AS & JS Mines interacting
with the audience, (f) JS, Mines and Ms. Farida Nayak, Director, MoM

Dr. Dinesh Gupta, Director General GSI, in his opening remarks vowed that GSI like many previous occasions,
is determined to take the challenges of VAQ and would come up with the expectation and aspirations of the citizen
of this great Nation. Being the National Geoscientific Organisation, GSI is ever committed to take up any challenges
and responsibilities that the Nation wishes to put forward to GSI. He also thanked all the 14 VAQ teams for their
active contributions in highlighting many pertinent issues of GSI on diverse subjects and also for suggesting relevant
way forward and means so that the present challenges of GSI’s low visibility can be tackled collectively. At the
last he personally thanks Ministry of Mines for taking this unique endeavor of VAQ, through which he is confident
that GSI will definitely come up with the expectation, MoM has bestowed on GSI for bringing it to its right place
by establishing it to the highest order of diligence in delivering its services to its countrymen.
Dr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Addl. Secretary, Mines in his inaugural address reminded that VAQ endeavor has been
planned not only to enthuse 125 selected high performers of GSI but also would help to recharge each and every
employee of GSI to take part and involve in this sojourn to give a complete turnaround in the activities of this
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great organisation. He reminded the story of the eagles, who during their lifetime accosted a situation of life when
they lose their hunting powers due to bending of their beaks, blunting of talons and withering of feathers due to
age. Eagles then take an extreme and painful path of isolation for several months and take shelter atop the hard
rocky cliff to renew itself. It repeatedly hits the rocky surface for sharpening their hunting tools and fights valiantly
for regaining their sharp beaks and new feathers. In this process, they not only regain new strengths but also get
equipped with new weapons that help them to survive in the odds for another new innings of their life. He compared
VAQ endeavor by GSI workforce with that demeanor of the eagles and is eagerly waiting to witness the day after
300 days, when GSI will come up in a more rejuvenated shape and colours to fight the ever-changing challenges
in the geoscientific world for ensuring sustainability in their endeavors. AS, Mines stated that today GSI is at the
crossroads of many odd challenges and he hopes that with collective efforts from each of the GSI employees, a new
dawn will usher for GSI that will take the country in a long way in assuring sustainable resources for the country.
In this endeavor of GSI, MoM would always be at the side of GSI, facilitating it to face such challenges valiantly
with their relentless supports to GSI in achieving excellence in all fields.
The above inaugural and inspirational addresses were followed by theme-wise presentation of 10 themes, followed
by discussion and deliberation where the VAQ participants, leaderships of GSI, and MoM actively participated.
This was followed a 2-hour long intense Group Discussion and interactions of the VAQ participants, divided into
four groups. The main aim of the Group Discussion was to finalise the recommendations and implementable
action points for all 14 thematic groups. A total of 72 discrete recommendations were finalised and kept for further
discussion on the second day (20.07.2018).
The Day-2 (20.07.2018) started at 09.00 hrs when rest of four thematic groups made their presentations, which
were also followed up with active deliberation and discussion on four themes where Ministry’s officials, DG GSI
and his leadership team actively participated. This was followed by summing up of 72 final recommendations that
were compiled after the Group Discussion held in the evening of Day 1 (19.07.2018). These 72 actionable points
cover almost all the activity realms of GSI, addressing current issues and possible way forward to achieve the
required VAQ Quotient for GSI within a year.
The presentations of 14 themes are annexed in Annex-II in separate volume along with all base documents
(Annexe-I).

Photo. 4: Theme Coordinators giving their presentations on different themes: (a) Dr. M. S. Bodas, Director &
Coordinator: Theme HRD, (b) Dr. Chandrashekhar Joshi, Director & Coordinator, Team: Planning &
Monitoring (c) Dr. L. P. Singh, Director& Coordinator, Team: Public Good Geosciences, (d) Dr. Joy Gopal
Ghosh, Director & Coordinator: Analytical Research, (e) Dr. S. Ravi, Director & Coordinator: Mineral
Resources (f) Dr. Saibal Ghosh, Director& Coordinator, Mission-Region Matrix.
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Photo. 5: Theme Coordinators giving their presentations on different themes: (a) Shri Asit Saha, Director & Coordinator:
Theme Visibility, (b) Shri Debkumar Bhattacharyya, Director & Coordinator, Team: Digital Transformation
(c) Shri Tanay Dutta Gupta, Director & Coordinator, Team: STSS & AdSS, (d) Shri M. N. Mishra, Dy. Director
General & Coordinator: Fortification of baseline data, (e) Shri A. C. Dinesh, Director & Coordinator: Marine
Resources (f) Dr. Santanu Bhattacharjee, Director & Coordinator, Collaboration & Coordination.

Photo. 6: Theme Coordinators giving their presentations on different themes: (a) Dr. B. K. Sahu, Dy. Director General
& Coordinator: Theme Synergy of Geoscience data, (b) Shri N. Maran, Dy. Director General & Coordinator,
Team: Financial Matters.

5.1.3. Concluding and Wrapping up Session
DG, GSI in his concluding remarks opined that VAQ Workshop could successfully draw a large number
implementable action points that requires focused planning and judicious implementation on ground. He stressed
that many of the recommendations are really challenging and may face some difficulties in implementation because
of many un-avoidable on-ground limitations/ constraints. However, DG GSI believes that while implementing these
72 discrete VAQ recommendations that emerged out of this workshop, GSI should put forward its fullest strength,
sincere efforts and will immediately start working with defined timeline, for achieving desired targets in smaller
groups for implementing each of the VAQ recommendations.
JS, Mines in his concluding address suggested that if GSI takes this challenge and progress forward, there
would definitely be positive turnaround for GSI and also for the MoM and Nation as a whole. For visibility, he
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reiterated some of the vital suggestion such as effective operationalization of Public Relation & Management Cell
in GSI, smart media management popularising GSI’s activity and achievements, Commemorating GSI Day, CGPB
in more grandeur manner, effectively planning and using the platform of 36th International Geological Congress
for outreach and collaboration of GSI’s activities etc.
Addl. Secretary, Mines, while delivering his concluding address, advised all 125 VAQ participants that on
returning back to their respective HQ., they should discuss with their seniors and colleagues for apprising them about
VAQ and also enthuse all of them to be on-board in the successful implementation of VAQ, so that VAQ model is
known to all GSI employees. He stressed that in GSI, fieldwork is foremost, therefore, GSI’s old culture and stress
on field activity must prevail above all. He advised that all employees to do their work diligently, sincerely and
purposefully. He also assured all sorts of supports and assistance from Ministry of Mines in fulfilling all its dreams.
In fact, the ministry on its own has taken initiatives which have consonance with some of the recommendations
finalized in the workshop. As it is now known to all in GSI, the ministry has inaugurated a ‘Bhumisamvad’
initiative which aims at regular interaction and collaboration with students and researchers with the geoscientists
of GSI. Workshops have been held to develop synergy and convergence of resources with all allied govt agencies/
institutions/ ministries and GSI. A committee is evaluating the course curriculum at secondary and higher secondary
levels for appropriately presenting geosciences to school students. As a conclusion, Dr. Rao informed that 15th
August, 2018 would be the D-Day when VAQ programme will be launched officially by MoM and GSI and the
countdown of milestones will start. He personally expressed his happiness for successful implementation of VAQ.
The workshop concluded at 13.30 hrs on 20.07.2018 with a formal vote of thanks, the group photographs of
the dignitaries with all participants, GSI’s apex decision-makers and giving away a small token gift from GSI to
all official of MoM.

Photo. 7: AS, Mines, DG, GSI and JS, Mines with top management of GSI.
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Photo. 8: AS, Mines, DG, GSI and JS, Mines with different thematic groups of VAQ; a) HRD; b) Project
Planning, Review and Monitoring, c) Public Good Geosciences, d) Geoscience Research and
Analysis, e) Mineral Exploration, f) Mission-Region Matrix.

Photo. 9: AS, Mines, DG, GSI and JS, Mines with different thematic groups of VAQ; a) Fortification of
Baseline Data; b) Enhancing GSI’s Visibility, c) AdSS & STSS, d) Digital Transformation of GSI,
e) Marine and Coastal Surveys, f) Synergy with Geology, Geophysics and Chemistry.

Photo. 10: AS, Mines, DG, GSI and JS, Mines with different thematic groups of VAQ; a) Collaboration and
Cooperation; b) Project Mode and Finance
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6. FINAL RECOMMENDATION & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Theme #1: Human Resource Development (Coordinator: Dr. M. S. Bodas, Director, SU: Maharashtra, CR,
Pune)
1. Creation of Mission HRD with GSI (TI) as one of its components
Actions
1-100 days
Preparation and submission of proposal AdSS/ GSITI/ DG
by GSI to MoM
GSI
Review & Decision by MoM on
Merger

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
A

MoM

Q

2. Defining Roles and Responsibilities of all Cadres & Change in Transfer Policy
Actions
Prepare the manuals defining roles,
responsibilities, mandatory training,
field engagementsfrom JTS, STS and
JAG Cadre
Introduce 8 years of FSP and Field
Engagements mandatory for promotion
to the post of Director - Necessary
changes be made in RR
Proposal to make necessary changes
in Transfer and Deployment Policy

1-100 days
Mission Heads &
PSS

101-200 days
Mission Heads &
PSS

PSS/ DG GSI

MoM to approve

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

A

Q
Proposal by
Mission Heads/
HRD/ PSS/ DG
GSI

MoM to approve

3. Updation of HRMIS Data and Introduction of Competency Mapping
Actions
Addition of fields in existing template
of HRMIS data in OCBIS
Populating additional fields through
OCBIS within a pre-decided time line
Engaging Professional HR Consultant
for Competency Mapping
Study and submission of report by HR
Consultant
Pilot study/ project on Competency
Mapping to test implementation
efficacy

1-100 days
HRD

101-200 days

HoDs/ SU Heads

HoDs/ SU Heads

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V

HoDs/ SU Heads
A

HRD/ GSI TI
HRD/ Mission III
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Q
HRD/ Mission III

4. Improvement in skill sets and expertise and their linking with promotions/ postings
Actions
Classification of training programmes
into two categories viz. skill sets and
expertise
Technical Upto Director Level;
Director to DDG – Management &
Presentation Skills; DDG – ADG –
Leadership Program;
The above Training Programmes are
to be made mandatory for promotion
– Change in RR

1-100 days
Proposal to MoM
for necessary
changes in RR
for induction
of suggested
layered training
programmes for
promotion to all
Cadres

101-200 days
MoM to Evaluate
and Approve

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
A
Q

By
AdSS/ GSI TI/ DG
GSI
Review of Course Curriculum for
GSI TI
initial 2 years of training programme
for new entrants
Identification of essential skill sets GSI TI/ Mission
&Identification of professional
Heads
institutions
Identification of domain experts to
GSI TI
GSI TI
design programmes
Sponsoring 5 officers per year for
GSI TI & Mission Heads
1- year Degree Programme in some
Universities/ Institutes either in
relevant Technical Field or for MBA at
JAG level (For the officers undergone
such sabbatical course/ training
program can skip one mandatory
promotion-linked training programme.

V
A
Q

5. Creation of collaborative programmes between GSI and other institutions leading to higher academic
achievements (both at Institutional as well as individual level)
Actions
1-100 days
Identify GSI’s requirements of
Mission Heads
specializations that needs collaboration
Negotiate with the Indian and/or GSI TI & Mission
foreign universities for creation of
Heads
type collaborative programmes
GSI Geoscientists are also to Policy proposal by
be encouraged for initiatives of GSI TI & Mission
collaborations even on individual level Heads be framed
only to maximize their academic and
up
scientific pursuits
Procure/ Develop digital lectures/ GSI TI to initiate
podcasts of relevant courses from top
Procurement/
experts for training delivering
Development

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

GSITI & Mission
Heads
V
A
Q

Initiate
Implementation

Training Delivery

Training Delivery
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6. Conversion of GSI (TI) from FSP Mode to 24X7 Mode
Actions
Introduction of 24x7 flexible mode of
operation in GSI (TI) by introducing
web-based online courses, distance
learning programs, customised training
programme based on internal need or
on getting specific demands from
stakeholders etc.

1-100 days
GSI (TI)

101-200 days
GSI (TI)

201-300 days
GSI (TI)

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

7. Drafting of USP documents for all States
Actions
Drafting and finalising the USP
document for all State Units

1-100 days
HoDs/ PSS-CHQ

101-200 days
HoDs/ PSS-CHQ

201-300 days
HoDs/ PSS-CHQ

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

1-100 days
GSI TI

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

8. Training and Capacity Building
Actions
Create list of reputed International
Institutes for specific training courses
under mandatory sponsorship
Identifications of Experts of GSI
(Retired) in different areas and taking
their services on retainership basis
under funding from NMET

A
DG, GSI
DDG (P)

Q

Theme #2: Project planning, Technical auditing and Monitoring (Coordinator: Dr. Chandrashekhar Joshi,
Director, PSS, CHQ, Kolkata)
9. Modern techniques of Project Planning and Management should be introduced for formulation of long
term or life cycle duration project proposals.
Actions
1-100 days
• Identification of thrust area, themes, mineral PSS & Mission
commodities
Heads
• Identification of experienced persons for specific
planning tasks (e.g. GCM, GPM, mineral
exploration, EQ, Landslide etc.)
RTI / GSITI
• Training the identified persons in project
planning, risk management and change
management

101-200 days
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201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

A
Q

Actions
• Consultation of all GSI reports theme wise to
identify potential areas,
• Consultation with external experts to identify
potential areas, by the selected persons.
• Preliminary short duration fieldwork to ascertain
ground conditions by identified officers.
• Formulation of guidelines for undertaking
studies on thrust areas and themes, defining
the deliverables and timeline for execution of
the project.
• Preparation of theme wise tentative plans with
medium to long term perspective
• Review and finalize plans
• Broadcast plans through OCBIS for seeking
comments from stake holders
• Approval of plans
• Adopt flexible Field Season of 15 months with
three months overlap
• Provide extensive training to all officers so
that they are equipped to take up the next
assignment.

1-100 days

101-200 days
Identified
Officers

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

Identified
Officers

A

NMHs & PSS
CHQ

Q

CHQ, GSI
GSI TI

10. The Region-wise system of Term Review should be replaced by a Mission – Sub-Mission Wise Term review
(Appraisal) /project end review to be held simultaneously at different locations. Review Service Items
quarterly in regions
Actions
1-100 days
a) Identifying various activities per theme for PSS & Mission
Heads
review.
b) Identification of theme based expert group
(Region/ India) for guiding field and HQ.
activities
c) Mechanism for review by the experts may be
formalized through formulation of SOP.
f) Formalise the new report formats through
consultation
g) Finalize the modalities for digital publication
on short communications
Suggested timelines:
Uploading of highlights -30 days of receipt of
analysis/ inputs.
Submission of Reports: 60 days of receipt of
analysis/ input

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

A
Q

11. Use software to check plagiarism
Actions
Identification of suitable software
Finalize
the
modalities
for
operationalizing the mechanism

1-100 days
NMH III

101-200 days
NMH III

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q
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12. APAR
Actions
Formulation of mechanism for
awarding Merit & Demerit points
for technical, financial & behavioral
aspects and reflecting them in APAR
– Change in APAR Format

1-100 days
AdSS/ DG GSI

101-200 days
AdSS/ DG GSI

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

Q

13. Mentoring: Introduce a formal organizational mentoring program in GSI that is outside of a DirectorOfficer like relationship - Creation of a task force will be necessary.
Actions
Determining the goals of the program,
Choose the proper mentoring model,
Select criteria for mentors and
mentoree, Selection of potential
candidates and matching participants

1-100 days
CHQ / HOD
Regions

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

Q

14. Change Management: Introduce a Change Management Mechanism
Actions
Provide training for all Senior Level
Officers through video conferencing

1-100 days
GSI TI

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

Theme #3:Public Good Geosciences(Coordinator: Dr. L. P. Singh, Director, 36th IGC Cell, DGCO, New Delhi)
15. Improving the activities of Geotechnical and Engineering Geology
Actions
Upgrading all Geotechnical Laboratory under
the administrative control of Geotechnical
Investigation in-charge
Training on Geotechnical and Engineering
Geology in collaboration with national /
international institutes of repute

Constitution of specialized pool of geoscientists,
for international EG projects.

1-100 days
Mission IV
(Requirement
Analysis &
Specification)
Mission IV
& GSI TI
to Identify
institutes /
trainees
Mission IV &
PSS

101-200 days
Mission IV
(Procurement
Process)
Mission IV
& GSI TI to
Initiate
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201-300 days
Mission IV
Installation

VAQ Quotient

V
A
Q

16. Improving the deployment scenario and capacity building of Earthquake Geology Expertise
Actions
Implementation of 6 campaign mode GPS projects
for active fault studies
Induction of 15-20 additional officers in Active
Fault Mapping, Micro-zonation and GPS Geodesy
Programmes
Training & Capacity Building on Active Fault
Mapping, GPS Geodesy and Earthquake Geology
Preparation of Compendium on Seismic Hazard
Zonation and active fault studies

1-100 days
101-200 days
Mission IV & HRD

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V

M-IV, HRD

A
Q

Mission IV & GSI TI
Mission IV & Mission III

17. Establishing “Quaternary and Environment Geology” Division in each Region and taking up Environment
Geology, Critical Zone Studies, Urban Geochemistry in each Region including suitable collaboration with
relevant agencies
Actions

1-100 days

Establishing “Quaternary and Environment
Geology” Divisions in all Regions

Mission IV

101-200
201-300
days
days
Mission IV

Creation
of
Division, capacity building specific to
identification of areas of identified projects & project
activity, such as River initiation
Rejuvenation and similar
Studies, identification of
personnel and stake holder
engagement and state-specific
problem definition
Collaborate with IISc, NEERI, TERI and
Mission IV & PSS
other institutes of repute to start Pilot Project
on Critical Zone Studies
Take up Arsenic/Fluoride and Medical
Mission IV & PSS
Geology Programs suo motu in all Regions
Taking up projects on sustainable development
Consultation with
collaboration with
of smart cities (one each in every region) in stakeholders, development institutions and Capacity
collaboration with State Govt.
of SOP
building of identified
officers

VAQ Quotient

V
A
Q

18. Establishing a new Mission/Sub Mission status on “Public Good Geosciences”
Actions
1-100 days
Establishing new Mission/ sub- Mission IV & PSS
Mission

101-200 days
Mission IV & PSS

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q
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19. Inter-Ministerial/ Inter-Institutional Interactions for marketing GSI’s activities in Public Good Geosciences
Actions
Inter-Ministerial/ Inter-Institutional Interaction

1-100 days
101-200 days
GSI/ Proposed GSI-PRM Cell
MoM
During inter-ministerial meetings
MoM/GSI to set agenda dealt by
other Ministries on issues requiring
geoscience intervention; e.g.,
Rejuvenation of Yamuna river;
smart cities

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

Theme #4:Applied and fundamental research andmodernization of analytical facility(Coordinator: Dr. Joy
Gopal Ghosh, Director, NCEGR, Faridabad)
20. Upgradation of Analytical Facilities in GSI
Actions
1-100 days
Drafting specifications for the instruments listed NCEGR, M-IV
in following Figure for procurement and approval
Tendering process
Infrastructure,
installation

procurement

process

101-200 days

and

201-300 days

A
DG, GSI
STSS, M-IV
Would spill
beyond 300
days

Improving applied research for mineral prospecting and exploration in Green field areas
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VAQ Quotient

Q

20. Upgradation of Analytical Facilities in GSI (contd.)
Actions
Preparation of a guideline for using modern
structural, geochemical and isotope approach for
two known mineral belts to explore its extensions
(Khetri Copper Belt and Singhbhum Mineral Belt)
Team selection, Project formulation on the theme
above, project approval
Beginning of work on the above theme

1-100 days
101-200 days
M-IV, M-I & M-II

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A

M-IV, M-1 & M-II

Q

M-IV, M-1 & M-II

21. Improving applied research for mineral prospecting and exploration in brown field areas
Actions
Preparation of a guideline to follow by using
modern structural, geochemical and isotope
approach for three brown field areas to locate
prospective mineralized zones
(Ladakh, Lohit, Assam-Meghalaya)
Team selection, Project formulation on the theme
above, project approval
Initiation of work on the above theme

1-100 days

101-200 days
M-IV & M-I

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

M-IV & M-I
M-IV & M-I

22. Initiating applied research for Urban Geochemistry
Actions
Preparation of a roadmap for Urban Baseline
Geochemical Survey
Preparation and approval of a research proposal
for tracking heavy metal pollution in urban
geochemical cycles in two cities (Delhi-NCR
and Kolkata)
Heavy metal pollution in road dust survey of two
above metro cities (subjects to procurement of
LIBS)

1-100 days
M-IV

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V

M-IV

A
Q

M-IV

23. Regional Geological Research Themes
Actions
Formulation of 10 Regional Research Themes
on which GSI to focus in basic research
enhance understanding of tectonic architecture,
Paleoclimate etc…
Gathering project ideas and formulation of
detailed projects through open workshops on
selected themes
Intiation of work on Regional Research Themes

1-100 days
M-IV

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A

M-IV

Q

M-IV
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24. Streamlining of procurement process for labs and lab management
Actions
Delegation of financial power to the tune of
` 5 lakhs to the Lab Director
Delegation of financial power to the tune of
` 3 lakhs for payment in advance for imported lab
accessories, spares, consumables
Detailed proposal for fixing time line for
procurement procedure of high value instruments
Approval of the above proposal

1-100 days
DG, GSI

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V

DG, GSI

A
Q

M-IV
DG, GSI

25. Accelerated generation of geochronological data by outsourcing
Actions
Plans for outsourcing SHRIMP time
Approval of the above proposal
Sample collection and processing

1-100 days
M-IV

101-200 days

201-300 days

DG, GSI
M-IV, M-I, M-II

(would spill
over)

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

26. Synergy between M-I, M-II and M-IV

Actions
Modalities of developing synergy
Developing projects depending on interactions
among Missions
Initiation of work on projects

1-100 days
M-IV

101-200 days

M-IV, M-I, M-II
M-IV, M-I, M-II

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

Theme #5:Modernizing mineral prospecting and exploration programs(Coordinator: Dr. S. Ravi, Director,
GSI Training Institute, Hyderabad)
27. Enhancing greenfield exploration: Identification of high risk reconnoitory mineral exploration blocks for
enhancing the number of mineral exploration projects of GSI from existing 200 number per year to about
400 per year
Carving out Mineral Exploration Projects from Bundelkhand Craton: About thirty localities, most of which
have been mined for pyrophyllite and diaspore minerals, are known from the Bundelkhand Granitoid Complex.
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Pyrophyllite and diaspore are reported as constituents of alteration assemblages associated with many explored
porphyry-sulphide deposits of the world.

Diamond

Rock phosphate

A broad areas of creation of G4 stage projects for Bundelkhand Craton is highlighted below for reference.
• Bundelkhand craton is covered by aeromagnetic data and the data is under processing. This data is expected
to yield better areas to focus in the ground.
• Total cratonic area is 28,000 sq. km.
• This craton is potential to have copper porphyry mineral system as per previous research and some deep
drilling (600m) projects.
• This craton is also fertile to host Lamproites/ kimberlite bodies.
• In general, about 100 sq. km area can be covered as Reconnaissance Survey (G4 stage) for basemetals, gold,
PGE etc., in one FS.
• RMT area is about 4000 sq. km for two years.
• About 8 RMT projects for 32, 000 sq. km can be covered in two years,
• 200 numbers of G4 exploration project to cover 20,000 sq. km of key areas in one year (mainly for copper
followed by PGE, REE etc.,)
• 10 diamond projects for an area of 7200 sq. km.
• 4 R & D items to support the exploration projects with fluid inclusion data, geochronology, fertility studies,
alteration mapping etc.
• Proportionate number of NGCM and NGPM project teams may be diverted for such massive high risk
exploration Programme after tailor made intense trainings.
Similarly, Bastar, Dharwar, NDFB, Singhbhum, Potential Cover areas etc., will be worked out as part of high
risk exploration as per the following 100 × 100 × 100 VAQ model with the following time schedule as per the
decisions taken in the VAQ deliberations.
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1 to 100 days
101 to 200 days
200 to 300 days

The team will consult and interact with all domain experts of the fertile cratons and accumulate
geoscience information for creating a total of 300 to 400 number G4 stage programmes. A four
member subgroup will work for a different fertile craton.
Interactions within groups by exchanging the technical documents and updating the proposals on
scientific background.
Working out the logistics and finalization of FS programmes.

28. Creation of First Hand Geological Potential Domains for Strategic and Critical Commodities viz., Fertilizer
Minerals, Nickel, Cobalt, Antimony, REE & RM, Lithium, Bismuth, Vanadium etc.
Actions
100 days
Formulation of Domain Experts of Core team,
mineral commodities. Extraction CHQ, M-II
and synthesis of information related & M-III.
to strategic and critical commodities
(Fertilizer Minerals, Nickel & Cobalt,
REE & RM, Lithium, Vanadium etc.)
Updation of mineral prospect/
occurrence database, overlaying
of 50K map and demarcation of
possible geological potential areas.
Commodity-wise write-up of data base
on geology and mineral potentiality.
Domain Expert teams to finalize the
commodity-wise ‘Potential Maps’ by
selecting suitable buffers for the entire
country.

101-200 days

201-300 days

Final Phase

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

Core team, CHQ, M-II & M-III.
V
A
Q
Core team,
CHQ, M-II &
M-III.

V
A
Q

29. Creation of Mineral Prospects and Occurrences Atlas of Various Commodities for the Entire Country and
Revision and Creation of Updated Database and Publishing Map Series on Geological Potential Areas of
Commodities like Gold, Diamond & Precious Stones, Basemetal, PGE, Iron Ore, Manganese, Chromite,
Molybdenum, Coal & Lignite, Tin & Tungsten, Bauxite for the use of Mineral Industry.
Actions
100 days
Formulation of Domain Experts of Core team,
mineral commodities. Extraction and CHQ, M-II
synthesis of information related to & M-III.
various commodities (Gold, Diamond
& Precious Stones, Basemetal, PGE,
Iron Ore, Manganese, Chromite,
Molybdenum, Coal & Lignite, Tin &
Tungstenand Bauxite).
Updation of mineral prospect/
occurrence database, overlaying
of 50K map and demarcation of
possible geological potential areas.
Commodity-wise write-up data base
on geology and mineral potentiality.
Domain Expert teams to finalize the
commodity-wise atlas.

101-200 days

201-300 days

Final Phase

VAQ Quotient

V
A
Q

Core team, CHQ, M-II & M-III.
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V
A
Q
Core team,
CHQ, M-II &
M-III.

V
A
Q

30. Procurement of professional 3D & statistical modelling software for Mineral Resource Estimation and
3D Modelling of the Deposits for Enhancing the Quality of Geological Reports of the Mineral Blocks for
Auctioning.
Actions
Procure and develop 3D lab. Skill
upgradation will be given through
vendor training
Selection and initiation of two to three
blocks for 3D modelling
Building 3D models, Making the
model report and circulating in GSI
for knowledge sharing. Conducting
practicum to expand 3D modelling
for mineral blocks in GSI.

100 days
M-II

101-200 days

201-300 days

Final Phase

VAQ Quotient
A
Q

M-II, SU

A
Q
M-II, SU
A
Q

31. Emphasis on Mineral Rich States for Mineral Exploration Activity with Magnification of Quality by Procuring
Field and Lab Equipment for Mineral Exploration.
Actions
100 days
Domain experts will list the field and CHQ, M-II
lab equipment suited for particular & Regions
mineral exploration commodity and
& SU
respective State Units. State Units to
begin the procurement process
Furthering procurement, working on
budgetary aspects etc. & Inducting
field equipment for the field use
Lab facility will be provided to mineral
exploration teams on priority for
relevant quality and quantity data of
an exploration report.

101-200 days

201-300 days

Final Phase

VAQ Quotient
A
Q

CHQ, M-IV, M-II, Regions &
SU

A
Q
CHQ.M-IV,
M-II, Regions
& SU

A
Q

32. Modernization of Drilling Operations and enhancement of in- house capacity and capability.
Actions
100 days
Domain experts will list the drilling CHQ, HoD,
equipment suited for particular
M-II
mineral exploration commodity and
CHQ/respective HoDs to begin the
procurement process.
Furthering procurement, working on
budgetary aspects etc. & Inducting
drilling equipment for the field use
Drilling facility will be provided to
mineral exploration teams on priority
for increasing the quality data of an
exploration report.

101-200 days

201-300 days

Final Phase

VAQ Quotient
A
Q

CHQ, HoD,
M-II

A
Q
CHQ,
HoD, M-II

A
Q
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Theme #6:Optimization of functioning of Mission-Region Matrix(Coordinator: Dr. Saibal Ghosh, EPE
Division, DGCO, New Delhi)
33. Revamping the Roles and Responsibilities of Missions
Actions
Preparing and submission of a proposal for
renewed roles and responsibilities for Mission
Heads to MoM
Deliberation at MoM and Decision from MoM

1-100 days
101-200 days
PSS & Mission Heads

201-300 days

PSS & Mission Heads

VAQ Quotient

A
Q

PSS & Mission
Heads

Changing of APAR Format and inclusion of
Mission’s role in Appraisal

34. Delegating Financial Powers to Missions
Actions
Preparing and submission of a proposal for
delegatingfinancial powersto Mission Heads to
MoM
Deliberation at MoM and Decision from MoM

1-100 days
101-200 days
PSS & Mission Heads

201-300 days

PSS & Mission Heads

Execution of financial powers by Missions

VAQ Quotient

A
Q

PSS & Mission
Heads

35. Formation of National and Regional Expert Group
Actions
1-100 days
101-200 days
201-300 days
List out names of the National and Regional Level PSS & Mission PSS & Mission
Experts. Experts can be chosen from serving
Heads
Heads
scientists, Retired scientists, eminent workers
from outside GSI
Delineate their roles and responsibilities in
PSS & Mission PSS & Mission
mentoring Missions and also fixing remuneration
Heads
Heads
if any
Getting consent from Experts and start engaging
PSS & Mission
them in Mission Activity
Heads

VAQ Quotient

A
Q

36. Involving Missions for Deployment and Training needs of Scientific/ Technical Officers
Actions
1-100 days
101-200 days
201-300 days
Include RMH & NMH in Collegiums approving Mission Heads, Mission Heads,
Deployment and Training needs
GSI TI & HRD GSI TI & HRD
Effecting Deployment and training needs as
Mission Heads, Mission Heads,
advised by Mission Heads
GSI TI & HRD GSI TI & HRD
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VAQ Quotient
A
Q

37. Involving Missions for restructuring of Missions
Actions
1-100 days
101-200 days
201-300 days
Replacing I, II, III, IV tags from Mission Name PSS & Mission
with suitable Domain Names
Heads
Preparing and submission of proposal for
PSS & Mission PSS & Mission
creation of newly suggested Missions – HRD &
Heads
Heads
Training, Geoscience for Society, Marine Surface
Geoscience
Deliberation and decision by MoM
MoM

VAQ Quotient

V
A
Q

Theme #7: Enhancing GSI’s Visibility(Coordinator: Shri Asit Saha, Geodata, CHQ, Kolkata)
38. Improving Public and Media Relations
ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days) To be initiated by
i. Creation of dedicated “Public Relation & Media cells”: 30 (for policy making, DG, Regional HODs and SU
PRM Cells at CHQ level and Regional HQ and SU levels. setting up PRM cells and HODs
budgeting)

ii.
iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.
viii.

ix.
x.
xi.

200
(to
establish
infrastructure)
PRM Cells to act as the Single Point of Contact (SPOC) 100 to initiate, then regular DG, Regional HODs and SU
for all information, products and services of GSI.
HODs
Each office to have easily visible and locatable swank 200 to establish, then DG, Regional HODs and SU
information booth cum sales counter, preferably near the regular
HODs
main entrance.
Regular interactions by DG, GSI and other senior
100
DG, ADGs and SU HODs
management with the media regarding GSI’s policies,
Regular
achievements and flagship projects.
Do an inventory to determine the shareable news. Write 100 (Initial inventory)
PRM Cells
and distribute press releases to media about the news Regular
including new findings, awards, new products or services,
local angles to national stories having socio-economic /
scientific impact, special events, special involvement in
the community and public interest stories
Distribute press releases to media about joining of higher
200
PRM Cells
ranked officers, field visits, awards, new products or
Regular
services, local angles to national stories, special events,
special involvement in the community and human interest
stories.
Phrasing of catchy, thematic and easy to understand
100 /annual
PRM Cells
Slogans highlighting GSI and its work.
Dedicated tele-helpline to give direct info on the products
100 (set-up)
PRM Cells
and services and any relevant information sought by the
Regular
public. The helpline numbers should be widely publicised.
Maintaining the general Feedback / query section in GSI
100
PRM Cells + Mission IIIB
website
Regular
Promotion of GSI products and services at every event
100
PRM Cells + Mission IIIB
Regular
+ IIIC
Connecting with all target audience through social media /
100
PRM Cells + Mission IIIB
discussion forums / blogs; social media profile of DG, GSI.
Regular
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xii.

xiii.

xiv.

xv.
xvi.
xvii.
xviii.

xix.

ACTION PLAN
Preparation of brochures, story lines, cartoons, thematic
posters, newsletters, educational movies, flash cards,
thematic picture post card series, greeting card series etc.
for various mediums
Organising Open Door Days, GSI Day, Earth science
day, Eminent Geoscientist day, etc. at every office in
collaboration with Curatorial Divisions.
Publishing articles about recent discoveries of GSI in the
scientific community and local TV news channels and
newspapers (Example - article on Lead contamination
in Kolkata food)
Publishing Information obtained from seismic observatories
to media during earthquakes
Newspaper / TV / Web advertisements highlighting GSI’s
contribution in a substantive way.
Distribute professional branded mementos at events
attended by people who matter.
Ubiquitous presence of name, logo on the website, social
media profiles, business card, physical business locations
and on all printed products.
Creating promotional merchandise for the employees to
use and flaunt to help reinforce the strength of GSI’s brand
and the values it stands for.

TIME FRAME (in days) To be initiated by
200
(initial
product PRM Cells + Mission IIIB
generation)
Later on every quarter
Annual

PRM Cells + Curatorial
Divisions

200
Regular

PRM Cells + PSS

episodic

PRM Cells + PSS

100
Regular
100
Regular
100 / Regular

PRM Cells + PSS

200
Regular

PRM Cells
PRM Cells + All Divisions

PRM Cells

39. Increasing Online Visibility
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days)
Place the URL on all company materials. No business
200 and then routine
card, letterhead, email signature, literature, signs, company
vehicle, promotional gifts, etc. should go without the Web
domain name. Regular audit to determine any missed
opportunities for publicizing Web address.
Focus on products and services for the general public,
100 / annual
students, etc. (a separate section catering to general public)
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Continuous process
Regular posting of quality content in Social Media accounts
Continuous process
Multimedia press releases in social media and website
Continuous process
Content marketing
Continuous process
Guest posting with sites of similar domain
Continuous process
Registering with online directories, presence in Google
Continuous process
maps, updating Contact US page in GSI website
User friendly website
Continuous process
Development of relevant Mobile Apps, if required.
100 (decision making)
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To be initiated by
All offices

Mission III
Mission IIIA
PRM Cells + Mission IIIA
PRM Cells
PRM Cells + Mission IIIA
PRM Cells + Mission IIIA
PRM Cells + Mission IIIA
Mission IIIA
PSS + Mission IIIA

40. Greater Collaboration and Coordination with Academia
ACTION PLAN – Collaboration with Academia
i. Regular institutionalized “Exchange Programs” with
various Universities/Colleges, national and international.
ii. The researcher/s should have certain degree of
independence, stability and flexibility to concentrate solely
on the work, take quick decisions and not get jammed up
in bureaucratic processes.
iii. Regularly invite university teachers / budding scientists
to deliver lecture and Guest posting in GSI website on
recent researches in earth sciences.
iv. Make available significant mineral and rock samples along
with their slides for microscopic studies with complete
description to all the universities and colleges.
v. Ensure availability of high quality baseline geological,
geophysical including aero- geophysical, geochemical
and geochronological data for the collaborative teams.
vi. Promote quality publications in national and international
Journals by radically updating the present GSI publication
policy by abolishing is the tedious process of getting
administrative approvals for publishing papers in today’s
liberal scenario.
vii. Establish a credit-based mechanism for generating articles
/ short communication / case studies from all field and
lab related projects. Incentives for officers who publishes
papers at least in the form of recognition as the Young
Scientist Award which can be conferred during GSI Day.
GSI awards may be instituted for scientific contribution
of outside scientists and students also.
viii. Provide opportunity for officers to undergo skillupgradation refresher courses at GSITI, Hyderabad
by inviting global experts on Exploration, Tectonics,
Economic geology, Landslides, Metamorphism,
Geochemistry, Isotope geology & Geochronology, etc.
In this way, larger groups will get benefitted compared
to a fortunate few going for deputation abroad.
ix. Sponsor workshops, seminars, and conferences held at
Universities and Colleges, participate in the technical
sessions.
x. GSI chairs can be instituted in reputed universities. GSI
can fund/ establish some specialised study centers in the
universities in the country based on local requirement
xi. Proactive circulation of GSI Publications to academic
institutes.

TIME FRAME (in
days)
100

Mission HODs, PSS

100 to frame policy

Mission HODs, PSS

100

100

To be initiated by

Regional and Mission
HODs + Mission IIIA (guest
posting) + PRM Cells
Mission IV + Curatorial +
PRM Cells

Regular

Mission I, II, III, IV

100

Mission IIIB + PSS

200

Mission IIIB + PSS

200

Mission V + PSS

Regular

DG, GSI + HODs + PRM
Cells

200

PSS

100

Mission IIIB
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41. Collaboration with Stakeholders
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.
vii.

viii.

ix.

x.

xi.

ACTION PLAN – Collaboration with Stakeholders TIME FRAME (in days)
Participate in networking opportunities provided by local
Regular
groups such as the FICCI, Chamber of Commerce or other
similar organizations.
Invite renowned Geoscientists / professionals of
Regular
international repute for guest lectures/ formal talks/
discussions and training.
Vigorously publicize achievements of State Units and
100 / Regular
generate scope of collaboration for further achievement
through CGPB/SGPB where sister organizations / DGMs,
peers, attend and interact with GSI.
GSI already publishes newsletters. It is necessary to
Regular
publish e-book versions and send these e-newsletters
regularly to stakeholders.
Encourage GSI scientists to participate in foreign seminars/
Regular
symposiums, etc., and provide all help and logistics from
the competent authority.
Formulate Comprehensive Policy regarding the different
Regular
modes of national /foreign collaborations.
Collaborate with SAC, ISRO and state remote sensing
Regular
agencies to develop land use pattern for developing urban
settlements.
Collaborate internationally on strategic/critical minerals,
Regular
deposit modelling, analytical capabilities, modern approach
in mineral processing with reputed institutes like Centre
for exploration and ore Modelling, Tasmania, Australia;
Laurentian University, Canada, Camborne School of
Mines, UK, etc.
Collaborate with National and International Earth Science
Regular
organizations towards lab facilities, training facilities and
innovative ideas
Collaborate with mining companies and entrepreneurs in
200
the country for understanding subsurface Geology using
geophysical survey.
Increased collaboration in fields like Engineering Geology,
Regular
Earthquake geology, Landslide Studies, Geothermal
Studies with local authorities and concerned departments.

To be initiated by
PSS + PRM Cells

All HODs

Regional and SU HODs +
PRM Cells

Mission IIIB

DG, GSI + PSS

DG, GSI + PSS
PSS, Regional and SU
HODs
DG, GSI + PSS

PSS + Mission Heads

Mission IA + IB

Mission IV

42. Quality GSI products and services
ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days)
i. Formation of a dedicated marketing wing for strategizing,
100
marketing and advertising GSI products and services.
ii. Prepare socially relevant products / services catering
300
specifically to urban planning, large scale infrastructure
projects, mine planning, Geotourism, etc.
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To be initiated by
DG, GSI + PSS + PRM
Cells
Mission IIIB + IIIC

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.
vii.

viii.

ix.

x.

xi.

ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days)
Complete review of all GSI Publication series and modify
300
as per demand / relevance. For example, Records-Extended
abstract may be publicised as a compilation of ‘Shorter
Communication’.
Upgrading Indian Journal of Geoscience to the status of an
200
online journal having full-fledged Editorial Management
System introduced in place. Discussion can be initiated
to manage this journal through professional publishing
house like “Springer” and “Elsevier”. Simultaneously,
attempts should be initiated for getting accreditation by
Thompson-Reuter (ISI) or by Scopus.
Preparation of monographs on unique geological entity /
300
phenomenon of the country like Deccan trap, Himalayas,
Closepet granite, etc. and geo-hazard potential zones.
Creation and updating of DID/GID on both energy and
300
non-energy minerals / mineral belts.
Distribute digital versions of the existing products /
200
dataset to geoscientific community through portable
media inscribed with GSI logo in international mega
conferences like Goldsmith; PDAC, INDABA as well
as other important international seminar / symposium.
300
Creation of smart maps incorporating themes such as
seismotectonics, geomorphology, landuse, landcover,
etc. for development of smart cities.
Publish popular products like coffee table book, pictorial
300
atlas, catering to public fascinations such as origin of
life, fossils, early earth, meteorites, volcanic activities,
plate tectonics, gemstones, rocks & minerals of India,
Antarctica/Arctic expeditions, etc.
Publish crisp and informative advertisement featuring
100 / annual
products and services on offer in all leading dailies of the
states along with the national media on GSI day including
all vernacular languages.
Install information Billboards / electronic displays / videos
100 / annual
highlighting products and services at vital places during
major events such as CGPB, GSI Day, etc.

To be initiated by
Mission IIIB

Mission IIIB

Mission IIIB

Mission II + IIIB
Mission IIIB + IIIC + PRM
Cells

Mission IIIC

Mission IIIB + IIIC + PRM
Cells

Regional + SU Heads +
PRM Cells

PSS, Regional + SU Heads

43. Connect with the General Public
ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days)
i. Providing drinking water (surface and ground water)
200 / Regular
analysis services in major metros to start with, educate
the public about hazards larking in contaminated water.
GSI can proactively and periodically analyse drinking
water and publish the news in leading dailies and offer
on-demand services for anyone who wishes to get a water
sample analysed.
ii. Conduct regular awareness camps in landslide hazardous
Regular
areas, Earthquake prone areas, arsenic and fluoride affected
areas to sensitize the general public

To be initiated by
Chemical Division + PRM
Cells

Mission IV + PRM Cells
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iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days)
Present popular talks in schools, local organizations, on
100 / Regular
topics which matches the general public wavelength – for
example, how earthquake occurs, and what steps should
a city dweller take to mitigate risk.
Popular articles on earthquakes, landslides, meteorite
100
impact, medical geology, global warming, tips on how to
mitigate risks, can be written and published in newspapers
and in GSI website.
Organize contact programmes for villagers (gram sabhas),
100 / regular
head mans, school students where awareness will be
created for geology in general and GSI in particular. Field
officers may be mandated to conduct school / college level
lecture programs in their project area
Publish Books, videos on popular scintillating subjects
200
(how the earth formed? How dinosaurs disappeared?
Ancient Mining in India, etc. in vernacular version.
Effort to identify ways and means to connect GSI activities
200
/ projects directly with agriculture, irrigation, ground water
and other socio-economic issues (e.g. use of geochemical
maps in deciphering areas suitable for cultivation of certain
crops)

To be initiated by
PSS + Mission Heads +
PRM Cells

Mission IV + PRM Cells

PSS, Field going officers

Mission IIIB + Curatorial

PSS + Missions

44. Connect with Students
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days)
Make efforts and campaign to introduce Earth science as
100 (to initiate)
a subject from Class VIII. GSI can take help of eminent
geoscientists to kickstart this campaign – should be
projected as a promising career by the career counsels
(Letters may be written to Ministry of Education/HRD
along with the UGC/NCERT/CBSE/State Boards etc.,
requesting them to consider the appeal)
Devise a systemic scheme of involving students in regular
100
project work in the line of Studentship programs of AMD
/ Allowing final year students of Post-Graduate geology/
geophysics to work as summer interns in GSI projects
on stipend basis.
Students are web and social media savvy; engage them
100
through social media by enticing them to post their field
photographs, small articles, etc.
Involve students actively in celebration of GSI day on 4th
200
March through quiz competitions, essay competitions,
earth science model competitions
Showcasing the lives of the renowned geoscientists and
200
their achievements amongst the students – instituting
awards in their name – celebrating birthdays of locally
eminent geoscientists.
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To be initiated by
DG, GSI + PRM Cells

PSS + Mission Heads

PRM Cells

PRM Cells

Curatorial + PRM Cells

ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days)
vi Utilizing the BHUVISAMBAD Platform: All Regions /
100
SUs to engage with students/researchers in local colleges/
universities once every month and initiate regular
collaboration in the following areas and explore further
avenues
o Brain storming / interactive sessions involving students
200
to sensitize and make them aware of GSI’s contribution.
o Encouraging students to volunteer in science exhibitions
200
and fairs participated / conducted by GSI.
o Conduct Quiz programs, Essay writings, Seminars at
200
Colleges and schools.
o Provide field training to school and university students.
300
o Organize Annual / need based workshops specifically
300
involving Students at State level.
o Creating and donating geologic models in schools,
200
universities, colleges, etc.
o Guest lectures by GSI domain experts
100
o Extending laboratory facilities to the research students
200
and in turn ensuring better utilization of equipment and
resources

To be initiated by
Regional HODs + SU
Heads, Curatorial + Parks
& Museum Divisions + SU
PRM Cells + RTI
-do-do-do-do-do-do-doRegional HODs, PSS +
STSS + Mission IV + PRM
Cells

45. Popularising Geoparks & Museum
ACTION PLAN - Popularising Geoparks
TIME FRAME (in days)
i. Campaign to include National Geological Monuments to
100
Global Geopark Network (GGN): Proposal has already
been sent for including two geological sites, i.e., Lonar
Lake of Buldana District, Maharashtra and St Marys
Island & Malepi beach, Udipi District, Karnataka into
Global Geopark Network. Both the sites were declared as
Geoheritage sites in the year 1975 and 1979 respectively.
ii. Development of Geoparks in collaboration with State
Government using a three-pronged approach involving
Education, Conservation and Geotourism.
a. Education - these sites need to be used as research
100
bases for important geoscientific issues, educational
field bases for Earth Science students and scientific
popularization bases for general public.
b. Conservation - GSI needs to arrange adequate protection
100
measures in consultation with other institutions and /
or relevant statutory bodies in accordance with local
traditions and legislative obligations.
c. Geotourism - Geological Heritage sites can support local
200
economies and promote local employment that would
further sensitise local governments as well as local
inhabitants towards the significance of Geoheritage
conservation and the sustainable source of livelihood
which it can create.

To be initiated by
Curatorial + PRM Cells

Curatorial + PRM Cells +
Missions

Curatorial + PRM Cells

Curatorial + PRM Cells
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iii.

iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

viii.

ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days)
GSI can establish parks on sites where fossil exploration
As applicable
is in progress. This will not only bear the cost of
paleontological exploration but also raise public awareness
on how fossil exploration is done
Tourism departments and tour operators to be roped in
200
for publicity and to add to the popular tourist circuits.
Wide publicity through electronic/press and social media.
100
Prepare short fun films for each of the monument and
200
share through GSI website and social media.
Geotourism sites should also house aesthetic samples /
300
models, electronic automated guides. Mineral Specimens,
replicas of various fossils / earth science models can be
sold in these Geoparks as souvenirs
Advertise Geological Monuments on office elevators,
200
trains and buses as wraps

To be initiated by
Curatorial + PRM Cells

Curatorial + PRM Cells
Curatorial + PRM Cells
Curatorial + PRM Cells +
Mission III
Curatorial + PRM Cells

Curatorial + PRM Cells

46. Developing Museums
ACTION PLAN – Developing Museums
TIME FRAME (in days)
i. Introduce / develop / upgrade public viewing areas /
300
museums in all State Unit offices, where the general
public / students can visit and see various minerals, fossils,
along with posters, audio-visual systems that will highlight
various achievements and operations of GSI
ii. Popularise the Virtual museum section of GSI Website
100
iii. All field parties to submit exhibit-worthy specimens/
100
photographs for the museums mandatorily
iv. Install interesting eye catchy geo-models in office premises
100
for public attention
v. Prepare promotional Videos on the individual museums
200
and links to be given in the GSI website, social media
handles.
vi. Exhibit yesteryears field equipment, vehicles, tents, etc.
200
vii. Curate Museums in Regions focusing on different themes
200
like-Marine Geology; Paleontology; minerals/metals/
dimensional stones, Ore Minerals etc., in the lines of
Antarctic Museum at GSI, Faridabad.
viii. Setup attractive features like life-size dinosaur models
300
in front of the GSI buildings and attractive geo-models
in front of Museums
200
ix. Introduce digital Display of posters in exhibitions
participated / organized by GSI
x. Collaborate with other state and national level scientific
100
organisations who wants to establish their own museums
and can propose for gallery space where geological exhibits
will be kept.
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To be initiated by
Regional HODs + SU Heads

Mission IIIA + PRM Cells
Field going officers +
Curatorial
Curatorial
Curatorial + PRM Cells

Curatorial
Curatorial

Curatorial

Curatorial
PSS + Curatorial + PRM
Cells

47. Connect with Employees
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

ACTION PLAN
TIME FRAME (in days)
Grooming expertise in all missions of GSI; involve retired
Regular
eminent GSI geoscientists, academia to motivate and
groom new recruits / middle level resources.
Allow geoscientists to freely attend workshops, symposia
Regular
and seminars at National and International level.
Strengthen and reinvent the Geoclub culture and
Regular
recreational facilities at every Region of GSI with proper
provisioning of appropriate budget.
Give due recognition to active, sincere workers in field,
Regular
laboratory and also officers who are engaged in vital
headquarter based job.

To be initiated by
Mission HODs

DG, GSI + PSS
DG, GSI + Regional HODs
+ SU Heads
DG, GSI + Regional HODs
+ SU Heads

Theme #8:Fortification of baseline data, maps (Coordinator: Shri M. N. Mishra, WR, Jaipur)
48. Framing and Execution of Pilot projects for one-year duration by selecting some key area/domain/belt with
obvious mineral potential (e.g. Along Albitite line, Kantri – Khetri LineamentRajasthan; Gadag Schist Belt,
Karnataka; Bundelkhand Granitoid Complex; Baula – Naushahi –Sukinda area, Odisha)
Actions
Framing up of proposals in pilot and research
mode & identifying suitable personnel from
Geology, Geophysics and Chemistry
Identify and engage Expert and Peer Group for
this pilot project to assist the geoscientists
Execution of the project that include, enhanced
data collection from field, geochemistry, isotope
analysis, 2D/ 3D modeling and integration
Compilation of Outputs and report writing
and preparation of a draft for publication in
international journal

1-100 days
M-I & M-II

M-I & M-II

101-200 days

201-300 days

M-I & M-II
M-I & M-II

VAQ Quotient

V
M-I & M-II

A
Q

M-I & M-II

49. Capacity building and training of six officers from each Region (2 G; 2 GP; 2 Chem,) for data integration,
use of software, 2D/ 3D data modeling and integration
Actions
Procurement of suitable 2D/ 3D Data integration
software by GSITI – such as GOCAD,
GEOMODELLER 3D, LEAPFROG, and GSI
3D software
Identify and engage Experts as core faculty from
GSI, other Institutes of India, Mining Industries,
International Expert
After discussing with core faculty, frame a
customised training module for GSI
Launch training programme in batches of 10 with
adequate hands on projects

1-100 days
M-I, M-II &
GSI TI

101-200 days

201-300 days

V

M-I, M-II &
GSI TI
M-I, M-II &
GSI TI

VAQ Quotient

A
Q

M-I, M-II &
GSI TI
M-I, M-II &
GSI TI
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50. Deep drilling of stratigraphic boreholes for 3D stratigraphic modeling
Actions
1-100 days
Formulation of proposals of drilling
M-I
for deep stratigraphic boreholes in
(i) eastern part of Deccan Traps near
Wardha, west of Yavatmal, (ii) Western
margin of Cuddapah Basin
Initiation of drilling for deep
M-I
stratigraphic boreholes
Study of lithologs for chemical
stratigraphy and other geological
studies
Geophysical logging of boreholes
Preparation and finalization of report

101-200 days

201-300 days

300-400 days

VAQ Quotient

V
M-I

M-I

A
M-I

M-I

M-I

M-I
M-I

Q

51. Integrated thematic mapping (1:25 K geological mapping and geophysical surveys) in OGP area
Actions
1-100 days
Planning and formulation of FSP items M-I & M-II
on Integrated thematic mapping and
prioritises these based on mineral
potential and scientific basis for
implementation over a decade

101-200 days
M-I & M-II

201-300 days

300-400 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

52. Regional scale MT survey for the entire country
Actions
1-100 days
Planning and initiation of tendering
M-I
process Regional scale MT survey
for the entire country with approval
of fund from NMET

101-200 days
M-I

201-300 days

300-400 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

53. Update and Publish all volumes of “A Manual of Geology”
Actions
1-100 days
Formation of Editorial Group by M-III
M-III
Distribution and Start of Work of
M-III
compilation and Editing; should be
taken as Project Mode by M-III
Finalise printing of a few volumes in
one - year

101-200 days

201-300 days

M-III

M-III

300-400 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A

M-III

Q

54. Promoting reading habits, publication culture, knowledge sharing and value addition
Actions
Implementing Online Tracking System to check
and review consultation habits of literature, e
journals by technical officers
Regular interaction, technical presentation,
discussion in Geoclub at each SU/ RHQ/ CHQ –
at least once in a month

1-100 days
M-III

101-200 days

HoD/ SU
Heads/ RMH/
NMH

HoD/ SU
Heads/ RMH/
NMH

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
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HoD/ SU
Heads/ RMH/
NMH

A
Q

Actions
Final Approving authority for any scientific paper
submitted by any GSI Scientist to any ISI Peer
Reviewed Journal or other peer reviewed
journals and Conference should be the delegated
to his/ her concerned Reporting Officers or in
absence of RO, by concerned RMH, SU DDG/
HoD.
To promote publishing regularly in peer reviewed
journals and earning some additional points in
APAR; Inclusion of this parameter in APAR to
be made and implemented

1-100 days
M-III

101-200 days
M-III

201-300 days
M-III

VAQ Quotient

V
A
Q

RMHs/NMHs

55. Procurement of Equipment
Actions
Procurement of Hand-held / portable XRFs 10
each for each Region
Procurement of Hand-held rock-core driller 5 each
for each Region
Procurement of Hand-held / portable Scintilometer
5 each for each SU
Strengthening of State Units with basic facilities
like petrological microscopes (1 for 20 officer
ratio), thin-cum-polish section preparation units

1-100 days
M I & M II

101-200 days

201-300 days

M I & M II

M I & M II

M I & M II

M I & M II

M I & M II

M I & M II

M I & M II

M I & M II

M I & M II

VAQ Quotient

A
Q

Theme #9: Review and accountability system for STSS, AdSS (Coordinator: Shri Tanay Dutta Gupta, SR,
Hyderabad)
56. Creation of a non-lapsable standing fund exclusively meant for running operations of the laboratory and
drilling units
Actions
Building up of proposal indicating purpose,
amount of maintenance fund, identification of
laboratories and drilling unit for distribution
annually
After creation of such exclusive fund,
implementation of the same

1-100 days
STSS, M-IV

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A

STSS, M-IV

STSS, M-IV

Q

201-300 days
AdSS

VAQ Quotient
A
Q

57. Induction of new blood in Drilling, APMD & Administration
Actions

1-100 days

Induction of new Group B non-gazetted & group
C officers in drilling, APMD and administration

101-200 days
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58. Upgradation of State level chemical labs & NABL or any International Standard Certification for all labs
of GSI for ensuring quality outputs
Actions
Upgradation of State Chemical Labs
Initiating process at all laboratories at CHQ,
Regions and NCEGR
Compliance of statutory conditions for applying
required accredition
Implementation of accredition at 70% of GSI Lab
Facility

1-100 days

101-200 days

201-300 days
STSS

STSS, M-II,
M-IV

VAQ Quotient
V
A

STSS, M-II,
M-IV
STSS, M-II,
M-IV

STSS, M-II,
M-IV

Q

1-100 days
STSS, AdSS

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

STSS, AdSS

STSS, M-II,
M-IV
DG, GSI

MoM

1-100 days
STSS, AdSS

101-200 days

201-300 days

STSS, AdSS

STSS, M-II,
M-IV
DG, GSI

59. Streamlining Procurement Process in GSI
Actions
Preparation of proposals on personnel shortage
and career progress avenues for AP & M Division
Preparation of proposal for cadre restructuring
for AP &M Division
Approval process of Proposal of Restructuring
of AP&M Personnel

A
Q

60. Streamlining HR problem in Engineering Division
Actions
Preparation of proposals on personnel shortage
and career progress avenues for Engineering
Division
Preparation of proposal for cadre restructuring
for Engineering Division
Approval process of Proposal of Restructuring
of Engineering Division
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VAQ Quotient

A
Q
MoM

61. Augmenting Drilling Infrastructure
Actions
Old drilling rigs need to be replaced with
modern hydrostatic drilling rigs in phased
manner. Procurement action for provision of
replacement of 10 such hydrostatic drilling rigs to
be initiated, tender to be uploaded. Comprehensive
maintenance contract of three years with basic
training for nominated officers shall be included
in terms and conditions.
Recruitment action for filling up at least 20%
of vacant posts of field level drilling staff like
Technical Operator, Drilling Assistant and JTA
need to submitted to the SSC. Meanwhile, hiring
of skilled operators to be initiated to run available
hydrostatic drills for the period of one year to
train available staff.
Proposal for restructuring of cadre of Engineering
Stream to be submitted to the Ministry of Mines
to redistribute existing sanctioned strength to have
better availability of supervisory level officers
to shoulder additional responsibility in effective
manner
Work orders for procurement of proposed
hydrostatic drilling rigs to be placed giving
delivery time of three months.
SSC to conduct exam for selection of proposed
recruitment.
Cadre restructuring proposal to be cleared from
Ministry of Mines and sent to DoPT / UPSC
Purchased Hydrostatic drilling rigs to be deployed
in FSP items of FSP 2019-20 to fulfil drilling
requirement through in house enhanced capacity
to the maximum extent possible.
Appointed / recruited staff through SSC shall be
put in place in next FSP 2019-20 along with new
hydrostatic drills with handholding by drill M/c
supplier to train them in operational matters.
Cadre of Engineering Stream should be streamlined
to meet challenges of increased workload of
FSP items for better supervision and effective
monitoring of field work.

1-100 days
STSS

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

A

STSS, AdSS
Q

STSS, AdSS
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Theme #10: Digital transformation of GSI (Coordinator: Shri Debkumar Bhattacharyya, Geodata, CHQ,
Kolkata)
62. Immediate measures to be taken for Digital Transformation of GSI
Actions
Successful utilization of OCBIS

1-100 days
DG GSI/ All
HoDs/ All
Mission Heads
Wireless Network * (In phases – CHQ, RHQ and
M-III
State Units)
Secured failsafe 24 x 7 Internet
M-III
Collaboration among scientists over web
All GSI
Scientists
Development of Mobile App (Employee)
M-III
Development of Mobile App for Common citizen
M-III
interacting with GSI (Crowdsourcing)

101-200 days
DG GSI/ All
HoDs/ All
Mission Heads
M-III

201-300 days
DG GSI/ All
HoDs/ All
Mission Heads
M-III

VAQ Quotient

M-III
All GSI
Scientists
M-III
M-III

M-III

A

V

Q
M-III

*The complete project for all offices will take more than 300 days

Theme #11:Marine Survey & Exploration (Coordinator: Shri A. C. Dinesh, M&CSD, Mangaluru)
63. Creation of separate Mission for M&CSD
Actions
Preparation and submission of Proposal to MoM

1-100 days
M&CSD

101-200 days
DG GSI

201-300 days

Deliberation and Final Decision

MoM

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

64. Creation of digital library of surface sediment samples linked with OCBIS
Actions
Creation of digital library and linking with OCBIS

1-100 days
M&CSD

101-200 days
M&CSD

201-300 days

Scrutiny and Publication

M-III

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

65. Vessel details and Cruise Summaries of RV Saumdra Ratnakar linking with OCBIS
Actions
Preparation and porting of the vessel details and
cruise summaries
Scrutiny and Publication

1-100 days
M&CSD

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

M-III

66. Delineation of construction sand blocks within and outside offshore CRZ
Actions
Delineation of construction sand blocks

1-100 days
M&CSD with
prior approval
of block by
MoM

101-200 days
M&CSD
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201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

67. Limemud Block of 50 sq.km area would be developed to an exploitable stage by detailed exploration by
outsourcing the data collection using NMET fund
Actions
Preparation of exploration proposal, global
tendering, NMET fund etc
Sample and Data Collection and evaluation of
resources and reporting.

1-100 days
M&CSD

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

M&CSD

68. Preliminary evaluation for phosphorite off Chennai (TN) and Okha (Gujarat) within EEZ of India by
drilling using NMET fund
Actions
Preparation of exploration proposal, global
tendering, NMET fund etc
Preliminary evaluation of resources

1-100 days

101-200 days
M&CSD

201-300 days

M&CSD

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

69. Enhancement of resources in already delineated HM blocks (1’x1’ size) by further drilling in both West
and East Coast to enhance HM resources
Actions
Preparation of exploration proposal, global
tendering, NMET fund etc

1-100 days
M&CSD
with the prior
approval of
blocks by
MoM

101-200 days
M&CSD

Collection of samples by Drilling, HM analysis,
evaluation of resources

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V
A
Q

M&CSD

Theme #12: Synergy between Geology, Geophysics and Chemistry (Coordinator: Dr. B. K. Sahu, SR, Bengaluru)
70. Field based Integration Project to be developed in each Region
a. Data integration projects need to be formulated and executed in project mode with officers from geology
and geophysics streams
b. Deployment of geoscientists with at least 5 years of field experience in M-I/M-II with knowledge in GIS
under an experienced supervisory officer
c. Capacity building: Training programme on Data integration module at national/international institutes of
repute
d. The geoscientists should be in the projects for at least 5 years
e. The recommended areas/blocks must be followed up with commodity based methods of exploration.
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Actions
Preparation of Proposal
Identification of Personnel
Short term training on Data integration in GSI
Training Institute
Proposal Approval
Compilation of Data
Specialized training programme in international
institutes of repute
Data analysis and integration
Report submission

1-100 days
M-II
M-II
M-V

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

A
PSS
M-II

Q
M-II
M-II
M-II

Theme #13:Collaboration and Co-operation with stakeholders(Coordinator: Dr. Santanu Bhattacharyya,
GSITI)
71. Initiate collaborations in GSI with Outside agencies/ Institutes
Actions
Identify gap areas and domain of collaboration
Development of collaborative project proposals5 Nos*
Signing of MoU
Streamlining of MoU process through OCBIS/
User acceptance test/ Launching
Template and module preparation of different types
of collaboration Institutional/ PhD/ Data sharing
/ Facilitating provision for higher education in
the country and abroad
Collaborations with different countries using IGC
as a platform
International component in JAG/ SAG trainings
Freedom of communication In connection with
Paper approval / Scientific Interaction/ Post paper
interaction

1-100 days
NMH I,II,III
& IV

101-200 days

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient
V

All HOD’s /
RMH

A
DG GSI

NMH III
DDG IAIGC/
DG GSI

DDG IAIGC/
36 IGC
Secretariat
GSITI
M III

A
A
Q
A
Q
V
A
Q
Q
V
A
Q

*Collaboration with ISM/BHU/ IIT KGP for mineral targeting in Singhbhum Craton for Gold/ Ni-Cr-PGM/ RMRE through
integrated approach.
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Theme #14:Financial management and project mode functioning(Coordinator: Shri N. Maran, M&CSD,
Mangaluru)
72. Improving Financial Management and Practices in GSI
Actions
1-100 days
101-200 days
1) Delegation of financial powers may be revised Proposal from
MoM to take
down the line upto level of Head of Office.
GSI to MoM
Decision
2) Financial powers should be re-delegated to
HOO to sanction the RCA recoupment bills
in compliance of GFR. The powers of DDG
shall be increased from Rs. 50,000 to Rs. One
Lakh.
3) RCA / NRCA guidelines were issued in 2010
which needs to be revised as per present
requirements of funds such as NRCA for
wages, POL etc.
4) RCA recoupment and payment powers shall
be given to DDG in case of Cheque DDO for
State Unit.
5) Financial stream shall be restructured upto
State Unit level and
6) Funds for the FSP items should be in
proportionate to number of FSP items.
7) Withdrawal of the funds should be with prior
intimation to DDG / HOO for State Unit.
8) Immediately filled the vacant posts of finance Proposal from
MoM to take
GSI to MoM
Decision
wing: 300 days
• Sanction post are 63 against filled post of
23.
• At CHQ One DDG Finance post shall be
created by restructuring in existing cadre of
finance stream.
• At least one en-cadre Director (Finance) for
each Regions and Missions.
• CAO / ACAO shall be DDO for effective
financial management in PFMS.
• To deal with matters related to CAG audit
and PAO Audit.
Development framework of systematic and smooth ADG (Finance)
distribution of funds to Missions/ Regions/ SU & ADG (PSS)
through OCBIS
Identification of pendency of reimbursement for ADG (Finance)
RCA/ NRCA & DTE through OCBIS
& HoDs
Framework for development of budget estimate SU-HOO/ HoDs/ ADG Finance
for next year through a bottom-up process through
OCBIS
Framework for micro management of regular
SU/ HoDs/ ADG Finance
Expenditure
Developing a pilot project in Project Mode
Mission Heads

201-300 days

VAQ Quotient

A

Q

A

Q

A
Q
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